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No greater
love...

E D I T O R I A L

J esus tells us clearly : « There is
no greater love than this, to lay
down one’s life for one’s friends

» (Jn 15:13). This is, without a
doubt, the clearest expression of a
free and authentic love. For one gi-
ves ALL, one gives one’s life. This
is what the martyrs have done:
they have given all for God, for Je-
sus Christ, for their pupils, for their
faith, in hope and out of love.
It is under this regard that we ha-
ve put together this review. The
task has not been easy. It involves
68 witnesses of the faith proposed
in the same « Positio du Frère Cri-
santo », which includes the « Po-
sitio » of Br Aquilino and that of Ci-
priano José, with 63 Marist and
two lay companions. From the
martyrdom of Br Crisanto down to
the martyrdom of Br Pablo Daniel,
we are in the same « Positio ».

DIVERSE
COMMUNITIES
This union is complex in itself for
it brings together the cases of
martyrdom of brothers and two
laymen belonging to very diverse
and scattered communities in
Spain. Sometimes the brothers of

the same community were murde-
red at two different times, which
leads us to consider two groups of
martyrs. In other cases, it is a
matter of individual martyrs.
So we have broadly followed the
order of the « Positio » itself, star-
ting from the community to
which the brothers belonged or
from what distinguishes them as
a group – place or circumstances
of their death, for example. We
present first the narrative of the
martyrdom – as a group or indi-
vidually, according to the case –,
then a succinct biography and
some testimonies.

TWO ESSENTIAL
BOOKS
We have essentially used the book
«Our models of Marist sanctity», of
Br Giovanni M. Bigotto, which can
be found on the web site of the
Institute, and the work «Vidas en-
tregadas. Martirologio Marista de
España 1909 – 1939», of Br Juan
J. Moral Barrio. Thanks to the ar-
chives of les Avellanes for their
support and the material received
and thanks also to Br Juan J. Mo-
ral for his valuable advice. Thanks
also to all who have contributed to
the publication of this review.
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Director of Communications and of the FMS Message

Br Alberto I. Ricica S.

May the witness of our brother martyrs encourage our 
fidelity and rekindle our enthusiasm for the Marist life!
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O ur 68 new Blessed, in-
spired by Mary, disci-
ples of Champagnat, to-

day challenge us, we who live at
the dawn of the XXI century. It is
true that their memo-
ry remains distant in
time, and that we do
not perhaps under-
stand too well the
processes of beatifi-
cation and canonisa-
tion, but in truth they
surprise us with a mes-
sage that is entirely
relevant today.
We are all part of a
glorious tradition of
martyrs who are for
us like burning em-
bers which keep alive
the light of the faith.
As one of the
Church’s numerous
martyrs, Saint Thomas
More, said: tradition
does not consist in keeping the
ashes, but in passing on the
flame; such is the task that falls
to us today: to pass on to future
generations a flame which does
not belong to us and which we
have received, in our turn, as 
a gift.

On reading the witness of our
Brother martyrs in the pages
that follow, some will perhaps
ask themselves how they would
have acted in their place. On

this subject, Mgr Tonino Bello
said ironically of himself: If to
be a Christian were a crime and
I was brought before a tribunal
accused of this crime, I would
be absolved for lack of proof...
How many of us would also
subscribe to this hard affirma-

tion! Perhaps because we form
part of the dormant Church, an
expression I came across not
long ago in a magazine refer-
ring to that part of the Church

formed of Christians
who do not live their
faith in depth or
who neglect it. The
blood of the martyrs
challenges our con-
sciences: What have
I done with the gift
of faith? What do my
actions say? 
Throughout the
world an urgent
need is felt to renew
the Church by a re-
turn to the essence
of the Gospel. Cardi-
nal Martini expressed
this desire magnifi-
cently – together
with a certain frus-
tration – in an inter-

view accorded a little before
his death: Fr Karl Rahner used
the image of the embers hidden
under the ashes. I see in the
Church of today so much ash
over the embers that frequently
I am overwhelmed with a sense
of powerlessness...

Burning embers,
witnesses to the Faith

Superior General

Br Emili Turú



The arrival of Pope Francis has been like a breath of fresh
air in the midst of this atmosphere of powerlessness and
frustration. Many feel that a new ecclesial spring is possi-
ble, like that experienced at the time of the Second Vati-
can Council. In fact, the name chosen by the new pope
reminds us of the experience of San Damiano: Go, Francis,
rebuild my half-ruined Church.
Marcellin Champagnat burned with that same desire to
renew the Church, under the inspiration of Mary. And he
committed himself to doing so, with his Marist compan-
ions, leaving his signature printed on the Pledge of
Fourvière , at the feet of the Black Virgin. 
As heirs of Champagnat, we are invited to participate ful-
ly in this movement of personal and institutional renew-
al, brushing aside the ashes which threaten to extinguish
the embers and prevent them from spreading warmth and
rekindling the fire. May our contact with the lives of
these witnesses to the faith help us awaken and revive
the embers of that faith which we received at baptism.

Our martyrs paid a heavy price for being faithful to their commit-
ment. They encourage us to give our lives and to be witnesses of the
experience of God and of the marvellous gift of community. Humbly,
discretely, we will contribute to moulding this Church with the Mari-
an face of which we dream.
May each of us be able to say, taking up the words of Mgr Tonino Bel-
lo: Pray for me, so that if being a Christian were truly a crime, so much
proof of this would be found in me, that no lawyer would be prepared
to defend me. And so, I would appear before the judges having plead-
ed guilty to the crime of following Christ, with the added aggravating
circumstances of intending to repeat the offence. Thus I would obtain
the condemnation longed for. Death or rather, life!
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Br Emili Turú
BURNING EMBERS, WITNESSES TO THE FAITH

Mary, pilgrim of faith,
we feel you close on our journey,
a journey of progress and setbacks,
of moments of elation and doubt.
Blow over the embers of our faith,
for we wish, like you,
like our martyrs,
to live a full and happy life,
given without conditions
for the cause of Jesus,
our brother.

Amen

KL
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KL 
KL 
KL 
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KL 
KL 
KL 
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1868 Revolution against Isabelle II [exiled to France on 30 September] 
1870 Election of Amedeus I of Savoie as king
1872 Third Carlist War (1872-1876)
1873 Resignation of Amedeus II
1873 Proclamation of the First Republic
1874 Restoration of the Bourbon Monarchy with Alphonse XII [son of Isabelle II]
1876 New Constitution and «Municipal Law»
1885 Regency of Marie-Christine
1893 Anarchist attempts (Bomb in the «Liceo» of Barcelona)
1897 Assassination of Cánovas (prime minister) by the anarchists
1898 War with the United States
1898 Loss of the last colonies. Treaty of Paris
1902 Coming of age of Alphonse XIII
1909 Beginning of the War in Morocco
1909 General strike in Barcelona [THE TRAGIC WEEK]
1911 General strikes in protest against the war in  Morocco
1912 Assassination of Canalejas (prime minister)
1917 General revolutionary strike in Spain 
1921 The Spanish troops fighting in Marocco suffer the disaster of Anual
1923 Coup d’état of Miguel Primo de Rivera
1927 Pacification of Morocco
1931 On 12 April declaration of the Second Republic
1931 Burning of the convents in Madrid
1932 Failure of the military coup of General Sanjurjo
1932 Autonomy of Catalonia
1932 Anarchist agitation in Catalonia
1932 Dissolution of the Company of Jesus 
1933 Anarchist revolution in Casas Viejas (village of Andalusia)
1934 CEDA (Spanish Confederation of Autonomous Rights) forms a government
1934 Revolutionary movements in Catalonia and the Asturias
1936 The Popular Front wins the elections
1936 Uprising of General Francisco Franco on 18 July: beginning of  THE CIVIL WAR
1939 End of the Civil War on 1st April
1939 Government of General Franco (1939-1975)

Brief chronology of the history of Spain (1868-1939)



In order to ascertain some of
the characteristics of the edu-
cational presence of the  Ma-
rist Brothers in Spain at the
time the Brothers were marty-
red, we can analyse the sta-
tistics of the years 1934-

1935. If we note the places they were working in, we can see that
it was a mainly a matter of towns which were not provincial capi-
tals : Alcoy, Badalona, Cabezón de la Sat, Barruelo de Santullán, Cen-
telles, La Garriga, Manzanares, Palafrugell, Algemesí, Canet, Mata-
ró, Sabadell, Torrelaguna, Villanueva de las Minas, Arceniega, Ca-
rrejo, Igualada, Orbó...

TYPE OF EDUCATION OFFERED

If one stops at the analysis of details relating to the statistics of the
years before the war, one can deduce that there was a process of unin-
terrupted growth on the four levels of teaching in which the Brothers
were engaged : Primary, Commercial, Secondary and Industrial. 

There was, without doubt, a slight decline
during the years of the Republic, very likely
linked not to the choice of the type of scho-
ol on the part of parents for their children,
but to the disorder existing and the situa-
tions of insecurity created.
One observes a clear and significant predo-
minance of schools for the people. If an exa-
mination is made case by case, as  with Bar-
celona, it can be seen that the five little
schools are found in the quarters in most ne-
ed of schooling. These schools were con-

In 1936there was in Spain
a single Marist Province,

which was preparing to ce-
lebrate the 50 years since
the arrival of the first Bro-
thers in Gerona in  1886.
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Marist Brothers  
On the eve of

Br Juan Moral Barrio
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 in Spain
the civil war 1936-1939

na, for example, little schools went on multiplying:
more than five were opened in the « shadow » of
the college in Lauria Street before the beginning
of the war.
When the first four Marist Brothers sent to Spain
received the Superior’s blessing, he told them:
«You are going to study Spanish and then place your-
selves at the disposal of divine Providence… Be re-
gular religious, devoted and prayerful. You have to
be the models for the many others who will come af-
terwards.»
This interior responsibility carried by the one sent
on mission was without doubt passed on to the   ge-
nerations of Marists who succeeded those first
missionaries.

Vic (Spain):
Departure of postulants 

and juniors for Les Avellanes 
and Villafranca, 1924

ducted by little communities of three or four Bro-
thers, except for Sants, where there were eleven
occupied with over 500 pupils. 23 of these scho-
ols had rolls which did not go beyond 300.
Towns and districts with large populations of wor-
kers received the best attention. The transfer and
evolution of the little schools was done according
to the needs or the difficulties relating to the edu-
cational or apostolic work.
The creation of so-called ‘evening classes’, au-
thentic classes of literacy, culture and bringing up
to standard, were regarded as a normal complement
of the school and the quarter.

THE EDUCATIONAL
AND APOSTOLIC STYLE
A way of doing things is seen which is re-
peated almost exactly in each town whe-
re the Brothers are established, inherited
from the older ones who preceded them
and who sent them. It may come, per-
haps, directly from the founder himself,
Marcellin Champagnat : «There must be
an agreement with the ecclesiastical and
civil authorities for any work to be esta-
blished in a town».
The education was not totally free. Pa-
rents were asked to contribute what they
could in the different situations. In the
surroundings of a large school, little
schools were created for the less fortu-
nate or most impoverished. At Barcelo-
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CONFESSORS

SAINT
MARCELLIN
CHAMPAGNAT 
(1789 – 1840)

Canonised by John-Paul II 
18 April 1999.

VENERABLE 
BROTHER
FRANÇOIS 
(1808-1881)

French Br Successor of Saint
Marcellin and first Superior
General of the Institute. 
On 4 July 1968, he received
from the Church the title of  
«venerable» which recognised
the heroicity of his virtues. 
The next step in the process
will be complete 
with the beatification.

VENERABLE 
BROTHER
ALFANO 
(1873-1943)

Italian. The Pope recognised
the heroicity of his virtues 
on 22 January 1991. 
The title of «venerable» means
that he lived the virtues of
faith, hope and charity 
in an exemplary way. 

The next step in the process
will be complete 
with the beatification.

SERVANT OF GOD 
BROTHER
BASILIO 
(1924-1996)

Mexican. Superior General 
of the Institute for 18 years.
His cause for beatification 
was opened in Guadalajara,
Mexico, and is making 
rapid progress.

MARTYRS

BLESSED
BROTHERS
BERNARDO,
LAURENTINO,
VIRGILIO AND 
44 COMPANIONS
MARTYRED IN
SPAIN

They were beatified on 
28 October 2007 in St Peter’s
Square in the Vatican.

SERVANT OF GOD 
BROTHER
LYCARION
(1870-1909)

Swiss in origin. He carried out
his apostolate in Barcelona

where he was killed in 1909
during the «Tragic Week». 
His cause of beatification 
has been introduced in Rome.

SERVANT OF GOD
BROTHER
EUSEBIO 
(1878-1936)
AND 58
COMPANIONS

Spaniards. The Roman process 
is underway.

SERVANT OF GOD
BROTHER 
HENRI VERGÈS 
(1930-1994)

French killed in Algiers 
on 8 May 1994. His cause 
is united with that of 
the 18 other martyrs of Algeria.

State of 
the various Marist causes 

at the present time

BLESSED
BROTHER
CRISANTO AND
COMPANIONS 
62 SPANISH
BROTHERS, 

3 FRENCH, AND 2 SPANISH
LAYMEN. 
THEY WERE BEATIFIED 
ON 13 OCTOBER 2013 
IN TARRAGONA, SPAIN.
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Then the beatification of Br
Bernardo, on the one hand, and
that of Brothers Laurentino, Vir-
gilio and 44 companions mar-
tyrs, on the other. And now the
beatification of Brothers Crisan-
to, Aquilino, Cipriano José and
65 companions martyrs.
Br Gabriele Andreucci has been

without doubt the key man and one of the great protagonists of the
work necessary to be done to attain these goals. His conviction on
the sanctity of Marcellin Champagnat, his efforts and his good ser-
vices were decisive in helping our Founder mount to the altar on 18
April 1999. The fruit of his  savoir-faire equally was the positive out-
come of the undertaking to have a statue of Saint Marcellin erected
on Saint Peter’s Basilica.
It was thanks to his efforts also that we were able to present to the
Congregation for the Causes of Saints, of the Holy See, the « Positio
Super Martyrio », complete and well documented reports covering sev-
eral thousand pages on the lives and martyrdoms of the Brothers be-
atified on 28 October 2007 by Pope Benedict XVI. Br Mariano Santa-
maría, vice postulator of Spain drew up the « Positio super Martyrio »
of Br Eusebio and his companions martyrs.
It was Br Giovanni Bigotto, as Postulator General, who presented to
the Congregation for the Causes of Saints the « Positio super Martyrio
» of Brothers Crisanto, Aquilino, Cipriano José and 63 companions and
two laymen martyrs, who were beatified on 16
October of this year.
Br Gabriele Andreucci, of the Province of «
Mediterránea », was appointed Postulator before
the Congregation of the Causes of Saints in 1990,
replacing Br Agustín Carazo, of the Province of «
Santa María de los Andes ». At the end of 2001,
Br Giovanni M. Bigotto, of the Province of Mada-
gascar, replaced him.
Currently, it is Br Luis Jorge Flores, of the
Province of « México Occidental », who has been
fulfilling this office since September 2011.

In ten years the Institute
has attained three impor-

tant goals concerning the
causes of the saints, thanks
to the efforts of numerous
persons. The first was the
canonisation of Marcellin
Champagnat. 

Br Luis Jorge Flores
Postulator general

A Postulator general 
at the service 

of the causes 
of the marist saints



What is a «Postulator»?
R. He is the person designated by the «actor» 
to represent him before the ecclesiastical
authorities and to be responsible for 
the processes established for the Church 
to propose a person as a model of sanctity. 

You have quoted the word «actor», 
which means?
R. That is the person or the Institution which
asks the competent bishop of a diocese to open
a cause of canonisation.

As far as the new blessed martyrs are
concerned, who has been the actor?
I am not very sure, but I think that 
it is Br Mariano Santamaría, vice postulator 
of Spain at present.

What are the different steps 
to clear for someone 
to be declared «Saint»?
R. First: Servant of God. 
Second: Venerable. And finally: Saint.

And what is required for each step?
R. To become Servant of God: the competent
bishop must agree to open the Cause.
Venerable: Rome must «declare» the heroic
nature of the virtues by a Decree of Validity.
Blessed: the person concerned must work a
«miracle» which can be attributed to him. 
The Church only declares a deed as «miraculous»
after exhaustive examination of witnesses and
medical analyses in the case of a cure, and the
ratification of these facts by the Congregation
for the Causes of Saints.
Saint: the Blessed must work another miracle
attribued to his intercession. Thus Saint
Marcellin worked two miracles declared officially
by the Holy See, and attributed to his
intercession.

Can one of these steps 
be «skipped»?
R. Yes, this is the case with the martyrs. 
They are proclaimed Blessed once 
they have been declared Martyrs. 

That means they do not need Rome to declare
the heroic quality of their virtues, for they have
given their life heroically in bearing witness to
Christ even to death.
By his own authority, the Pope can also declare
someone a Saint, without the steps required, but
that is not frequent. Thus, for example, Pope
Benedict XVI, on the request of numerous
Catholics, declared Pope John-Paul II Blessed,
skipping the preceding step (Venerable).

As concerns our 68 Marist martyrs, 
what process had to be followed?
R. First of all, it was necessary to present 
to the Ecclesiastical Tribunal of the competent
bishop the data necessary for them to be
considered as possible martyrs. Once the
diocesan approbation was obtained, the process
could continue. The Postulator collected the data
required and presented it to the Congregation for
the Causes of Saints, by means of the «Positio».
When the «Positio» has been approved by the
Congregation for the Causes of Saints, then there
is the proclamation of the Martyrdom, 
followed by the beatification.
The process has gone through the following
steps: first, the study of the Positio by the
Rapportor and the Postulator. The necessary
adjustments were made. Then, the Positio was
studied by a group of theologians who accepted
it by a vote. Finally, the Positio was sent to a
group of bishops and cardinals resident in Rome,
who pronounced the ultimate and definitive
verdict. They asked the pope for the Decree 
of Beatification which was sent to the Spanish
Episcopal Conference. The pope has delegated 
or appointed a cardinal to proceed 
with the beatification.

And for people in general, what
difference is there between a Servant of
God and a Saint? That is, what are the
consequences that follow from being at
one stage or the other?
R. The Servant of God commences the processes,
and the Saint culminates them. Another great
difference resides in the degree of veneration
which can be accorded them.

10 • FMS Message 43

Interview with the Postulator general
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Enlighten us on this subject…
R. For a Servant of God, private devotion or
veneration can be paid. For example, to ask for
his intercession personally or within a specific
community.
A Venerable can be the object of private
veneration, but not of «public official»
veneration. The veneration should not be
presided over by an ecclesiastical minister, a
priest in this case. It must not be an «act of
Church».
The Church authorizes a «restricted public
veneration» with regard to a Blessed. That means
that the veneration may be given in a locality,
country or congregation. In Mexico, for example,
one was able to venerate Saint Diego when he
was a Blessed, or in our congregation, Saint
Marcellin, when he was Blessed.
A Saint has right to public universal veneration.
The Pope declares him a model of sanctity for ALL
the Church and he enters the Canonical Cycle of
Saints, with a day fixed for honouring him.

As Postulator General, 
what causes are you responsible for?
R. For all those approved by the General Council
and which are opened in the dioceses. 
Currently I am concerned with the Cause of 
Br Crisanto and his companions martyrs (67).

The Cause of Br Eusebio and his companions 
has been slowed down, for the Positio has been
unable to be continued in Rome because of 
the absence of the official Rapportor. 
The Rapportor is the person designated by the
Congregation for the Causes of Saints to review
the Positio. The Causes of Brothers François and
Alfano are «held up» by lack of miracles. 
As Postulator, my task vis-à-vis these Causes is
to ask all the members of the Institute who know
of desperate situations, the incurably ill and
others, to pray to these Venerable or Blessed
Brothers in order to obtain a miracle. 
Once the miracle is obtained, the process 
can be started towards the official declaration, 
as a supernatural or miraculous happening.
Together with Br José Flores García – known as
«Chepo» -, of the Province of «México Occidental»,
I am concerned also with the Cause of 
Br Basilio Rueda without a diocesan step 
as Servant of God.
As for the cause of Br Henri Vergés, 
the Lazarists and Trappists are concerned with that.

Can a Cause suffer «an accident 
on the way» leading to its suspension? 
R. Certainly. Inappropriate veneration suspends 
a Cause. For example, if the ashes of Br Basilio
Rueda were publicly venerated in a reliquary 
or an urn, that would be sufficient reason for
suspending his Cause. In the case of the martyrs,
the same thing would happen if before their
beatification they are publicly proclaimed as such.
Lack of documents or witnesses, impropriety 
or inexactitude, could retard a Cause, 
until everything was in order.

You have mentioned the term «Positio» a
number of times. What is a Positio?
R. It is a basic document, which should follow 
a serious process of research on the life 
and deeds of the  candidate. It is presented 
to the Congregation for the Causes of Saints 
in Rome (theologians, bishops and cardinals) 
for it to approve the Cause so that the Pope 
may issue the corresponding Decree. A Positio
contains information, testimonies and documents. 
Normally it is composed of several volumes. 

Bull of canonisation
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Communities and
the Places of Martyrdom

Les Avellanes (Lleida) 5
Madrid (Madrid) 12
Málaga (Málaga) 6
Ribadesella (Asturias) 1
Saganta (Huesca) 3
Toledo (Toledo) 11

Torrelaguna (Madrid) 3
Valencia (Valencia) 6
Vic (Barcelona) 4
Villalba de la Sierra (Cuenca) 2 

Albocácer (Castellón) 1 
Arceniega (Vizcaya) 1
Badajoz (Badajoz) 1
Barcelona (Barcelona) 1
Barruelo de Santullán
(Palencia) 2 

Cabezón de la Sal
(Santander) 2
Carrejo  (Santander) 2
Chinchón (Madrid) 4
Denia (Alicante) 1 
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LESS THAN 30 YEARS OLD:
JOSÉ TEÓFILO........................19 years 2 months
ALIPIO JOSÉ .........................20 years 4 months
BRUNO JOSÉ .........................20 years 11 months
EDUARDO MARÍA ...................20 years 11 months
JORGE CAMILO ......................21 years 7 months 
JULIÁN MARCELINO ...............22 years 1 month
TEÓFILO MARTÍN....................22 years 8 months 
EUQUERIO ............................22 years 11 months 
LEÓN ARGIMIRO ....................22 years 11 months 
BENEDICTO JOSÉ....................23 years 8 months 
ANACLETO LUIS .....................23 years 8 months 
BERARDO JOSÉ ......................23 years 11 months 
JAVIER BENITO......................23 years 11 months 
FÉLIX AMANCIO .....................24 years 7 months 
LIGORIO PEDRO .....................24 years 4 months 
HERMINIO PASCUAL ...............24 years 6 months 
NESTOR EUGENIO ...................24 years 9 months 
LUIS ALFONSO.......................25 years 3 months
DOMINGO CIRIACO .................26 years 3 months 
LUIS DANIEL .........................26 years 5 months 
PABLO DANIEL.......................27 years 4 months 
SEVERINO .............................28 years 9 months 
EGBERTO...............................28 years 11 months
JUSTO PASTOR .......................29 years 1 month
BENIGNO JOSÉ.......................29 years 9 months
JULIÁN JOSÉ.........................29 years 11 months

BETWEEN 30 AND 40 YEARS OLD:
FÉLIX LORENZO ......................30 years 1 month

LUIS FERMÍN .........................31 years 3 months 

JOSÉ CEFERINO ......................31 years 7 months 

PEDRO JERÓNIMO...................31 years 10 months 

AQUILINO .............................32 years 11 months 

ÁNGEL HIPÓLITO....................33 years 6 months 

JOSÉ DE ARIMATEA.................34 years 3 months 

MARINO ...............................35 years 7 months 

CAMERINO ............................36 years 4 months 

FELIPE NERI..........................36 years 11 months

EVENCIO ...............................36 years 11 months

ELOY JOSÉ ............................37 years 1 month

JULIO FERMÍN .......................37 years 5 months 

BENEDICTO ANDRÉS ................37 years 8 months 

GASPAR ................................38 years 5 months 

EMILIANO JOSÉ .....................38 years 11 months 

CRISANTO .............................39 years 6 months

40 YEARS OLD AND ABOVE:
ADRIÁN ....................................40 years 8 months 

ABDÓN .....................................41 years 1 month

FERNANDO MARÍA......................41 years 1 month

AURELIANO...............................41 years 7 months 

VICTORICO MARÍA ......................42 years 4 months 

VALENTE JOSÉ............................42 years 6 months 

ANDRÉS JOSÉ ............................42 years 11 months

CIPRIANO JOSÉ..........................43 years 6 months 

LUCIANO...................................44 years 8 months

TIMOTEO JOSÉ ...........................44 years 10 months 

LUIS DAMIÁN ............................45 years 5 months 

JORGE LUIS...............................49 years 11 months

TEÓGENES .................................50 years 10 months 

MILLÁN ....................................51 years 1 month 

GUZMÁN ...................................51 years 6 months 

ROQUE......................................51 years 8 months 

FELICIANO ................................51 years 9 months

PEDRO......................................53 years 6 months 

COLOMBANUS PAUL....................59 years 6 months 

NARCISO...................................59 years 11 months 

JERÓNIMO.................................60 years 1 month

FABIÁN.....................................60 years 8 months 

JEAN MARIE..............................63 years 5 months

AGES OF
THE TWO LAY MARTYRS:
JULIÁN AGUILAR MARTÍN...........23 years 9 months

RAMÓN E. HORTELANO GÓMEZ .....29 years 11 months

AGES OF THE MARTYRS
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NAME IN RELIGION FAMILY NAME PLACE OF BIRTH DATE OF BIRTH 

Br Abdón Luis Iglesias Bañuelos Los Valcárceres (Burgos) 1895-08-19

Br Adrián Manuel Llop Plana La Mata de Morella (Castellón) 1896-01-01

Br Alipio José Maximiano Dronda Leoz Uztárroz (Navarra) 1916-06-08

Br Anacleto Luis Emiliano Busto Pérez Quintanilla de San García (Burgos) 1913-01-05

Br Andrés José Francisco Donazar Goñi Iroz (Navarra) 1893-10-10

Br Ángel Hipólito Aniceto Pablos Carvajal El Burgo Ranero (León) 1903-05-13

Br Aquilino Baldomero Baró Riera Tiurana (Lleida) 1903-09-29

Br Aureliano Pedro Ortigosa Oraá Torralba del Río (Navarra) 1894-02-05

Br Benedicto Andrés Enrique Andrés Monfort Villafranca del Cid (Castellón) 1899-04-25

Br Benedicto José Lucio Galerón Parte Yudego (Burgos) 1912-12-13

Br Benigno José José Valencia Janices Artajona (Navarra) 1906-11-16

Br Berardo José José Pampliega Santiago Cañizar de Argaño (Burgos) 1912-08-27

Br Bruno José Ángel Ayape Remón Cáseda (Navarra) 1915-10-01

Br Camerino Braulio Álvarez Palacín Villamedianilla (Burgos) 1900-03-27

Br Cipriano José Julián Iglesias Bañuelos Los Valcárceres (Burgos) 1893-02-26

Br Colombanus Paul Henri Oza Motinot Lyon (France) 1877-08-01

Br Crisanto Casimiro González García Torrelaguna (Madrid) 1897-03-04

Br Domingo Ciriaco Dionisio Domínguez Martínez Villoria de Órbigo (León) 1911-01-24

Br Eduardo María Francisco Alonso Fontaneda Valtierra de Albacastro (Burgos) 1915-10-10

Br Egberto Leonardo Arce Ruiz Arcellares del Tozo (Burgos) 1907-11-06

Br Eloy José Eloy Rodríguez Gutiérrez Torrepadre (Burgos) 1899-09-09

Br Emiliano José Marcos Leyún Goñi Sansoáin (Navarra) 1897-10-07

Br Euquerio Euquerio Llanillo García Solanas de Valdelucio (Burgos) 1914-02-20

Br Evencio Florencio Pérez Moral Acedillo (Burgos) 1899-10-10

Br Fabián Juan Pastor Marco Barcelona 1876-01-16

Br Feliciano Severino Ruiz Báscones Fuencaliente de Lucio (Burgos) 1884-11-02

Br Felipe Neri Fermín Zabaleta Armendáriz Artajona (Navarra) 1899-09-24

Br Félix Amancio Amancio Noriega Núñez Aguilar de Campoo (Palencia) 1912-02-10

Br Félix Lorenzo Lorenzo Gutiérrez Rojo Las Hormazas (Burgos) 1906-08-10

Br Fernando María Celedonio Martínez Infante Acedillo (Burgos) 1895-08-30

Br Gaspar Pablo Martínez Esteban Los Balbases (Burgos) 1898-03-24

Br Guzmán Perfecto Becerril Merino Grijalba (Burgos) 1885-04-19

Br Herminio Pascual Saturnino Jaunsarás Zabaleta Irurzun (Navarra) 1912-02-11

Brothers and lay Martyrs Beatified:  
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AGE COMMUNITY PLACE DATE 
OF PROVENANCE OF MARTYRDOM OF MARTYRDOM

41 Toledo Toledo 1936-08-23

40 Madrid, Calle Cisne Paracuellos del Jarama (Madrid) 1936-08-11

20 Vic (Barcelona) Barcelona 1936-09-08

23 Toledo Toledo 1936-08-23

42 Les Avellanes (Lleida) Saganta (Huesca) 1936-08-11

33 Madrid, Calle Fuencarral Aravaca (Madrid) 1936-11-03

32 Les Avellanes (Lleida) Les Avellanes (Lleida) 1936-09-03

41 Badajoz Badajoz 1936-08-08

37 Barcelona Albocácer (Castellón) 1936-12-07

23 Valencia, Academia Nebrija Valencia 1936-08-04

29 Madrid, Calle Cisne Paracuellos del Jarama (Madrid) 1936-08-11

23 Valencia, Academia Nebrija Valencia 1936-08-04

20 Toledo Toledo 1936-08-23

36 Madrid, Calle Los Madrazo Madrid 1936-07-24

43 Toledo Toledo 1936-08-23

59 Carrejo (Cantabria) Santander 1937-01-02

39 Les Avellanes (Lleida) Mas del Pastor, Tartareu (Lleida) 1936-08-27

26 Madrid, Calle Fuencarral Madrid 1937-04-20

20 Toledo Toledo 1936-08-23

28 Barruelo de Santullán (Palencia) Monte Saja (Cantabria) 1936-10-23

37 Valencia, Liceo Mayáns Castellón 1936-10-05

38 Les Avellanes (Lleida) Saganta (Huesca) 1936-08-11

22 Madrid, Calle Cisne Madrid - Cárcel Porlier 1937-01-04

36 Toledo Toledo 1936-08-23

60 Les Avellanes (Lleida) Les Avellanes (Lleida) 1936-09-03

51 Chinchón (Madrid) Madrid 1936-07-29

36 Chinchón (Madrid) Madrid 1936-07-29

24 Toledo Toledo 1936-08-23

30 Les Avellanes (Lleida) Les Avellanes (Lleida) 1936-09-03

41 Málaga Málaga 1936-09-24

38 Madrid, Calle Los Madrazo Madrid 1936-07-24

51 Málaga Málaga 1936-09-24

24 Chinchón (Madrid) Madrid 1936-07-29

 13 october 2013                (continue to next page)
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NAME IN RELIGION FAMILY NAME PLACE OF BIRTH DATE OF BIRTH 

Br Javier Benito Jerónimo Alonso Fernández Villorejo (Burgos) 1912-10-01

Br Jean-Marie Félix-Célestin Gombert Olympe Trets (France) 1873-04-05

Br Jerónimo Trifón Tobar Calzada Susinos (Burgos) 1876-07-03

Br Jorge Camilo Vidal García García Cuadros (León) 1916-02-07

Br Jorge Luis Lorenzo Lizasoáin Lizaso Irañeta (Navarra) 1886-09-04

Br José Ceferino Elías Garet Ventejo Centelles (Barcelona) 1905-01-28

Br José de Arimatea Restituto Santiago Allende Bustillo del Monte (Cantabria) 1902-06-10

Br José Teófilo José Mulet Velilla Mazaleón (Teruel) 1917-06-28

Br Julián José Nemesio Cabria Andrés Susilla (Cantabria) 1908-08-05

Br Julián Marcelino Marcelino Rebollar Campo Tresviso (Cantabria) 1914-11-29

Br Julio Fermín Julio Múzquiz Erdozáin Aldaba (Navarra) 1899-04-12

Br Justo Pastor Máximo Aranda Modrego Gallur (Zaragoza) 1907-09-03

Br León Argimiro Argimiro García Sandoval Calzadilla de los Hermanillos (León) 1913-07-31

Br Ligorio Pedro Hilario de Santiago Paredes Cisneros de Campos (Palencia) 1912-05-12

Br Luciano Mauro Álvarez Renedo Albacastro (Burgos) 1892-01-15

Br Luis Alfonso Luis Moreno Aliende Quintanilla San García (Burgos) 1911-06-24

Br Luis Damián Joseph Sobraqués Glory Bouleternère (France) 1891-03-28

Br Luis Daniel Juan Viñuela Flecha Navatejera (León) 1910-06-02

Br Luis Fermín Luis Huerta Lara Torrecilla del Monte (Burgos) 1905-06-21

Br Marino Pedro Alonso Ortega Amaya (Burgos) 1901-01-14

Br Millán Esteban Llover Torrent Les Planes d’Hostoles (Girona) 1885-07-27

Br Narciso Baldomero Arribas Arnaiz Santibáñez de Esgueva (Burgos) 1877-02-27

Br Néstor Eugenio Tesifonte Ortega Villamudrio Arlanzón (Burgos) 1912-04-10

Br Pablo Daniel Daniel Altabella Gracia Aguaviva (Teruel) 1911-10-19

Br Pedro Jaime Cortasa Monclús Millà (Lleida) 1883-07-15

Br Pedro Jerónimo José Félix Serret Anglés Ráfales (Teruel) 1904-11-20

Br Roque Abilio Villarreal Abaza Arazuri (Navarra) 1885-02-22

Br Severino Severino Ruiz Hidalgo Fuencaliente de Lucio (Burgos) 1907-11-05

Br Teófilo Martín Martín Erro Ripa Viscarret (Navarra) 1914-03-03

Br Teógenes Pedro Valls Piernau Vilamacolum (Girona) 1885-11-22

Br Timoteo José Julián Lisbona Royo Torre de las Arcas (Teruel) 1891-10-23

Br Valente José Jesús Delgado de la Fuente Mazuelo de Muñó (Burgos) 1894-04-17

Br Victorico María Eugenio Artola Sorolla Cinctorres (Castellón) 1894-04-12

Sr. Julián Aguilar Martín Employee of community of Chinchón Berge (Teruel) 1912-11-24

Sr. Ramón Emiliano Hortelano Gómez Teacher in Cuenca Cuenca 1908-08-08

(follow the previous page)
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AGE COMMUNITY PLACE DATE 
OF PROVENANCE OF MARTYRDOM OF MARTYRDOM

23 Toledo Toledo 1936-08-23

63 Toledo Toledo 1936-08-23

60 Torrelaguna (Madrid) Redueña (Madrid) 1936-07-22

21 Madrid, Calle Fuencarral Madrid - Hortaleza 1937-08-21

49 Toledo Toledo 1936-08-24

31 Valencia, Academia Nebrija Valencia 1936-08-04

34 Ribadesella (Asturias) Sama de Langreo (Asturias) 1936-09-04

19 Vic (Barcelona) La Palma de Cervelló (Barcelona) 1936-08-01

29 Cuenca Villalba de la Sierra (Cuenca) 1938-07-28

22 Madrid, Calle Fuencarral Paracuellos del Jarama (Madrid) 1936-12-03

37 Toledo Toledo 1936-08-23

29 Vic (Barcelona) Barcelona 1936-09-08

22 Madrid, Calle Fuencarral Madrid 1936-07-20

24 Les Avellanes (Lleida) Les Avellanes (Lleida) 1936-09-03

44 Málaga Málaga 1936-08-27

25 Madrid, Calle Los Madrazo Madrid 1936-08-26

45 Valencia, Academia Nebrija Valencia 1936-08-04

26 Madrid, Calle Fuencarral Madrid 1936-10-16

31 Arceniega (Álava) Bilbao - Cabo Quilates 1936-09-25

35 Torrelaguna (Madrid) Redueña (Madrid) 1936-07-22

51 Denia (Alicante) La Plana de Alzira (Valencia) 1936-08-10

59 Cabezón de la Sal (Cantabria) Santander 1937-01-02

24 Carrejo (Cantabria) Santander 1937-01-02

27 Mataró (Barcelona) At the French frontier 1939-01-29

53 Cabezón de la Sal (Cantabria) Santander 1937-01-02

31 Málaga Málaga 1936-08-27

51 Málaga Málaga 1936-10-18

28 Vic (Barcelona) La Palma de Cervelló (Barcelona) 1936-08-01

22 Barruelo de Santullán (Palencia) Monte Saja (Cantabria) 1936-10-23

50 Málaga Málaga 1936-08-27

44 Les Avellanes (Lleida) Saganta (Huesca) 1936-08-11

42 Valencia, Liceo Mayáns Castellón 1936-10-05

42 Torrelaguna (Madrid) Redueña (Madrid) 1936-07-22

23 Chinchón (Madrid) Madrid 1936-07-29

29 Villalba de la Sierra (Cuenca) Villalba de la Sierra (Cuenca) 1938-07-28



Les Avellanes was an important Marist community in 1936.  
It numbered 210 brothers and aspirants undergoing their training.

The house included the juniorate, the postulancy and the novitiate, 
and the scholasticate, along with their teachers. It also included 
the provincial infirmary and a community for the different services:
administration, farm, masonry and repairs.
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Brother 
Crisanto

Casimiro Gonzáles García

He replied that he could not
abandon the young aspirants
in his charge. He went imme-
diately to the police station
where the militiamen of the

non-local committee were waiting for him. These obliged the village mili-
tia to withdraw.
“Knowing that I had a vehicle, they ordered me to put it at their dis-
posal… Soon after, Brother Crisanto returned accompanied by the mili-
tia and three members of the local committee. Brother, smil-
ing and calm, said goodbye to those near him. The village peo-
ple were very aggrieved that the Brother had fallen into the
hands of such republicans. The chief of the foreign militia no-
ticed their reaction, and threatened the crowd with his gun
and curtly ordered them to go home.
Having moved three hundred metres further beyond the
place known by the name of Mas del Pastor, the militia led
Brother Crisanto to a ravine where they invited the three mem-
bers of the Tartareu Committee to shoot him. These refused
explaining that they did not have the courage to kill one of
their own.
Immediately, we heard seven or eight shots as we had turned
our backs so as not to assist at the assassination… When they
returned, the murderers showed us the objects they had tak-
en from the servant of God’s clothing, among other things a
watch, a pen and a few coins.”
The militia forced the local peasants to bury the deceased,
threatening them with a similar fate if they refused. These
peasants noticed that Brother Crisanto’s right hand held a bit
of wood between the fingers, in the form of a cross.

Towards twelve o’clock,
on August 27, in 1936, a

group of unknown militia en-
tered the village of Tartareu;
the people guessed the mili-
tia’s intentions and warned
Brother Crisanto who had
taken refuge among them. 

THE
MARTYRDOM

The cross of 
Mas du Berger, 
where Br Crisanto 
was first buried
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Declaration signed by eyewitnesses 
of the martyrdom of Br Crisanto

LIFE OF
BROTHER CRISANTO
He was born on 4 March 1897 at Torrelaguna
(Madrid), and at his baptism, three days 
later, he received the name of Casimiro.
He joined the Marist Brothers in 1914. He already
showed a great availability: “Here I am, do with me
whatever will be your pleasure. My only wish is to
obey.” 
He took the habit on 2nd February 1915. That day,
he wrote, “O my Mother, cover me with your man-
tle! May God not allow this day to ever vanish from
my memory and that at the end, we will crown our
lives with the death characteristic of a Marist
Brother, singing “Ave Maris Stella”. The day has co-
me for you, Brother, to unite yourself to God and
to offer him your heart without reserve for ever.” 

Brother Crisanto

From 1916, he worked in many of our schools. The
superiors, noticing his qualities, entrusted him
with the important task of the formation of the as-
pirants in 1935 at Les Avellanes. That was a diffi-
cult period in which he assumed his task with a fa-
ther’s heart and responsibility, and with the reso-
lution of one aware that martyrdom might arrive
one day.  
One young man of the village offered him a safe hi-
ding place, but the Brother replied, “Thank you, but
if necessary, I’ll joyfully give my life to save my
young men.”

Br Crisanto 
with the juniors
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LES AVELLANES

After Brother Crisanto’s martyrdom==================================
It was two in the afternoon on Thursday the 27th

of August, 1936, when the barbaric killing of Broth-
er Crisanto took place. It had been a month precise-
ly since they had been expelled from the convent by
the Republicans, and it was also the anniversary of
the brave martyr’s entrance in the Marist congrega-
tion.

One of his disciples, Elías Lafuente, was not
far from the stage of this bloody scene, and came
forward as soon as the militia vanished away.“I approached the body – says Elías – and recog-
nized our beloved Director bathed in blood. I no-
ticed the evident gunshots, one in his face and two
in his chest. His face looked at the heavens. His
arms were slightly separate from his chest. He was clutching these

little stick between his right-hand index and middle fingers, forming

a cross. I briefly con-templated the scene with intimate pain, prayed

an Our Father for the victim, and walked away without delay, lest

there could be a spy hidden in the surroundings.”Before withdrawing, the militia commissioned some men from the

neighboring farms to bury the body they were leaving behind, and

threatened them to do it swiftly or face the same fate.
Frightened, they rushed to follow the orders. They dug a meter-deep

grave near the body, and laid it there. After dropping the body into

the grave, the “undertakers” realized with surprise that somehow the

hands remained crossed on the chest, and especially that the stick

stayed between the fingers without falling away, still forming a

cross. They covered the body with soil, and then left.
Four years later, on March 4, 1940, when exhuming the precious re-

mains before taking them to the convent cemetery – one of the men who

dug the grave volunteered to perform this task – the corpse happened

to have the arms crossed. The right hand was uncor-rupted, well at-

tached to the forearm, and still held the stick between the fingers.

This unusual case deeply touched the large number of witnesses who at-

tended the ceremony. The fact was divulged among the people of the re-

gion, and greatly contributed to increase the reputation of holiness

the martyr already enjoyed.
When summoned before his executioners for the last time, the virtu-

ous Brother probably did not bring the cross which Marist Brothers

usually wear on the chest. He certainly did so to prevent a further

desecration, since it was known that the Divine Crucifix would be

stomped and cursed if the holy image was found when frisking the vic-

tims. Hence he man-aged to make his little cross as indicated, and die

with it unnoticed by his enemies.

(From “Flowers of Martyrdom”, February 1948, n°7).
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At that very moment, I was or-
dered by a certain “Chala” to ta-
ke him and his companions, four
or five, apparently all militiamen
and all armed, on my lorry. They
told me to take them to the con-
vent of Las Avellanes.
Here is the scene that was waiting

for me at the convent: I remained in the vehicle. Four metres in front of
me stood an individual nick-named El Peleteiro and two other armed men.
At a distance of thirty metres, I saw four Marist Brothers dressed in civi-
lian clothes, lined up in front of the wall of the pelota court. I recogni-
sed them as four Marist Brothers whom I had seen on my frequent visits
to the convent. I did not know their names except for Br Aquilino Baro...
With him at the time I was able to exchange looks of greeting and friends-
hip. The fellows I had brought from Balaguer, Chala and his companions,
got off the lorry and joined El Peleteiro. They talked among themselves. 
At that moment, Brother Aquilino addressed them: ‘I want to talk to you.’
El Peleteiro replied, ‘Speak while we load the guns!’ Then - even if the
militians paid him no attention – he said calmly and forcefully: ‘As a man
I forgive you and as a Catholic I thank you, for you are putting into my
hands the martyr’s palm that every Catholic should desire.’ Immediately
after, El Peleteiro asked him, ‘Have you finished?’ and Brother Aquilino
Baro replied, ‘Long Live Christ the
King!’ El Peleteiro said: ‘Now, you
can turn around!’ Br Aquilino re-
plied, “No, facing!’ The militia fi-
red their guns and the four ser-
vants of God fell to the ground.”

Here is the testimony of a
witness: “At the end of

August or during the first
days of September of 1936,
I happened to be in the city
of Balaguer and I was get-
ting ready to return home. 

THE MARTYRDOM

Impact of a bullet 
on the fronton court at Les AvellanesBr Félix Lorenzo

Br Ligorio Pedro

Br Fabián

Br Aquilino

The martyrs of 
the Pelota Court: 
Brothers Aquilino, Fabián, 
Félix Lorenzo and Ligorio Pedro



Witness 1
=========

His unlimited devotedness

to the training of the juniors

led him to become associate no-

vice master at Las Avellanes. In

this task, one noticed even mo-

re the particular characteris-

tics of Marist spirituality:

“Humility, simplicity in doing

good without noise...”.

Witness 2
=========

The second censor theologian made this

reflection on this subject, “Each of his

letters was animated with a spiritual

inspiration. Not one of his letters does

not reflect the language of the reli-

gious, does not omit to exhort to good

and to the practice of Christian virtues

The recipients of these letters must su-

rely have been edified by these letters.”
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LES AVELLANES

LIFE OF BROTHER AQUILINO
Baldomero Baró Riera

He entered the Vic
juniorate in 1916
and went through
the normal reli-
gious training. He
professed his first
vows on Septem-
ber 8, 1920, and
at twenty he was already teaching at the Vic ju-
niorate. Given the quality of his teaching, the su-
periors sent him to Arceniega where his results we-
re even better.

At the time of his perpetual profession on 19 July
1925, his confreres noted his constant application
in the spiritual life and a good harmony between
interior life, community life and apostolic life.
His prayer to Mary, composed shortly before his
martyrdom reveals his interior life: “O Mary! O
Mother of God and Mother of my soul! On you de-
pends the union, the fusion of two such different
beings, so far apart, and yet made to be united: God
and my soul! Jesus and me! If it pleases you, act
so that God gives himself to my soul and my soul
gives itself to God. 
Grant me, Our Lady, that the thought of God oc-
cupies all my soul; that my heart may be invaded
by his unique Love and that the great motto of
Saint Teresa becomes truly the norm of my life: “God
is sufficient for me! Only God is sufficient for me!”

Brother Aquilino was born on 29 September of 1903
at Tiurana (Lleida), a charming village of 600, in
the rich valley of the River Segre. The next day, at
his baptism, he received the names Baldomero, Mi-
guel, Geronimo. He was not yet 33 when he was ki-
lled on 3 September of 1936.
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Act of exhumation



LIFE OF BROTHER FABIÁN
Juan Pastor Marco

Brother Fabian was born at Barcelona on January 16, 1876.
Two days later, he received the sacrament of baptism and
the names Juan, Jaime, Ramón.
On September 3, 1936, the day of his martyrdom, he would
be sixty years old, the eldest in the group of four Brothers
shot in the pelota court of Las Avellanes.
Fabian underwent his religious training at Saint-Paul-Trois-
Châteaux, since the Marist Brothers arrived in Spain only in
1886 and did not then possess any training house.

Brs. Aquilino, Fabián, Félix Lorenzo, Ligorio Pedro
THE MARTYRS OF THE PELOTA COURT

LIFE OF
BROTHER FÉLIX LORENZO
Lorenzo Gutiérrez Rojo

Lorenzo was born on August 10, 1906, in the village of
Las Hormazas (Burgos). The next day he was baptized and
received the names Lorenzo, Macario, Julian. 
At 13, he entered the juniorate of Arceniega. After having
gone through the different stages of his formation, he ma-
de his first vows on September 8, 1923. His perpetual vows
were made in 1928.
He first taught at Murcie. But as his health was poor, his
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superiors sent him to Saragossa in 1930 in the hope that a change of
climate might help him. He suffered from a weak heart, with attacks that
sometimes brought him close to death. At the infirmary of Las Avella-
nes in 1931, the doctors gave him five months to live. Three times, he
received the sacrament of the sick.
The militia did not spare this man who was just holding to life by a straw.
On 3 September 1936, they got him out of the hospital, drove him to
the peloton court and shot him together with Aquilino, Fabian and Li-
gorio Pedro. These last two helped Brother Félix to stand during the exe-
cution.

From 1891 he was sent to work in some of our schools in France: Be-
ausset, Lambesc, Dieulefit..
He gave himself to the Institute definitively by professing his perpe-
tual vows on September 21, 1897.
He returned to Spain. In August 1935, a serious illness forced him to
move to the infirmary of Las Avellanes. Though seriously ill, he was for-
ced by the militia to line up at the wall. They killed him simply because
he was a religious, a Christian educator of youth.
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LIFE OF BROTHER LIGORIO PEDRO
Hilario de Santiago Paredes

He was the youngest Brother of the four who were killed in the peloton court.
On 3 September 1936, he was just over 24.
Brother Ligorio Pedro was born on 12 May 1912 at Cisneros de Campos (Pa-
lencia). At his baptism, he received the name of Hilario.
His family was poor. They even ran short of food at times. One of his uncles,
who was a priest, helped him in his studies. He would have liked his nephew
Hilario to become a priest but the attraction to Marist life was stronger.
On 24 September of 1927, Hilario entered the juniorate of Carrion de los Con-

des. That juniorate was intended to prepare
candidates for the missions and also welco-
med youngsters from Latin America. Little by
little, Hilario took on a more international men-
tality and habits. 
During that period,

he contracted a di-
sease called “the Pott
sickness”. Brother Li-
gorio himself descri-
bed this disease, “The
sickness of Pott is an
affliction whereby the
bones and the blood
become pus.” 
However, his sickness
worsened and on the

advice of the doctors, he moved to the infirmary
of Las Avellanes on 12 May 1936. It was the-
re and in those conditions that martyrdom was
awaiting him. The militia “got him out of
bed, and led him to the peloton court whe-
re they murdered him, offering no resistan-
ce but shouting, “Long Live Christ the King!”

LES AVELLANES



Julio Fermín, 37; Javier Benito, 24; Anacleto Luis, 23; Bruno José, 21; 
Evencio, 37; Abdón, 41; Eduardo María, 21, and Félix Amancio, 24. 
Four young Brothers had left to follow summer courses in Murcia. 
Br Claudio Luis did not form part of this group of martyrs; the others 
were killed on 23 August 1936, except for Br Jorge Luis, 
murdered the following day, 24 August.
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D uring the school
year 1935-1936,

the Marist community 
of Toledo numbered 
16 Brothers. But in
mid-July, not all were in
the house. Those in
residence were Brothers
Claudio Luis, Cipriano
José, superior, 43;
Jorge Luis, 50; 
Jean-Marie, 63; 



Witness 1
=========

“In Toledo, the revolution

acquired a catastrophic ant-re-

ligious character. I was able to

observe this because of my posi-

tion as chief officer of the ce-

metery: the victims were all fi-

ne persons and of religious sen-

timents; the revolution was un-

relenting on the religious and

priests. In total, in the city of

Toledo 450 to 500 persons were

killed, respectable and reli-

gious people, among them all the

cathedral canons, the priests

and the two religious communities

in the city, the Carmelite Fa-

thers and the Marist Brothers.”
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THE SITUATION IN TOLEDO
The first two days after the national uprising of 18
July 1936, Toledo remained relatively calm, the lo-
cal forces having sided with the « Nationalists »
(partisans of Franco). But on 21 July, after the ar-
rival of 6,000 militiamen from Madrid, the Civil
Guard withdrew into the Alcazar, and the city fell
into the hands of the revolutionaries on 22 July.
The Republicans were not slow in implementing
their projects of persecution. They confiscated
all the goods of the Church and immediately af-
terwards began to round up priests, religious and
the most committed lay people.

THE BROTHERS ARE
ARRESTED
At the beginning of the revolution, the brothers we-
re far from imagining that they figured on the list
of those who should be imprisoned. So it was very
easy for the militiamen to take them by surprise.
When Br Cipriano José noticed them, he asked the
brothers to go quickly to the chapel and consume the
sacred species. But the militia had already burst in-
to the school and stopped them before they could
reach the chapel.
All the arrested had previously been searched. The
discovery of a rosary, a medal, a scapular was met
with outbursts of rage and blasphemy. They displa-
yed the same fury in searching the school. Instead
of the weapons they were looking for, they found nu-
merous religious objects which they smashed and
threw out of the windows.
In the prison, the brothers did not receive any fa-
vourable treatment, far from it. From the beginning,
they had to suffer all sorts of privations: «We were
immediately put into a ‘Brigata’ (cell) without air or
water, where we stayed between fifteen and twenty
days. We could not go out even to drink a little wa-
ter. We had only one jug of water for the 35 to 40
persons there.»

THE EXECUTIONS

Such was their situation up to 23 August 1936. And
then the day after the Nationalist airplanes had
bombed Madrid, causing many deaths, the militia-
men in reprisal avenged themselves on those in pri-
son and massacred a first group on the Transito es-
plenade.
The same day came the turn of the Marist brothers,
other religious and some priests. But since the Tran-
sito was covered with corpses, they were taken to
the place called «Puerta del Cambrón», where they
were mown down by a machine gun.
These executions were not preceded by any trial, any
possible means of defence. The fact of being reli-
gious was enough to be declared guilty and con-
demned to death.

The martyrdom



Br Jorge Luis
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Br Félix AmancioBr Evencio

Brs. Abdón, Anacleto Luis, Bruno José, Cipriano José, Eduardo María, Evencio, Félix Amancio, Javier Benito, Jean-Marie, Jorge Luis, Julio Fermín
THE MARTYRS OF TOLEDO

Br Abdón Br Anacleto Luis

Witness 2
=========

An eyewitness reported: The militiamen entered shouting: ‘All the religious

of the college, go to the courtyard’, and they lined them up next to the wall,

separating them from the other persons in the college. They also forced me up

against the wall, on the pretext that I was a teacher at the college. But as I

protested that I was a secular teacher, one of them pulled me out and pushed me

out the door, saying: ‘Get out of here!’ I remained near the college to see what

would happen. Towards the evening, I saw how they drove them from the college,

shoving them brutally. I followed them through the streets until they put them

in prison.

MARTYRDOM OF BROTHER JORGE LUIS
It was on the following day that Brother Jorge Luis was killed. When his
confrères were taken from the prison, he was helping in the kitchen. He
was told they were taking away his confrères and advised to stay in pla-
ce. But a militiaman recognized him as a Marist Brother and denounced
him. The Brother was shut up in a security cell.
He was interrogated about the existence of God. His replies earned him
a crack on the head from a rifle butt. In reality, the brother did not die
then; the following day, he was taken to the Transito to be shot.

Process of the cause 
of Br Jorge Luis
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TOLEDO

Br Javier Benito

Br Jean-Marie Br Julio Fermín

Br Bruno José

Br Cipriano José Br Eduardo María

Life of the Martyrs 
of the Community of Toledo
LIFE OF BROTHER CIPRIANO JOSÉ
Julián Iglesias Bañuelos

Brother Cipriano José was born on 26 February
1893 at Valcárceres, Burgos; baptised two days lat-
er, he received the name of Julián. His parents
were modest peasants of deep faith.

In 1905, at the age of 12,
Julián began his Marist
formation in the junio-
rate of Burgos, but it was
at San Andrés de Palomar,
Barcelona, that he took
the habit on 8 September
1908, and became Brother Cipriano José. He made
his perpetual vows on 1 August 1915, and the vow
of stability on 15 August 1924.
Gifted and tenacious in studies, he obtained a Li-
centiate in Literature and showed astonishing pro-
fessional competence.
He was also astonishing by the amount of work he
accomplished… In fact, under this amount of work
was concealed the zeal of the Marist religious. 

Witness 3
=========

“For all the time that I was

with them in prison, the Brothers

showed great mildness, without ser-

vility, putting up with the humi-

liations with dignity.”

In the prison they tried to cre-

ate a profound atmosphere of pra-

yer: “During the time the Brothers

were in prison, they led an emi-

nently Christian and religious li-

fe, to the point of being a source

of continual edification and en-

couragement to the other priso-

ners They prayed a lot  Every day

they said the rosary, and often it

was a Brother who led it. They sho-

wed themselves full of courage, re-

ady to suffer death for love of the

Lord. From the very first day,

they expected death, knowing that

it was certainly coming their way.
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Witness 5
=========

Mr Carmelo Moscardó Guzmán, who shared the same cell, has left us this

testimony: One day I was taken out of the prison and shut in a special cell

until late at night. That was when the ‘Granadino’ arrived. When I asked him

about my brother’s death, he replied simply that justice had been done by

shooting him.  And it will be the same with you , he added. Then they pre-

sented me with a Marist brother who, because he was a kitchen hand, had not

been found the day before. He was asked a heap of questions about the exis-

tence of God; it was the ‘Granadino’ leading the dance, then he added: Here-

’s how this is going to end , and taking the rifle by the barrel, he smashed

the butt over the Brother’s head. Then I was forced to leave the cell. I was

not able to know if the Brother’s death was the result of the blow from the

rifle butt or if he was killed later.

LIFE OF BROTHER JORGE LUIS
Lorenzo Lizasoáin Lizaso
Br Jorge Luis was born in Irañeta, Navarre, on 4 September 1886. The vil-
lage counted about 300 inhabitants. Lorenzo grew up in a milieu favored
by nature. His parents, Miguel Angel and Francisca, helped and support-
ed him, going so far as to direct his life and vocation to the Novitiate of
San Andrés de Palomar, Barcelona, where he arrived on 26 August 1901.
He had an impressive physical appearance which attracted attention whe-
rever he went. His herculean build gave him the impression of being a for-
ce of nature which dominates by its physical superiority, but closer

He accorded great importance to the
teaching of religion and he conduc-
ted these courses for the last two se-
condary classes himself. One of his sa-
yings became famous: «Everything
can go except the religion hour!»
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Brs. Abdón, Anacleto Luis, Bruno José, Cipriano José, Eduardo María, Evencio, Félix Amancio, Javier Benito, Jean-Marie, Jorge Luis, Julio Fermín
THE MARTYRS OF TOLEDO

Witness 4
=========

“Poverty was the virtue which showed itself

most obviously in his external behaviour. He

was satisfied with what was indispensable. For

his confrères, on the other hand, he showed

himself attentive and understanding; he did not

let them lack anything which could provide some

innocent joy, such as a Christmas tree, the

gifts of the Magi, a well laid table for feast

days. When the superiors ordered the wearing

of civil dress in order to adapt to the politi-

cal requirements, he let the Brothers choose

the best, and helped himself last. He bought an

overcoat so ordinary that, as far as function

was concerned, he was advised to buy one of

better quality. He responded with a smile...”

Los Valcárceles: home village of Br Cipriano José
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Br Jean-Marie was born in Trets, Bouches-du-
Rhône, on 5 April 1873. His parents were named
Hippolyte and Élisabeth. 
At the novitiate of Saint-Paul-Trois-Châteaux
and in other places and situations, Br Jean-Marie
knew Brothers who had lived with Marcellin and
his first disciples. He had the chance to know
personally Brothers of great historical impor-
tance in the Institute. 
The assailants of the Marist college of Toledo had

no regard for Br Jean-Marie, either as a religious or as a Frenchman. The
Brothers of the community
were aware that his state
as a French citizen offered
him the possibility of sal-
vation. Once arrested and
imprisoned, it was sug-
gested to him to take ad-
vantage of this state, in
order to obtain his free-
dom and safety. But he re-
fused, expressing his wish
to stay with the brothers of
his community. He was 63
years old. Such was his final
wish.

TOLEDO

aquaintance revealed a man of great heart, as
large as his body, decisive and couragous in his
decisions.
But what is extraordinary is not the friendship
he formed with certain personalities – a car-
dinal, the civil and military governor, the ma-
yor – at the same time as with simple people,
ordinary families, workers, kids, even little
delinquents, but the friendship which tied him
to his community. Some remember his manner
and his conversation, others his attentions
and his kindness.

Witness 6
=========

A prison companion of the Bro-

thers, Mr Felice Bretano Encinas, re-

calls: “During the days of the revolu-

tion, the Servants of God devoted

themselves, as I can testify, to fo-

llowing the prison regime and, at ti-

mes when they were not observed, to

prayer.”

Brother Jorge Luis did not conceal

his desire to be a martyr: “ my grea-

test wish, after my conversion, is to

be able to shed my blood for Christ.”

Witness 7
=========

Brother Jean-Marie was

French by nationality. When

the French consul paid him a

visit and informed him that

he had started negotiations

for getting him out of pri-

son and repatriating him,

the Brother refused catego-

rically: “Never! I have al-

ways lived with them, and I

wish to die with them!”

LIFE OF BROTHER JEAN-MARIE
Félix-Célestin Gombert Olympe
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LIFE OF BROTHER JULIO FERMÍN
Julio Múzquiz Erdozáin

Brs. Abdón, Anacleto Luis, Bruno José, Cipriano José, Eduardo María, Evencio, Félix Amancio, Javier Benito, Jean-Marie, Jorge Luis, Julio Fermín
THE MARTYRS OF TOLEDO
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Br Julio Fermín was born on 12 April
1899, in Aldaba, a little village of Na-
varre. His parents were named Este-
ban and Ramona. 
He entered the house of Les Avella-
nes on 30 April 1914, to do his pos-
tulancy and novitiate.
He spread joy and
laughter in commu-
nity. His cheerful
manner was also no-
ticeable outside, in
his relations with his
students and the
persons connected
with the school.

LIFE OF BROTHER JAVIER BENITO
Jerónimo Alonso Fernández

Br Javier Benito was born in Villorejo, Bur-
gos, on 1 October 1912. His parents’ names
were Jerónimo and María.
Two of his brothers had preceded him in the

Witness 8
=========

“In prison, together with the Brothers, there

was the son of General Moscardó, defender of the

Alcazar of Toledo. There was a memorable dialogue

between father and son, the latter informing his

father that if the Alcazar did not surrender, he,

the son, would be shot. Then addressing Brother Ja-

vier Benito, whose pupil he was, he asked him: “What

will become of us?” And the Brother replied: “My

son, may God’s will be done.” That night, in lit-

tle groups, they were led to the execution site.

That night, the Brothers from the college, the son

of Moscardó and other persons died there.”
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Villorejo, 
home village of 
Br Javier Benito



LIFE OF BROTHER ANACLETO LUIS
Emiliano Busto Pérez
Br Anacleto Luis was born in Quintanilla de San García, province of Burgos,
on 5 January 1913. The names of his parents were Natalio and Bárbara.
Br Anacleto was distinguished by the simplicity of his soul, by his aima-
bility towards everyone he met, and by the charity made service and use-
ful work for the community or the school.
When someone felt overburdened by an accumulation of tasks, Br Ana-
cleto was immediately there to help him… It did not matter who needed

TOLEDO
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congregation, proving the excellent Chris-
tian dispositions of their father to accept the
will of God for the lives of four of his chil-
dren.
Jerónimo left for the juniorate of Arcenie-
ga, Alava, and was quickly noted for his ze-
al and excellent dispositions to become an
accomplished Marist Brother.

Witness 9
=========

The words of a community companion in his regard are sufficiently

vivid and precise to describe Br Javier Benito: “Intelligent,

friendly and hard working; he had a fund of knowledge of all kinds.

On questions of apologetics, his subtle and sure mind made him some-

one difficult to beat where the search for and demonstration of the

truth were concerned.”

Witness 10
==========

In a letter that Brother Anacleto Luis

sent his parents from prison, a fortnight

before being shot, he wrote: “My dear pa-

rents, don’t worry about me. How happy you

would be if you were able to have the death

I’m going to suffer!”

him – the superior or a con-
frère, someone young or so-
meone old – He was always
ready to offer service to who-
ever it was. When someone fell
sick, the Brother hurried to vi-
sit him, assist him, serve him
in the most elementary needs.
Always a smile on his lips.
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A drawing 
of Br Anacleto Luis

Biographical data of Br Javier Benito



LIFE OF BROTHER BRUNO JOSÉ
Ángel Ayape Remón

Brs. Abdón, Anacleto Luis, Bruno José, Cipriano José, Eduardo María, Evencio, Félix Amancio, Javier Benito, Jean-Marie, Jorge Luis, Julio Fermín
THE MARTYRS OF TOLEDO

He was born in Cáseda, Navarre, on 1
October 1915. His parents, according to
the statement of his sisters Generosa
and María, were peasants of the area,
very religious and well loved in the 
village.
His father died before Angel left home
to enter the juniorate of Villafranca, Na-
varre. Only his mother accompanied

him on this occasion; it was 17 March
1926. On 13 September 1930, he en-
tered the novitiate of Les Avellanes,
Lleida. He received the Marist habit on
the feast of the Nativity of the Virgin
(8 September 1931). After the year of
novitiate, he made his first vows on 8
September 1932. 
According to custom, after the scho-
lasticate he was sent on apostolic work
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Witness 12
==========

The superior and director of

the college “Los Madrazos” of Ma-

drid commented on him: “A docile

and obedient religious, taking no-

te of all the observations made to

him about the way to manage his

class.”

Witness 11
==========

Brother Bruno José received a visit from

his mother and his sister at the college.

The latter describes the scene: “When my

mother, anxious and sad, mentioned the dan-

gers the religious were running, my brother

stood up and exclaimed joyfully: “Oh! Mo-

ther, what a joy it would be to die a

martyr.”  My mother burst into tears while

I, interiorly, admired my brother’s resolu-

tion and courage. And he, to soften things

for our mother, approached her and told her

that there was a door in the college by

which they could escape.”

to the Marist college «Los Madrazos» in Madrid. Appointed to Toledo,
it was there that the revolution surprised him, together with the
whole community. He was only 20 years old on 23 August 1936.

Cáseda,
home  village 
of Br Bruno José
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Br Evencio was born in Acedillo, Burgos, on 10 October 1899. His pa-
rents were named Fausto and Teodora ; they worked the land.
Br Evencio was tall, majestic, strong, serene, a bit provocative, close
to the young and capable of entering easily into relation with them.
Testimonies of his educational successes are abundant, considering his
ability to know how to get the best out of the youth he mixed with.
Many of those who had been his students came to see him from Luce-
na and from Toledo. Silent, serious, submissive to the orders of his su-
periors. Attentive to
fraternal relationships. 
The witnesses are una-
nimous in underlining
the unaffected affec-
tion accompanying his
way of acting.

TOLEDO

LIFE OF BROTHER EVENCIO
Florencio Pérez Moral

LIFE OF BROTHER ABDÓN
Luis Iglesias Bañuelos
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Letter of Br Evencio

List of appointments

Br Abdón was born in Los Valcárceres, Brugos, on 19
August 1895. His parents were Martín and Eustaquia.
So he was the brother of Julián Iglesias – 
Br Cipriano José, director of the community and 
college of Toledo. Two years younger than him, he
followed him in all his labours.
Always correct, always simple in his manner of pre-
senting himself and of being. He had great quali-
ties as well as accumulated experience. He was 
distinguished by his constant and discreet spirit of 
service.



Toledo in parti-
cular. 
There was talk
in community
about the dre-
adful events of recent days and some were concer-
ned about the future. 
He encouraged the brothers right up to the martyr-
dom. For another thing, Br Félix Amancio was joy
itself, which was reflected in his young face.

LIFE OF BROTHER EDUARDO MARÍA
Francisco Alonso Fontaneda

Brs. Abdón, Anacleto Luis, Bruno José, Cipriano José, Eduardo María, Evencio, Félix Amancio, Javier Benito, Jean-Marie, Jorge Luis, Julio Fermín
THE MARTYRS OF TOLEDO

Br Eduardo María was born in Valtierra de Al-
bacastro, Burgos, on 10 October 1915. The
names of his parents were Pantaleón and 
Teófila.
He was the youngest of the community. He
was not yet 21. He had been temporarily pro-
fessed for three years. Ready to do whate-
ver he was told, to follow the directions of
the superiors, the Rule, the will of God.

LIFE OF BROTHER FÉLIX AMANCIO
Amancio Noriega Núñez

Br Amancio was born in Aguilar de
Campoo, Palencia, on 10 February
1912, to Pedro and Aurora.
Br Félix Amancio was 24 and 
perpetually professed since 8 Sep-
tember 1935, when the situation
began to worsen in Spain and in
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Valtierra de Albacastro
(Burgos), birthplace of 

Br Eduardo María

Witness 13
==========

Br Félix stated: “We must

not be worried,” he said. “If

we are killed, we will die

martyrs, and through our lives

laid down, our sins will be

pardoned all at once.”

Biographical data of 
Br Félix Amancio
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The Marist Brothers directed two flourishing schools in Valencia:
the Academia Nebrija, which included primary and middle schools,

and the Liceo Mayans. The two communities were closely in touch 
and often visited each other.
What follows refers to the martyrdom of the Brothers from Academia
Nebrija. Four Brothers made up this community during the 1935-36
school year. They were Luis Damián, 45 years old and School
Principal; José Ceferino, 31, Vice-Principal; Berardo José, 24; 
and Benedicto José, 23.

M
ar

ty
rs

 fr
om the Community of

the Academia Nebrija,
Valencia
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Br José Ceferino

The martyrdom
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Fearing the Marist schools
could be targeted next,
Brother Damián tried to
avoid any sacrilegious
profanations: “His first
concern was to carry the
ciborium from the school

chapel to a safe hiding place. As if not enough, he hurriedly cros-
sed the town, which was on fire in many places, to reach the other
school, and told me: ‘We must move the Blessed Sacrament to a sa-
fe place; I will take it to the same place where I hid the ciborium
of our school!’ And so he did, crossing the town back again
through streets crawling with armed men.”
On July 21st, a militia group barged into the school, giving the
Brothers thirty minutes to vacate the premises and move to a de-
signated guest-house. But soon after doing so, the owner of the
guest-house was condemned to house arrest, and the Brothers had
to disperse. A certain Don Andreu, former pupil, sheltered Brother
Damián in his house; Father Antonio de la Portilla, the school cha-
plain, took Brother Ceferino under his protection; and Brothers Be-
rardo and Benedicto went hiding in another boarding-house run by
three elderly ladies.
In the middle of that situation, a Brother who had come from Bar-
celona to hide at his sister’s house contacted Brother Damián and
advised him to get in touch with the French consul. But Brother
Damián replied: “And who will take care of my Brothers?”
We don’t know exactly how Brother Damián was arrested. On August
the 4th, Father Francisco Martínez Ciudad – parish priest of Benissa,
Alicante – was jailed in the Salesian school, which had been turned
into a prison, and found Brother Damián there. The four Brothers
were murdered that same day.
We never knew where they were buried. It was the same case for all
the religious who died in that prison. Hiding the corpses and their
burial places was part of the persecution.

The news of the military
uprising by National-

ists spread on July 17,
1936. Straightaway, a
storm of terror was un-
leashed against the Church
and its property in Valencia,
where a mad crowd looted
the diocesan seminary. 

Br Luis Damián

Br Berardo José

Br Benedicto José

Brs Luis Damián, José Ceferino, Berardo José and Benedicto José
MARTYRS FROM THE ACADEMIA NEBRIJA



VALENCIA

Life of the Martyrs 
from the community of Alameda
LIFE OF BROTHER LUIS DAMIÁN
Joseph Sobraqués Glory

Brother Luis Damián was born in France on March
1891, in Bouleternère, in the eastern Pyrenees.
When the Combes Law confiscated the Brothers’ pos-
sessions and forced them into exile, the young Jo-
seph Sobraqués (Luis Damián) asked to become a
Marist Brother and to go to Spain for his initial for-
mation.
He did his juniorate in Vic, and his novitiate in San
Andrés de Palomar, never considering himself in exi-
le while living in Spain. He wrote to a Spanish con-
frere in-charge of vocations in France: “Living in Es-
pira (France) should not give you the impression of
being in exile! I have never considered myself an ex-
patriate: Heaven is the homeland of a Christian; the

field of apostolate for
a religious is any-
where in the world,
whatever name the
country may bear.
May God make us,
you and me, firm in these principles!”
He confirmed these sentiments when the Spanish
state legislated that only Spanish nationals were au-
thorized to teach in Spain. Brother Damián imme-
diately renounced his French nationality to take up
Spanish citizenship. When danger became imminent,
he was advised to reapply for French citizenship, and
by the same time, his sister suggested that he re-

Witness 1
=========

The testimony of Fr Francisco Martínez Ciudad about Brother Luis Damian allows

us to work out what for the four Brothers was the rite of preparation for death:

“The reason for his being laid on a poor mattress was the extreme weakness he felt,

for he had passed three days without eating. During this time, he was submitted

to moral tortures : menaces, frightful noises, parades of immoral people and wo-

men of bad life who provoked him, constant threats with daggers. They held him for

three days in this weakening condition which they called the bloodletting, as im-

medate preparation for being shot.” 

 The same witness continues: “I was present when they made him (Br Luis Damian)

go out in the presence of the chief named Ungría who held a submachine gun and

shouted: ‘Let the Brother Director of the Marists present himself with his four

companions.’ I saw with my own eyes in this room the Brother Director, three Bro-

thers and the chaplain get up from their places... Some minutes passed, the time

taken to go down the stairs and out into the courtyard; five shots were heard and

immediately after other sounds as if the lids of coffins were being nailed down,

and then the sound of a lorry made us realize that the bodies were being trans-

ported elsewhere...” Then the chief Ungría asked that the four priests from Ali-

cante who were there should be brought to him... “You have seen, the five gentle-

men are already dead and buried; you will meet the same fate if before four hours

is up you do not hand over twenty thousand pesetas!”
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Brother José Ceferino was born in Centelles,
Barcelona, on 28 January 1905. He started
his Marist formation in 1918, after his mo-
ther’s death. With a conciliatory tempera-
ment, he was used to humility and liked to
care for others. He was appointed as Vice-
Principal of the Academia Nebrija for the
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Brs Luis Damián, José Ceferino, Berardo José and Benedicto José
MARTYRS FROM THE ACADEMIA NEBRIJA

LIFE OF BROTHER
JOSÉ CEFERINO
Elías Garet Ventejo

Witness 3
=========

Here is the image of Br Luis Damian which remained engraved in the

memory of Fr Francisco Martinez Ciudad, when he was summoned to testify

at the diocesan tribunal: “I had the impression of confessing a saint;

his preparation for martyrdom and his behaviour said so clearly. Since

the day of his execution, I have never forgotten the  attitude of the

saint; I have commended all my affairs to the Servant of God; I have even

invited the seriously ill to commend themselves to him so that the will

of the Most High be accomplished.” 

Witness 2
=========

Br Luis Damián asks for prayers for him-

self and his community from an aunt who was a

religious: “Now more than ever, I commend

myself to your fervent prayers and those of

the community so that I may be up to my work

in times of peace as in times of war, and so

that I do not lose any of those whom the Lord

has confided to my care.” 

turn to Perpignan and orient himself towards priesthood. He, howe-
ver, remained faithful to his vocation as a Brother and kept his Spa-
nish citizenship, consciously assuming the consequences, as we see
in a letter to a nun, an aunt of his: “Since that date, it is dreadful
to think of all the Catholic convents and churches that have been bur-
ned or ravaged! Smaller cities have been the most affected. For that
reason, many religious have had to leave their workplaces.”
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VALENCIA

Witness 1
=========

A confrère from the other school

in the town recalls that someone said

of him: “Familiarly we called him

‘Saint Louis’ (Gonzaga). He reflected

a healthy youthfulness, virtuous,

committed, prayerful, with an inte-

rior life which radiated beauty, lim-

pidity, an active availability... He

was a great character, great in his

knowledge, good at summing up situa-

tions and rendering service.”
DOCUMENTS

Declaration at the process 
of the cause of beatification

school year 1935-36. He and Brother Princi-
pal made a perfect pair for proper school ad-
ministration and for leading a spiritual life in
community.

Witness 1
=========

An interesting testimony comes

from Fr Francisco Sastre Vallés, pa-

rish priest of Mislata, who shared

the same prison: “The authorities

thought that the Brothers were im-

portant persons because of their re-

ligious life and their holiness, so

they marked them out as the first

victims.” He adds, in fact, that in

the few days they remained in pri-

son, they devoted themselves to

carrying out the apostolate among

the other prisoners: “They were

really distinguished by their he-

roic steadfastness and deep piety.

All held them for extraordinary

souls, such as are rarely found.”

was an unpretentious, frank, caring and out-
going young man. Without being endowed with
great intellectual talents, he was constant in his
studies, and became a successful teacher.
Benedicto José was born in Yudego, Burgos, on
13 December 1912. He was a young man with no-
ble feelings, plain and candid. His first teaching
appointment took him to Vallejo de Orbó; he was
then stationed at Barruelo de Santullán, a coal
mining area in the Palencia Province.
For three years he lived in the same community
with Brother Bernardo Fàbrega. In 1935-36, he
was part of the community of the Academia Ne-
brija in Valencia. When the persecution forced the
brothers to disperse, Benedicto always stayed to-
gether with Berardo. They were arrested and sent
to jail in the former Salesian school, on Sagun-
to Street, where they found the other two brothers
from the community, who had been detained a
few days earlier.

Brothers Berardo José and Benedicto José were the two young Brothers from
this community of martyrs; the former was 24 and the latter 23. Both came
from the Burgos province.
Berardo José was born in Cañizar de Argaño, Burgos, on 27 August 1912. He

LIFE OF BROTHERS BERARDO JOSÉ
AND BENEDICTO JOSÉ
José Pampliega Santiago and Lucio Galerón Parte
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the Communityof Vic

Vic is a little town in the interior of Catalonia, about sixty kilometres 
to the north east of Barcelona. In this town, in 1936, there were 

three Marist communities: the school of the «Sagrado Corazón de Jesus»,
the tailors’ workshop which provided habits for all the Brothers of Spain,
and the juniorate with forty adolescent boys in formation.
Here we are especially concerned with the fate of the juniorate community.
It counted four Brothers: Severino, 28; José Teófilo, 19; Justo Pastor, 29,
and Alipio José, 20. The whole community will be wiped out, 
but at two different times: first of all Brothers José Teofilo and Severino,
on 1st August 1936, then Brothers Justo Pastor and Alipio José, 
on 8 September 1936. 
This is a group of young  martyrs since Br Justo Pastor, the oldest, 
was just 29, and the first to shed his blood for the Lord was the youngest,
Br José Teofilo, 19 years old.

Vic: Juniorate in 1925
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The martyrdom

On 27 July 1936, about six in the evening, a dozen
militiamen, sent by the Barcelona Committee, armed
with pistols and rifles, presented themselves for an
inspection of the house at Vic and to take it over.
They decided to transfer the 15 juniors who had been
unable to rejoin their families to the «Casa de Cari-
dad», while the Brothers were allowed to spend the
night in the house until the 29th of July. On the thir-
tieth, the militiamen accompanied the Brother
econome to the bank, forced him to withdraw all the
money and then confiscated it. Then they gave each
Brother one hundred pesetas and a pass for
Barcelona.
Brothers Cleto Luis, Dionisio David and the future
martyrs Severino and José Teófilo lodged in the
boarding house «San Antonio» but had their meals
at the «Hôtel Espagnol». During supper, militiamen
burst in and arrested the four Brothers. During the
interrogation, they were accused of being «fas-
cists, like all monks and priests… and of going
around at night to kill people.» Then they were
threatened with death.
Around 4 o’clock, they were taken out under escort.
Cars were waiting and the Brothers understood that

they were being invited to the paseito (the last lit-
tle promenade). They were driven outside Barcelona:
Brothers José Teofilo and Dionisio David in one car,
and Brothers Severino and Cleto Luis in another. The
car of the latter stopped on a deserted road, with
some fruit trees on the right, and a slope on the left.
They made them get out and told Br Cleto Luis to walk
towards the hill. Br Severino was told to shout:

MARTYRDOM OF BROTHERS
JOSÉ TEÓFILO AND SEVERINO

Witness 1
=========

The lawyers defending religious knew that

their work was in vain : against church peo-

ple capital punishment was decreed a priori.

The authorities of the F.A.I. (Anarchist Fe-

deration of Iberia) had given instructions

to the militia patrols :  Do not tolerate

any protection in the case of priests or re-

ligious men or women. 

It was in this hostile climate that the

Brothers of the community of Vic lived, in

the summer of 1936.

Br Alipio José

Br José Teófilo

Br Justo Pastor

Br Severino

«Long live the F.A.I.», but he cried
out: «Long live the Virgin of the Pil-
lar!» Then they said «Say: Long live
the Republic and we will let you go».
He replied: «Long live Christ the
King!» Furious, the militia made him
get back in to the car: «Get in and
we’ll teach you!» During this time, the
other car arrived with Brothers José
Teófilo and Dionisio David. Br Severino
asked to be allowed to embrace them
one last time. Faced with their refusal
and thinking they were going to fire
at Br Cleto Luis, he cried: «Long live
Christ the King!» 
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Brs José Teófilo, Severino, Justo Pastor and Alipio José
THE MARTYRS OF THE COMMUNITY OF VIC

One of the militiamen, dressed as a soldier, said to the oth-
ers: «He’s mad, he doesn’t know what he’s saying.» And
they made him get into the car with the two other Broth-
ers. When they reached the Llobregat stream, the car
stopped again. Br Dionisio David was told to run towards
the stream. While he was running, a shot was heard. The
militia had just killed young Br José Teófilo. Now Br Sev-
erino was the only one left in their hands. They contin-
ued on their route as far as La Palma de Cervelló. As Br Sev-
erino refused to shout any revolutionary slogans, they made
him get out and riddled him with bullets. He died shout-
ing: «Long live Christ the King!, Long live Our Lady of the
Pillar!» The militiamen who had not fired approached his
body and discharged their rifles in their turn. To finish off,
they poured petrol over him, set it alight and left him at
the side of the road in the ditch.

MARTYRDOM OF BROTHERS
JUSTO PASTOR AND ALIPIO JOSÉ
These two Brothers stayed together to look after the ju-
niors of the Vic house who had not been able to go home
and were lodged in the «Casa de Caridad». When this apos-
tolate became impossible, the Br Provincial called them

Witness 2
=========

All these Brothers were

ready for martyrdom. Before

separating, at Vic, Br Je-

rónimo Emiliano, director,

encouraged them by saying:

“Until we meet again, if

God so wills, if not, until

we meet again in heaven, in

eternal life, in glory,...

 Certainly, we will not

see one another again ; let

us stay united in prayer.”

Recalling the night of

the interrogations, Br Cle-

to Luis writes: “Through

all that, we were calm,

since five days before, on

the feast of St James, we

had been to confession and

had received communion as

if it were going to be the

last time.”

to Barcelona. They stayed at an inn with Brothers Jacinto Miguel and
Masimino, both of a certain age. All four were arrested on the evening of
7 September and shot the next day. This way of acting  corresponds well
to the expeditious «ritual» of the F.A.I. in the case of the executions of
priests and religious.
Their bodies were identified at the clinic by Br Gérard, who was receiving
care there, and by Brothers  Eraclio Maurin, Swiss, and Ismier, French, and
by Br Raimondo (Egmidio Paniagua), who would be killed later.

Life of the 4 Brothers
LIFE OF BROTHER SEVERINO
Severino Ruiz Hidalgo

Severino was born on 5 November 1907 in Fuencaliente de Lucio, Burgos.
Although having two brothers Marists and himself desiring to become one,
he found his wish strongly opposed. Two uncles, one a priest and the oth-
er a Marist Brother, put pressure on his parents to stop  Severino from go-
ing to the juniorate. It was only after three years of military service that
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BARCELONA

LIFE OF BROTHER JOSÉ TEÓFILO
José Mulet Velilla

he was able to enter the novitiate at Les Avellanes.
Once his formation was finished, he remained on
place as prefect of  postulants, but in 1935 he joined
the juniorate of Vic. He told his director : « Broth-
er director, don’t be afraid of pointing out to me any
faults you notice. I am an old fox. » His spiritual life
may be summed up in three words : sacrifice, prayer
and self-denial. He nourished a strong desire that
his younger brother also enter the Congregation, so
that all the boys of the family would be Marists.

Witness 1
=========

Br Severino lets us know his deep sen-

timents when he writes to his father and

brothers: “Don’t be concerned about us. We

know very well what we are looking for and

how much it costs. Bad days are coming,

perhaps very bad, and even very quickly,

but we, like Jesus Christ, can say: We ha-

ve overcome the world.” 

Photo of family of Br Severino

Remains of Br Severino

Witness 1
=========

During the interrogation, the

miltiamen said to young Br José

Teófilo: “Listen, you are still

young, tell us the truth and we

will let you live. Life is so be-

autiful  You will rejoin your fa-

mily and you will have a great ce-

lebration.” But he took no account

of this rosy promise. 

He was born on 28 June 1917 in Mazaleón, Teruel. Entering the juniorate
in 1928 at the age of 11, he  possessed a personality distinguished by
healthy joy, sharp intelligence, love of work well done and piety.

Br José Teófilo 
with his brother, at left



Brs José Teófilo, Severino, Justo Pastor and Alipio José
THE MARTYRS OF THE COMMUNITY OF VIC

In September 1935, he found himself in
the community of Vic to do his prepa-
ration for teaching. It was in this com-
munity that the events of 1936 overtook
him. In every way, he shared the fate of
Brother Severino. He was only 19 years
old when, on 1st August, he fell victim
to the anti-religious hatred and be-
came the first to shed his blood for the
Lord.

Máximo was born on 3 September 1907, in
the vicinity of Saragossa in Gallur. At the age
of 12, he was taken by the parish priest of
his village to the juniorate of Vic, where his Marist vocation matured.
From September 1934 his field of action was the juniorate at Vic. On
30 July 1936, when he obtained his pass, he went to stay with his sis-
ter Angelita in Barcelona, together with Br Emigdio Paniagua. He
could not, however, stop making visits to the juniors in the «Casa de

LIFE OF
BROTHER JUSTO PASTOR
Máximo Aranda Modrego

Letter of 
the mayor’s office

for the exhumation
of Br José Teófilo
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Witness 1
=========

One of his formators has left this testimony about him: “May God give us

many Brothers of this stamp : pious, fervent, zealous, applied to study, gene-

rous, industrious to build up spiritual and intellectual riches...” 

Brother Cleto Luis, who lived the last two years with him, says that his

spiritual life was supported by three solid pillars: love of Jesus in the

Blessed Sacrament, a tender devotion to the Virgin Mary and fidelity to the

Rule... Every day he thanked the Good Mother for the gift of his vocation and

asked her for the grace to persevere until death. And he adds further: “During

the three days we were shut up in our house as in a  prison (27, 28 and 29

July)... under the continual surveillance of the militiamen... Br Justo Pastor

walked in the cloister saying his rosary or performing the other exercises of

the Rule.”
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BARCELONA

Letter about Br Justo Pastor, 1953

DOCUMENTS
Caridad». He presented himself to the director of
this house as a music teacher and he was allowed
in. Very close to the juniors, he encouraged
them, accompanied them on their walks, and took
the opportunity to teach catechism. But as the
Brother was not enrolled in any syndicate, the di-
rector of the «Casa de Caridad» could not let him
enter very often… The Brother  then found him-
self in a boarding house in Barcelona with Broth-
ers  Alipio, Máximo and Jacinto Miguel. On 7 Sep-
tember, during supper, the four were arrested, and
the next day, 8 September, feast of the nativity
of the Virgin Mary, they were killed.

.
LIFE OF BROTHER ALIPIO JOSÉ
Maximiano Dronda Leoz

Maximiano was born at Uztárroz, Navarre, on 8 June 1916. At 14
he entered the house of formation of Villafranca, Navarre. To avoid
the dangers inherent in military service, he asked for and obtained

Witness 1
=========

His companions in the novitiate and

scholasticate say of him that he was

“obedient, helpful, hard working, always

ready to sacrifice himself.”

Uztárroz (Navarre), home village of Br Alipio José
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leave to go to the missions. On 15 July, he left
Les Avellanes to go to Vic, in the expectation of
being able to embark for Argentina. In fact, he
shared the fate of the juniorate community. 
Aware of the possibility of martyrdom, he prayed
to the Good Mother: «If I must die, O my moth-
er, let it be on your feast day!» He was think-
ing of  15 August. It was, in fact, on 8 Septem-
ber 1936, feast of Mary’s Nativity, the anniver-
sary of his receiving the habit and making first
profession.



Brother 
José de Arimatea

of Ribadesella

If the work was excellent from
the intellectual and moral point
of view, and had the full
sympathy and support of the pa-
rish priest and the population,
the village mayor did not share
this opinion ; he had classified
Br José de Arimatea among the
«dangerous elements. »

On 25 July 1936, the village of Ribadesella fell into the hands of
the Republicans. About one in the morning, a group of militia
burst into the school with an arrest warrant for the  director. They
were only looking for him and arrested only him. They left the
other Brothers alone, allowing them to stay in the house and even
asking Br Demetrio Ortigosa Oraá, the sub-director, to replace him.
The time that Br José de Arimatea passed in prison was long and
painful, and ended with his death on 4 September 1936.
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Witness 1
=========

Mrs María Cuevas Vitorero, the cook of the community, often visited the

Brother in  prison. She has left this testimony: “I visited him everyday

and bought him meals and clothing. I never heard him complain against Pro-

vidence, and when I encouraged him by saying: ‘You will get out, you will

see’, he replied: ‘No, that is not the way it will be; they will kill me

because I am a religious; but I accept for it is God who has chosen

me.’... In prison I often saw him praying. He had with him the rosary, the

scapular and the crucifix of his profession. A few days before his death

he confided the crucifix to me in case it should be profaned.”

The Marist Brothers
opened a school at

Ribadesella, in the Astu-
rias, in 1930. The com-
munity was composed of
five Brothers and Br Jo-
sé de Arimatea was the
director.
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Press release

LIFE OF BROTHER JOSÉ DE ARIMATEA
Restituto Santiago Allende

Br José de Arimatea was born near Santander in Bus-
tillo del Monte, on 10 June 1902. All his Marist for-
mation, from juniorate to scholasticate, took place
in Anzuola, in the Basque country.
He had an impulsive character and sometimes gave
the impression of being inflexible, and aggressive,
which did not help him in his social relations.
This man of a slightly violent character, however, pre-
pared the children for their first communion and in-
culcated in them a love for the Lord. He directed the

choir  which made the parish liturgies more beauti-
ful and solemn. He was always ready to give the po-
or children free admission to his school. He showed
himself  paternal and just towards the workers in the
school, and never sent a poor person who knocked
at the door away with empty hands. When the young
chemist of the village, who rarely practised his
faith, contracted tuberculosis, he watched over him
day and night with such care that the sick man re-
turned to the Church and died reconciled with God.

THE MARTYRDOM
On 14 August, the militiamen collected 13 prisoners, among them the
parish priest of Ribadesella and three other priests of the neighbourho-
od. They were conducted to the cemetery and riddled with bullets. The
next day, a little lorry took Br José d’Arimatea and two others to the ce-
metery. The choice was intentional : the Brother had to bury his priest
friend, the second his brother, and the third his brother-in-law. The sight
of the riddled corpses filled the Brother’s heart with great bitterness. It
was a deep wound, for the Brother and the parish priest had collabora-
ted in everything in the work of the parish. On 4 September, the Bro-
ther was put into a lorry with many others condemned to death. Trans-
ported to the entrance to a mine pit, their hands were bound with me-
tal wire and they were thrown alive down the shaft. There, abandoned,
they were left to starve to death. The peasants near the place heard du-
ring the night shocking screams which prevented them from sleeping.
When, in October 1937, the Nationalist army overran the Asturias, the Red
Cross carried out exhumations. The remains of the Brother were recogni-
zed from the soutane, the  initials on his shirt, and from the scapular.



Brother 
Aureliano

of Badajoz

In 1936, the Marist community
numbered 12. Br Aureliano was
one of them, but he was giving
courses at the diocesan seminary.
When the Republicans took con-
trol of Badajoz on 18 July 1936,

they took over all the churches, all the convents, and imprisoned 300
persons. Out of prudence, Br Estanislao José, superior of the commu-
nity, invited the Brothers to find a place with the families of their
students.

THE MARTYRDOM

With a group of friends, Br Aureliano had tried to flee to Por-
tugal. These were armed in order to cross the frontier with
more security. Observing that, Br Aureliano preferred to re-
turn to the Pesini family, who had already given him hos-
pitality at Badajoz. They hid him in a little villa outside the
city. But the family cook reported the hiding-place, and the
militia came to arrest the Brother.
Seeing him on the road, one of

them said : «It’s a priest!» They all threw
themselves upon him, struck him with the
butts of their weapons and punched and
kicked him, so that several times he fell. He
took out a crucifix and began to kiss it. That
made the militiamen extremely furious. They
began striking him again with such vio-
lence that they  knocked out an eye. Some
of them shouted: «Strip him!»
Beating and hustling him, they led him in
front of one of the  arches of the bridge. They
wanted to shoot him standing, but he went
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T he college «Nuestra
Señora Del Carmen»,

in the city of Badajoz,
was of recent founda-
tion, in 1930.

Bridge where 
Br Aureliano was shot 

on 18 June 1936
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Br Aureliano was born on 5 February 1894, at Torral-
ba del Río, in Navarre. 
A the age of 16 he began his Marist formation at
Anzuola. He displayed an energetic temperament, de-
cisive, joyful, and optimistic by nature. 

down on his knees. They forced him to stand
up, but he knelt down again. During all this
time, the militia, men and women, never
stopped blaspheming. Several times, they in-
vited the Brother to repeat the blaphemies,
but he stayed silent or said : «I will never say
that!» They asked him: «Where do you want
us to kill you?» «Where you wish!» he said.
It was on his knees that they shot him while
he clutched the crucifix and shouted: «Long
live Christ the King!»
Surprised by the quickness of the execu-
tion, the chief asked: «You have already
sent him out for coffee?» «Yes, there he
is!», replied the one who had fired. «Well,
now go back and give him one for me!  » And
that is what he did.

Cure of Antonio Pesini

Witness 1
=========

“I wish to declare that, after suf-

fering a pulmonary embolism, Doctor

Alejandro Encinas de la Rosa gave me

up as lost. So I asked my family to

place under my pillow a bit of earth

from the place where the servant of

God had fallen. (I had taken this

earth previously). My cure was so a

rapid and complete that it surprised

the doctors. It has lasted up to now

and today I can devote myself to the

affairs of my profession”.
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In the apostolate, he gave himself as the ide-
al guiding the children and educating them
so that they could experience the love of God
and the Virgin Mary. As for himself, the se-
cret of his spiritual life was to stay «in the
presence of the Good Mother and go to Jesus
through her!»
As he had a talent for cooking, he would of-
ten surprise the community on feast days with
well prepared dishes. Apart from his seminary
courses, he would visit the poorest part of the
city, and he had opened a little school there
for the least favoured families.

Photo of the community of «Nuestra Señora del Carmen», 
in Badajoz, of which Br Aureliano was a member

LIFE OF
BROTHER AURELIANO
Pedro Ortigosa Oraá
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the Community 
of Málaga
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In the town of Malaga, the Brothers conducted 
the college of «Nuestra Señora de la Victoria».

During the school year 1935-1936, the director was 
Br Guzmán (51), and eight other Brothers 
worked with him: Teógenes (50), Fernando María (41),
Roque (51), Luciano (44), Pedro Jerónimo (31), 
all companions in his martyrdom, 
and Brothers Dalmiro, Isaías and Paulino León, 
who shared prison with him but were not martyred.



The first arrested were the three Brothers living in
the school, that is, Fernando María, Dalmiro and
Paulino León. It was shortly after midnight. The
militia told the Brothers not to worry too much
about what they wore since the paseito (the short
walk before execution) was waiting for them. On
route the Brothers heard the militiamen talking
about the place and time of the execution. But at
the commissariat, they decided to throw them in
prison. They remained there for more than a month,
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On 20 July the college was sacked but not occupied ;
so the Brothers were able to spend the night there.
On 22 July, Br Guzmán called all the community to-
gether in the school, advised the Brothers to go into
hiding and shared among them the money that re-
mained.

The martyrdom

Br Pedro Jerónimo

Brothers Teógenes, Luciano and Pedro Jerónimo
took refuge in a trustworthy house, that of
Madame Rosaria Jurado Rivas, in Bolsa street.
The militia turned up with the intention of ar-
resting the priests hiding there. Questioned
about this, Br Pedro Jerónimo replied that there
were no priests. As they insisted, he replied
that they were not priests but Marist Brothers. 

«For us, priests or Marist Brothers, it’s the same»
they said. They were arrested on the spot and
taken before the People’s Committee. The lady
who lodged them was also arrested. At the com-
missariat, they had to sign their death sen-
tence. The lady was released under threat; the
Brothers, on the other hand, were taken to the
cemetery nearby and shot on 27 August.

MARTYRDOM OF
BROTHER FERNANDO MARÍA

MARTYRDOM OF BROTHERS
PEDRO JERÓNIMO, TEÓGENES AND LUCIANO

up to 24 September when
they were freed.  
But on leaving the prison,
Br Fernando Maria was
recognized by the group
which had arrested him
and designated as a Marist
Brother. 
They grabbed hold of him, killed him on the spot
and handed his body over to the people.

Br Luciano

Br Teógenes

Br Fernando María
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Witness 1
=========

On the first anniversary of his

martyrdom, the journal “Sur de Málaga”

officially recognized his merits in the

social area: “Br Guzmán, friend of the

workers of Malaga, who knew how to at-

tract the sympathy of all those who knew

him by his kindness, his cordiality and

his good heart, killed in the ‘saca’

(batch of prisoners executed by way of

reprisal) of 24 September 1936.”

MARTYRDOM OF BROTHER ROQUE

Br Roque

Brs Guzmán, Pedro Jerónimo, Teógenes, Luciano, Fernando María, Roque
THE MARTYRS OF THE COMMUNITY OF MÁLAGA

Witness 2
=========

One witness stated:

“In my opinion, they

were martyred for being

persons known as reli-

gious, persecuted and

killed as such. 

Br Guzmán, espe-

cially, who could not

have had any enemies,

his goodness being

known by everyone...”

MARTYRDOM
OF BROTHER GUZMÁN

On 24 August, Br Guzmán was discovered in the Hôtel Imperio where
he was lodging. He remained a month in prison and ended up se-
riously ill. On 24 September, Nationalist aircraft again bombed the

Br Guzmán

town of Málaga. In reprisal,
many of the people in  pri-
son were shot, notably all
those in the infirmary. There
were so many of them that
they had to be lined up at
the execution site and await

their turn. The Brother was killed with
some priests and buried in a common
grave in the cemetery close by.

Monument in the cemetery 
of Les Avellanes to the fallen 

in the Civil War

Br Roque found hospitality with
the family of the Mexican consul
who lodged him in his brother-
in-law’s house outside the town.
During an inspection, one of the
militia, a former student expelled
from the school, recognized him.
He informed the others that they
had arrested a «big head», a Ma-
rist Brother. 
The death sentence was immedia-
tely decreed and carried out at
the foot of a nearby tree. It was
18 October 1936.
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MÁLAGA

Lives of the Brothers
of the Málaga community

Witness 4
=========

“He was the complete re-

ligious and director. He had

the heart of a father... he

had the gift for people. Was

jolly and cheerful with ever-

yone. Tireless, he never gave

up until he achieved what he

set his mind to.” Br. Isaías.

Survivor of the Community of

Málaga, 1936

Witness 3
=========

In the Provincial Prison: 24/8/1936 to 24/9/1936

“Of the superior of the Marists, Don Perfecto Becerril (Br. Guzmán), there

are many edifying things to tell. I had his salvation in my hands but he didn't

want to leave his own. As Director he felt obliged to follow the destiny of the

others and not leave Málaga. He was a man of a very pure piety. In the section

where he was there was no priest, but he did what he could as far as possible,

he led the rosary, he exhorted them and, in case of danger, he explained to them

the virtue of perfect contrition... When I left the prison he was in the infir-

mary with a high fever. That same morning I heard his confession, he kneeling

the middle of the room and I standing”. Fr. García Alonso, S. J.

Witness 5
=========

Br Guzmán could have saved himself. He

had as friend the consul of Italy. He was

invited to contact him, but he replied:

“the captain of the ship has to be the

last to be saved. While a single one is

in danger, I will stay at the helm.” In

prison he confided to Fr Francisco García

Alonso: “I could have escaped, but I did

not want to abandon my men. As director,

I always thought I should share the fate

of the others and not leave Malaga with-

out them!”

Br Guzman was born in Grijalba, Burgos, on 19 April 1885, and re-
ceived the name of  Perfecto at baptism. At thirteen he took the
way to Marist life at the juniorate of  Burgos, then at San Andrés
de Palomar, Barcelona. He made his first vows in 1901 and perpe-
tual vows five years later.

LIFE OF BROTHER GUZMÁN
Perfecto Becerril Merino



Certificate of 
the bishop’s office of Málaga

Testimony 
about Br Guzmán

DOCUMENTS He knew how to gain the affection
of those who came to him and, on
the other hand, was a man of deep
spiritual life… He loved to call the
Virgin Mary «the heavenly Mother»
to express a more affectionate and
trusting relationship, and did not
want anyone to be an orphan of
this mother.
He always showed himself conside-
rate to the poor; pupils passing
through difficult times continued
their studies without paying. Many
workers found regular work through
his intervention, thus escaping the
condition of day labourers. 
He freely visited the sick in the civil
and military hospitals and found
them a confessor if they so desired.

LIFE OF BROTHER FERNANDO MARÍA
Celedonio Martínez Infante

industrious, but joyful and helpful.
The Martínez Infante family care-
fully prepared Celedonio for his
entrance to the juniorate of Arce-
niega. 
His example, anyway, drew Floren-
cio Pérez Moral, a little younger
than him, to follow his steps.
Br Fernando prepared himself cons-
cientiously for teaching. He gra-
dually passed through all the levels
from primary to secondary. His sta-
ture as a teacher showed through
more from his simple and sociable
approach than from his knowledge.
Being someone friendly, he knew
equally how to transmit enthu-
siasm and win the affection of his
pupils.

Witness 6
=========

In the prison, Br Fernando María was placed

among the common prisoners, those who were at

the bottom of the social ladder. He showed him-

self so charitable to them, rendered such servi-

ces, that the witnesses recount the following:

“He wrote for them letters to people in their

families and their friends; he prepared for them

appeals to the  authorities, wrote requests,

cleared up their doubts of all kinds, brought

them consolation and encouragement in hardship,

punishment and misfortune. They called him by

the pleasant name of “maestro” (master), so well

that in case of doubt or conflict, he was the

one who settled things by his authority.
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Br Fernando María was born in Acedillo, province of Burgos, on 30 Au-
gust 1895. His  parents were named Salustiano and Grégoria.
Witnesses say of him that from childhood he showed himself serious,

Brs Guzmán, Pedro Jerónimo, Teógenes, Luciano, Fernando María, Roque
THE MARTYRS OF THE COMMUNITY OF MÁLAGA
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Br Teógenes was born in Vilamacolum, diocese and
province of Gerona, on 22 November 1885. His pa-
rents were named Jaime and Cecilia. He was a devo-
ted teacher and catechist, rich with a good peda-
gogy acquired by hard work and constancy. With a
heart ailment himself, he was close to other sick per-
sons and knew how to understand them.

LIFE OF
BROTHER TEÓGENES
Pedro Valls Piernau

LIFE OF BROTHER LUCIANO
Mauro Álvarez Renedo

Br Luciano was born in Albacastro, province and diocese of Burgos, on
15 January 1892. His parents’ names were Bonifacio and María.
He was distinguished by the excellent relations he had with his compa-
nions; he was affectionate, cheerful and of good character, as much in
the village as in the novitiate.
He was sent to many posts; everywhere he showed himself obedient and
faithful to his commitments and his promises.

LIFE OF BROTHER
PEDRO JERÓNIMO
José Félix Serret Anglés

Br Pedro Jerónimo was born
in Ráfales, province of Teruel
and diocese of Saragossa, on
20 November 1904. His par-
ents were Vicente and María
Tremedal.
He was due for a refresher
course at Les Avellanes in the summer of
1936. He was preparing his trip from Mála-
ga, but the tragic events ending in martyr-
dom decided otherwise.

Certificate 
of baptism

Testimony
copied 

in the press

MÁLAGA
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was the  village teacher.
One can say that he inherited the pedagogi-
cal qualities of his family; he was a born tea-
cher. In addition, he knew how to arouse
tactfully and efficaciously religious and
priestly vocations.

LIFE OF
BROTHER ROQUE
Abilio Villareal Abaza

Brs Guzmán, Pedro Jerónimo, Teógenes, Luciano, Fernando María, Roque
THE MARTYRS OF THE COMMUNITY OF MÁLAGA
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Br Roque was born in
Arazuri, province of
Navarre, on 22 Fe-
bruary 1885. His pa-
rents were named Her-
menegildo and Agapi-
ta. He had two other
brothers. Their father

Br Roque 
with his pupils

« IN THE SILENCE
OF THE CROSS
THE SOUND OF WEAPONS
IS SILENT AND ONE HEARS
THE LANGUAGE OF
RECONCILIATION, PARDON,
DIALOGUE, PEACE.»

Pope Francis, 
in the homily of the prayer vigil for peace,

7 September 2013
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In this community, there were three martyrs: Br Benigno José, 30, 
and Br Adrián, 40, killed on 11 August 1936; and Br Euquerio, 22,
killed on 4 January 1937.
The College of «Los Madrazo» had been founded in 1902. 
The community consisted of 23 Brothers. Five of them were martyred.
Belonging to this group also were Brothers: Gaspar, 38, and
Camerino, 30, killed on 24 July 1936, and Luis Alfonso, 25, 
killed on 26 August 1936.
The «Colegio San José» was the most prosperous at that time. 
Its community numbered 31 Brothers, most of them Spanish, 
but some French.
The «Residencia de Estudiantes Cardenal Cisneros» accomodated
Brothers and university students who were former pupils. 
When the revolution broke out, the community of the «Colegio San
José» moved into this more secure residence. Six Brothers were put to
death because of their faith: León Argimiro, 23, killed on 20 July 1936;
Luis Daniel, 26, killed on 16 October 1936; Ángel Hipólito, 33, 
killed on 12 December 1936; Julián Marcelino, 22, killed on 
3 December 1936; Domingo Ciriaco, 25, killed on 20 April 1937; 
Jorge Camilo, 20, killed on 21 August 1937.

In Madrid the Marist
Brothers directed

four schools, 
two of the province of
Spain and two of that
of León. The four
communities all had 
their martyrs.
The «Colegio
Externado Chamberí»
had a community of 
15 Brothers, with 
8 living outside 
the college in 
an apartment on 
“de Cisne” Street, 3. 

Madrid



The martyrs of the community  
of the Colegio externado Chamberí
Calle de Cisne,3

Brothers Benigno José, Adrián and Euquerio, of the «Colegio
Externado Chamberí», abandoned the college after 22 July
1936 and found lodging in the Modesto Lafuente Street resi-
dence. On 11 August, a militia patrol arrived to obtain infor-
mation about the priests lodging there. The caretaker assured
them that their were neither priests nor religious in the house
but only teachers. They were getting ready to leave when a
neighbour indicated that «there were some priests» upstairs.
The militia went up and surprised Brothers Benigno José and
Adrian in the process of preparing the meal. They bound them
with towels then pushed them down the stairs shouting insults.
They were taken to the «Checa de Bellas Artes1». It was betwe-

en midday and two o’clock. At three o’clock they were driven away.
Their final destination has never been known.
Br Euquerio found lodging in the «Altorga» Hotel. On the morning
of 30 August, some policemen called the owner of the hotel to ve-
rify a list of names they had found. In the afternoon, the owner of
the hotel and the Brothers were arrested. The Brothers were Euque-
rio and his natural brother. The latter was a witness of the death of
Br Euquerio, because of the privations, the sickness contracted and
the humidity of the place where they were imprisoned.

Br Euquerio

Br Adrián
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THE MARTYRDOM

Br Benigno José

1 A checa or cheka was a special room used
by the Republican militias, during the Spanish
civil war, – especially the parties and syndicates
of the left – for arrests, interrogations and sum-
mary trials. They were generally called by the
names of the streets where they were located or
by the name of the  person directing them. So-
me were directly under the authority of the go-
vernment of the Republic – such as the « Bellas
Artes » one or the  « Fomento » one; others de-
pended on the political parties, the «ateneos»
(cultural societies), committees,  syndicates or
organisations of the Popular Front.
(http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Checa_%28Espa%
C3%B1a%29)

Chamberí College
in 1919
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Martyrdom of the Brothers of the community 
of the “Los Madrazo” College
The calvary of the «Los Madrazo» College commu-
nity began on 20 July 1936. Forced to abandon
the college, the Brothers found various boarding
places. Brothers Gaspar and Camerino settled in
the  «Posada San Blas». On 22 July 1936, about
11 pm, a militia patrol burst into the boarding
house. They searched all the
rooms and found Brothers Gas-
par and Camerino, who did not
deny that they were religious.
They told them to follow them. 
From that moment on, nothing
is known of them. No one
doubts they were martyred, even
though it is not known where
they were killed or where their
bodies rest. 
Brother Luis Alfonso found a
room with Madame Irène Garcia,

who was running a boarding house. A stranger
came and warned the religious and priests staying
there it was time to escape. But Br Luis Alfonso
was arrested the same evening and martyred on
26 August 1936.

Br Luis AlfonsoBr Gaspar Br Camerino

The Brothers martyrs of the “San José” College, 
Calle Fuencarral
and Residence Cardinal Cisneros
Brothers León Argimiro, Luis Daniel and Domingo
Ciricaco, of the College of «San José» experi-
enced similar situations. They were arrested by
the militia, after which all trace has been lost. 
As for Br Luis Daniel, he was put in the same
group as the deputy of the CEDA  Salvador
Madero Ortiz. The latter was taken to Villa Don
Fadrique, his home village, then shot. Br Luis
Daniel was killed during the journey.
Br Domingo Ciriaco, denounced as a Marist religious
by a former student, was taken to the «San José»
College, which had become a checa2 directed by
the father of this former student. He was seen to
enter on 20 April 1937, never to be seen again.

But in this checa obvious signs were discovered
of the torture inflicted on the victims.
Br Jorge Camilo was the youngest; he was 21 and
doing his military service. He avoided the  com-
bat areas in order not to have to kill anyone.
When it was discovered he was a religious, he
was shot in the barrack square of Hortaleza on 21
August 1937.
Br Angel Hipólito experienced the same holdup
as the Brothers in the Students’ Residence when
it was taken by assault on the 20th of July. But
on 15 August, Br Angel Hipólito and Brothers
Julián Marcelino and León Pedro were arrested
and taken to the prison of Ventas.



So the days passed until 3 November 1936. That
day, at three in the morning, sixty-five prisoners,
including Br Hipólito, were taken from the prison
of Ventas, convinced that they were being taken
to another prison. They were forced to climb onto
a lorry and driven in the direction of the route
from La Corogne. Having arrived near the ceme-
tery of Aravaca, they were made to get down from
the vehicle and rudely forced to enter that place.
Then the militia forced them to undress and dig
their own graves. Tied together two by two, they
were cut down by bursts of machinegun fire. Their
bodies tumbled into the common grave.
The day the Students’ Residence was stormed, Br
Julián Marcelino left to take a room in a boarding
house in the same street. That was where he was
arrested on 15 August and also taken to the
prison of Ventas. On 3 December, a number of
prisoners were transferred to the prison of Alcalá
de Henares – one of them tells the story. But the
convoy carrying Br Julián and a student from the
residence, Félix Borrego from Segova, never ar-
rived at its destination. They were killed at
Paracuellos del Jarama, to the north of the pre-
sent runways of the airport of Barajas, and buried
on the spot in a common grave excavated shortly
before.
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Br Domingo Ciriaco

Br León Argimiro
Br Luis Daniel

Br Jorge Camilo

Residence Cardinal Cisneros

Br Ángel Hipólito
Br Julián Marcelino
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Br Benigno José was born in Artajona, province of Navarre, on
16 November 1906. His parents were Aurelio and Vidala. The
Valencia Janices family was a large one: 8 children, two of
them religious.
Br Benigno José was loved for his somewhat restless but joyful
and simple character. He radiated joy and fostered relations-
hips within the community as much as in the classroom. He
was happy with what he was doing, as the letters from him
that have been preserved testify.

MADRID

THE COMMUNITIES OF THE “CHAMBERÍ”
AND “LOS MADRAZO” COLLEGES, MADRID

LIFE OF BROTHER BENIGNO JOSÉ
José Valencia Janices

Witness 1
=========

The testimony which follows is valid for all the Brother martyrs of Ma-

drid: “In the midst of this hostile situation, Brothers Benigno José and

Adrián showed themselves resigned, patient, serene and cheerful, disposed

to the will of God. Those who had the opportunity to approach them were

able to see their humility and poverty. Never a complaint about the place

where they were imprisoned”... “They never spoke about politics, never of-

fered a judgment on these terrible events. In a word, their conduct showed

an absolute acceptance of the divine dispositions.” 

Artajona (Navarre), 
home village of Br Benigno José



LIFE OF BROTHER EUQUERIO
Euquerio Llanillo García

Br Euquerio was born in Solanas
de Valdepucio, Burgos, on 20 Feb-
ruary 1914. His parents were
named Hermenegildo and María.
The Llanillo García home was spe-
cial in a certain way. In fact,
there were eleven children. The
father was a teacher whose prin-
cipal purpose was the formation
of his children. 
He kindled among them the flame
of priestly or religious life, thus
making the family a nursery of
vocations. Six of them became
Marist Brothers.
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Brs Adrián, Benigno José, Camerino, Euquerio, Gaspar, Luis Alfonso
THE MARTYRS OF THE “CHAMBERÍ” AND “LOS MADRAZO” COLLEGE

The community 
of Br Adrián

LIFE OF BROTHER ADRIÁN
Manuel Llop Plana

Br Adrián was born in La Mata de Morella, diocese of Tortosa and pro-
vince of Castellón, on 1st January 1896. His parents were named Ga-
briel and Joaquina and he had three brothers. He performed his apos-
tolic and educational activities among the youngest children. He knew
how to retain  attention and make himself understood by his audience,
always difficult and demanding. The young Brothers taking their first
steps in teaching, had in him a master easy to understand. He helped
them with patience and initiated them in teaching methods.
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MADRID

Witness 1
=========

The brother of Br Euquerio records the facts for us: “We  we-

re taken to the Directorate General of Security, and from there

to the ‘Général Porlier’ prison. A life of hardship began for

us there. It was by a miracle that we escaped the various

roundups and saved our lives... Around Christmas 1936,

my brother fell seriously ill because of the priva-

tions. A doctor, himself a detainee, diagnosed a

grave sickness, but there was nothing to be done.

For fear of contagion, he was taken to a damp ba-

sement, with me to look after him. Without food,

medicine or clothing, my brother became deli-

rious, and he stayed that way until nine o’-

clock. He lost consciousness and died without

receiving any medical care.” It was the 4th of

January 1937.

A Marist Brother, Feliciano, travelled around the villages
in order to direct youth to the Marist training centre. On
one of his rounds, he came to know – and admire – 
Mr Hermenegildo, and a warm friendship was born be-
tween them. 
This Brother, by his kindness, directed Euquerio to  Arce-
niega, the closest Marist juniorate.
In 1928 he arrived at Les Avellanes to continue his
Marist formation (postulancy and novitiate). His letters
testify to his commitment. In the schools he distin-
guished himself as a good educator.

Handwritten note 
of Br Euquerio for his father
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Br Euquerio
with his family
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Brs Adrián, Benigno José, Camerino, Euquerio, Gaspar, Luis Alfonso
THE MARTYRS OF THE “CHAMBERÍ” AND “LOS MADRAZO” COLLEGE

LIFE OF BROTHER GASPAR
Pablo Martínez Esteban

Witness 1
=========

The caretaker who let the militia in informs us of the way things developed

:  I was interogated about some priests who were lodged in the boarding hou-

se. I consulted the register and told them insistently that there was no

priest listed there. One of the militia replied that he was certain that there

were priests but that they had registered themselves as teachers. Without fur-

ther explanations, they went upstairs and began to open the doors of the ro-

oms. They opened the one where Brothers Gaspar and Camerino were. They asked

them if they were religious. Far from denying, they affirmed it with great na-

turalness. The militia motioned them to go with them.  We are following you

, the Brothers replied simply without protest. Their faces were serene. It

all happened without violence or fear or

hysteria, or any show of terror. They fo-

llowed the militia calmly. Since then, it

has been impossible for us to have any

news of them.  

made his first vows. He worked in several co-
lleges and always carried out his task to the
entire satisfaction of his Superiors, especially
as head of a secondary department. He was in
charge of the apostolic  movement «the Con-
gregation of the Immaculate», giving himself
to this task with all his heart, with great en-
thusiasm, for the good of his pupils.

Br Gaspar was born in Los Balbases,
Burgos, on 24 March 1898. The names
of his parents were Julián and Lucía.
The Martínez Esteban family had six
children.
Pablo and his brother Timoteo follo-
wed the path of the Marist vocation.
At the age of 12 he left for  Arceniega,
the Marist juniorate in the Province of
Álava. It was at Les Avellanes that he

LIFE OF BROTHER CAMERINO
Braulio Álvarez Palacín

Br Camerino was born on 27 March 1900 in Villamedianilla, Bur-
gos. His parents were Eladio and Gaudencia.
After completing his compulsory military service, he decided at
24 to become a Marist Brother and entered the novitiate of Les

Villamedianilla
(Burgos):
birthplace 
of Br Camerino
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Avellanes. In the terminology of the time, he was a late vo-
cation! He and Br Gaspar were inseparable in their apostolic
task in the Marial Congregation, which they carried out with
success. 
They were also inseparable companions in martyrdom.

LIFE OF BROTHER LUIS ALFONSO
Luis Moreno Aliende

Br Luis Alfonso was born in Quintanilla San García, Burgos, on 24 Ju-
ne 1911. His parents, Máximo and Asunción, had eight children whom
they endeavoured to bring up as Christians. 
Two of them were called to religious life: Ismael, as a Jesuit priest,
and Luis, as a Marist Brother.

An accomplished Marist Brother, he al-
ways acted as a mature man despite his
youth. 
The Superiors considered him as one of
the future assets of the Province.

Witness 1
=========

Br Celso, companion of Br Luis

Alfonso, relates the circumstances

of his brother’s arrest and disap-

pearance: “One day, at the time of

supper, a stranger presented him-

self and said, word for word: ‘I

have the opportunity now or never

to render a good service. Get out,

they are coming to collect you!’ 

And he disappeared. Br Luis Alfon-

so, a priest and I prepared to lea-

ve the place. The owner of the bo-

arding house told me to go first,

to the home of one of her daugh-

ters. From her I learned that Br

Luis Alfonso was arrested the same

night. It was 26 August. After

that, I had no other news.” Very

quickly the news spread that he had

been martyred.  

Letter to the Vice-postulator 
about Br Luis Alfonso, written by his brother

DOCUMENTS
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Calzadilla de los Hermanillos (León):
birthplace of Br León Argimiro
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Br León Argimiro was born in Calzadilla de los Hermanillos, province
of León, on 31 July 1913. His parents, Perfecto and Tomasa, had
eight children. After some time in the juniorate at Blancotte in
France, Argimiro returned to Tuy to begin his postulancy. He had a
good knowledge of French, which was very useful for his formation.
He lived his two years of formation in Tuy very generously, espe-
cially in the gift of his life in making his first profession on the fe-
ast of  Saint Joseph in 1932. 
Then he moved to the « San José » College of Fuencarral, Madrid.
His first experiences in the primary classes were full of surprises

Certificate of Confirmation 
of Br León Argimiro

Brs Ángel Hipólito, Domingo Ciriaco, León Argimiro, Luis Daniel, Jorge Camilo, Julián Marcelino
THE MARTYRS OF “SAN JOSÈ” COLLEGE AND THE “RESIDENCIA CARDENAL CISNEROS”

LIFE OF BROTHER LEÓN ARGIMIRO
Argimiro García Sandoval

THE COMMUNITY OF “SAN JOSÉ” COLLEGE 
AND THE “RESIDENCIA CARDENAL
CISNEROS” IN MADRID

and attractions for the young Brother, the
youngest in the community. He was marty-
red at the age of 23, before he had even
made final profession.
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Br Luis Daniel was born on 2 June
1910 in Navatejera, province and
diocese of León. 
His parents were Victorino and Ma-
nuela and their family numbered
eleven children. Juan was mis-
chievous and lively, but he showed
himself obedient and open handed.
He was a leader in the village by his

determination, vivaciousness and drive.
His brothers say how surprised they were to receive his let-
ters from the juniorate of Venta de Baños, because they did
not think he could persevere.
Even his father, good Christian that he was, never came to
understand his son’s vocation. He was so opposed that, so-
me days before the beginning of the novitiate, he went to
Tuy to fetch him home. It was not the only time that Br Luis
Daniel had to struggle against his own family.
Several times in his life he had the opportunity to show how
much he loved his vocation. He had to seriously oppose his
father – and his mother too – who asked him to give up his
vocation on the pretext that he might be killed. He replied
firmly: «Let it happen as God wills!»

LIFE OF BROTHER LUIS DANIEL
Juan Viñuela Flecha

LIFE OF BROTHER ÁNGEL HIPÓLITO
Aniceto Pablos Carvajal

Br Ángel Hipólito was born in El Burgo Ranero, province of León, on 13 May 1903.
His parents were named Pablo and Antolina. They had an ideal home, blessed
with ten children, Aniceto being the fifth. He had many friends because he ea-

MADRID

Declaration of belonging 
to the Institute of Br Luis Daniel 

DOCUMENTS

Witness 1
=========

On the back of the picture which

was the souvenir of his perpetual pro-

fession he had written: “Behind our

Lord, the invincible Captain, I will

march with my cross, and I swear to be

faithful to my vows and my resolutions

to death.”

sily won everyo-
ne’s affection de
tous. He nouris-
hed the desire of
directing his vo-
cation towards Marist life but, as decided as
he seemed to be, at the moment of saying
goodbye to his mother, he changed his
mind. However, one of his brothers, a se-
minarian, decided to enter the Marist ju-



HBr Ángel Hipólito, Domingo Ciriaco, León Argimiro, Luis Daniel, Jorge Camilo, Julián Marcelino
THE MARTYRS OF “SAN JOSÈ” COLLEGE AND THE “RESIDENCIA CARDENAL CISNEROS”

niorate of Tuy. Encouraged by this, Anice-
to took the firm decision to detach himself
from his beloved mother.
The two entered the postulancy of Pontós
where new trials awaited them. It was an
opportunity to renew their firm proposal to
become Marist Brothers.
Br Angel Hipólito moved from Palencia to
Madrid, his last appointment, for he had the
intention of completing the Licentiate in
Natural Sciences at the Central University
of the city. He had already mastered his sub-
ject and taught it with competence. His skill
in drawing also made his course of Biolo-
gy and Natural History very interesting and
his pupils were  enchanted. Even if his
timidity and excessive kindness caused
discipline problems with some of the less
industrious pupils, his competence always
won out.

LIFE OF BROTHER
JULIÁN MARCELINO
Marcelino Rebollar Campo

Br Julián Marcelino was born in Tresviso, Can-
tabria, on 29 November 1914. His parents we-
re Máximo and Petra. He had seven brothers
from his father’s first marriage. The latter re-
married after the death of Petra and had nine
other children from this second marriage. 

Witness 2
=========

“Here is what I heard from the lips

of the gravedigger at Aravaca, who was

detained in the prison of San Anton,

in the college of the Piarists: ‘They

brought a group of martyrs, among whom

was Brother Ángel Hipólito, to the ce-

metery of Aravaca. At the entrance,

they stripped them completely and made

them put all the objects they had in

the bags prepared for this. From the

entrance they led them, naked, two by

two, to a part of the cemetery which

had recently been remodelled but insi-

de the same enclosure. They made them

dig their own grave, and once this sad

task was completed, they mowed them

down with the machine guns, so that

they tumbled into the pit.”

Br Ángel Hipólito in class
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El Burgo Ranero (León): 
home village of Br Ángel Hipólito
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Br Domingo Ciriaco was born on 24 January 1911 in Villoria
de Órbigo, province of León, diocese of Astorga. His parents,
Miguel and Teodora, had seven children. Two became religious
sisters and one a Marist Brother, Br Domingo.
Although his mother would have liked to see him a priest,
she encouraged him in his final decision. The recruiter of the
Marist Province of León directed him to the juniorate of Ven-
ta de Baños, Palencia.
His expansive and joyful temperament fostered the good spi-
rit of the community. He was always ready to serve others,
even if there was some risk, given the difficult times they
had to live because of the war.
His contingent was transferred to Madrid. He had asked to
enter as an officer in the Military Supply Corps School in Va-
lence and had prepared the documents required. When every-

In the family, there was a priest, three Marist Brothers and a seminarian, killed in the defence of Ovie-
do in 1937. At ten years of age, in 1924, he was already in the Marist boarding school in the suburb of
Oviedo. One of his former teachers remembers him as a good student. One day, he came up to him af-

LIFE OF BROTHER
DOMINGO CIRIACO
Dionisio Domínguez Martínez

Act of birth 
of Br Julián Marcelino

Tresviso 
(Cantabria): 
home village 
of Br Julián

Marcelino
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ter the catechism class and told him he wanted to become
a religious. When, as postulant and novice he wrote letters
to the family from the far east of the  Peninsula, Pontós,
or from Tuy, over in the west, his brothers are unanimous
in stating that they helped set them on the path of their
respective vocations.
Br Julián Marcelino was happy in his vocation as an edu-
cator. He took his first steps in teaching at Sahagún, in
1932, and in 1934 was sent to the College of «San José»
in Fuencarral, Madrid.
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Certificate of baptism 
of Br Jorge Camilo

Benjamin of the
family. He arrived
at the College of
«San José» in Fuen-
carral with the pro-
found desire of ex-
celling himself in
continually improv-
ing. He asked ques-

tions and let himself be  guided by the most ex-
pert in educational and apostolic works. His good
dispositions,  desires and deeds were quickly cut
down by the revolution: he was 21 years old.
In the prison of Porliel, he befriended Mr José María
Menoyo who came to consider him as family.
Thanks to this, Br Jorge Camilo was able to find
refuge with him when he left prison, free of all
charge against him. He was able to do his military
service while spending the nights with the Menoyo
family. Recognized as a Marist Brother, he was shot
in the barracks of Hortezas, Madrid.
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Letter written 
by Br Domingo Ciriaco
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thing was ready, he presented himself with two com-
rades. It was in signing the safe-conduct that he was
recognized as a Marist Brother. It was enough to ha-
ve him arrested and condemned.

LIFE OF BROTHER JORGE CAMILO
Vidal García García

Br Jorge Camilo was born in Cuadros,
province and diocese of León, on 7 Feb-
ruary 1916. His parents were named
Cipriano and Saturia and he was the
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In 1936, Chinchón was a suburb of 7000 inhabitants, 
in the north of Madrid. The Marist Brothers ran a little free 

primary school of 162 pupils, financed by the Marquises of Aparicio
and de la Peña.



In the opening days of the revolution, none of the militia dared to
disturb the little community. On place, it was easy to see how much
good the Brothers were doing and the affection the people had for
them. But around midnight on 21 July 1936 a group of militia from

elsewhere arrived. They besieged the school and some
even tried to enter through the roof.
Br Feliciano was lodged by the village notary, but the
president of the local Revolutionary Committee had
also offered him his hospitality. The other Brothers
found accomodation with Mr Teódulo de la Peña Fer-
nández, nephew of the school’s founders. This situa-
tion lasted a week.
On 29 July there arrived about thirty militiamen to
demand that the local Committee banish the Marist
Brothers. They were taken to the station and put on a
train to Madrid. They could not count on any Marist
residence there for all the communities in Madrid we-

re already dispersed and under threat. They asked to be lodged with
their benefactor, Madame Paula Aparicio.
The militia arrived in the afternoon and took them away. It seems
they were shot on the spot, for nothing further was heard of them.

LIVES OF THE BROTHERS 
OF CHINCHÓN
LIFE OF BROTHER FELICIANO
Severino Ruiz Báscones
Br Feliciano was born on 2 Novem-
ber 1884,in Fuencaliente de Lucio,
Burgos. His  parents, Antonio and
Marcela, brought him and his four
brothers up according to Christian
principles. Encouraged by his ex-
ample, four of his nephews entered
the Marist Institute.
The schools of Barruelo, Toledo and
Chinchón were witnesses of his de-
votion as  director. Those of Barru-
elo and Chinchón were very similar,
the pupils coming from families of
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THE MARTYRDOM

Br Feliciano

Mr Julián Aguilar Martín

Br Herminio Pascual

Br Felipe Neri



simple peasants and workers. Br Feliciano, direc-
tor and superior, was a mature man of 52 at the
time of his martyrdom. 

He had great influence over the pupils and the
parents because he preferred personal advice and
preached by example. 
Under his direction, the children of Chinchón
changed radically and the population comment-
ed favorably. Parents who had not set foot inside
a church since the day of their marriage began
coming again to accompany their children and
listen to the liturgical chants directed by the 
Br Director. 
Thus he succeeded in winning hearts.

MADRID

Fuencaliente de Lucio (Burgos): 
home village of Br Feliciano

Witness 1
=========

Madame María Ontalva Ruiz, a servant in the house

of Madame Paula Aparicio, tells the story:

“The porters caused difficulties in letting them in

because of their luggage. I believe that they knew the

Brothers, as I knew them myself. The fact is that Mr

Valentin told them to inform the Security Guard if they

did not trust the Brothers, but the porters notified

the militia instead of the Security Guard. Finally, the

Brothers went upstairs. But about four o’clock in the

afternoon, when the soup tureen was still on the table,

the militia turned up and took them away. No one in the

house could eat that day. An hour and a half later, the

militia returned and took away the Brothers’ belong-

ings. After that, no one knew anything more about their

fate. It seems that Madame learned that they had been

shot there and then. Not the slightest trace of them.”Certificate of baptism 
of Br Feliciano
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LIFE OF BROTHER FELIPE NERI
Fermín Zabaleta Armendáriz

Br Felipe Neri was born in Artajona, Navarre,  24
September 1899. His parents, Romualdo and
Catalina, had eleven children, five of whom em-
braced the religious life: two Marist Brothers and
three Sisters of Saint Joseph of Cluny.
Fermín was the oldest in the family and helped his

father in the work in the
fields. After military ser-
vice, he intended to get
married. He and his fiancée
would meet and walk to-
gether; both would then take



out their rosaries and continue on their way saying it.
One of his brothers had already entered the novi-
tiate of the Marist Brothers at Les Avellanes.
He was thirty when he entered the novitiate him-
self. Admitted to the vow of obedience in 1931, he
was cook in the community for two years before
beginning to teach. He arrived in Chinchón in Sep-
tember 1933, where he showed himself a solid
character.
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Witness 2
=========

Jesús Sáez López, a former pupil, testifies: “They were men full

of faith, hope and charity. When the revolution broke out, in Octo-

ber 1934, they prayed and had prayers said for peace, without a 

single word of hate against either side in the conflict.” 

Letter of 
Br Felipe Neri to his mother
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LIFE OF MR. JULIÁN AGUILAR MARTÍN

He was born in Berge, Teruel, on 24 November 1912. His parents were
Julián and Antonia. He entered the juniorate of Vic on 21 September
1925. He was a postulant and novice at Les Avellanes. An accident
made his sight so bad that it would have been impossible for him to
teach. The superiors thought it preferable for him to return to his fami-
ly. He then consecrated himself to work in the fields, but his heart re-
mained drawn in a special way to the Marist life. He sought out Br Feli-
ciano and asked him to take him on as cook. From that time on, he
shared fully in the life of the Brothers right up to martyrdom. Everyone
in Chinchón believed him to be a Brother like the others.

LIFE OF BROTHER HERMINIO PASCUAL
Saturnino Jaunsarás Zabaleta
Br Herminio Pascual was born on 11 February 1912, in Irurzun, Navarre.
The names of his parents were Pedro and Hilaria. He was a cabinetmaker
and she a housewife.
This Brother of 24 wavered in following his religious vocation and the su-
periors had to change him every year. It was thanks to the company and
advice of Br Felipe Neri that his gift to the Lord became firm and it was
he, the youngest of the community, who gave the martyr’s example. The
man who gave him lodging in Chinchón found him a secure hiding place.
But he preferred to remain with his Brothers and share their fate. So it
was with them that he was shot on 29 July 1936.
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The three Brothers, Victorico María, 42; Jerónimo, 60; 
and Marino, 35, were born in the little villages of the provinces of

Burgos and Castellón. They made up the community of  Torrelaguna, 
a little village of 2,000 inhabitants, in austere Castille, not far 
from Madrid. Their school was a basic primary school of 135 students.
They were three: a director, a teacher and a cook. But it is difficult 
to tell who was which, so profound was the union with which 
they shared their daily tasks.

Torrelaguna: Members of the family of Brothers Jerónimo, Marino and Victorico María, 
in the chapel of the Rosary of the parish church of Saint Mary Magdelen



Brs Victorico María, Jerónimo, Marino
THE MARTYRS OF TORRELAGUNA

The martyrdom
The public schoolmaster could not stand seeing the success
of the Brothers’ school. During the revolt of the Asturias, in
1934, this teacher became chief of the local Committee and
gave the order for the Brothers to be put in prison. Fortunately,
his power was of short duration and he had to spend some
time in prison himself.
Everything came to a head on 20 July 1936. The civil war had
just begun and the pupils were already on holiday. The public
school master, chief of the Revolutionary Committee, now

the ‘lord’ of Torrelaguna, prowled the streets of the village in quest of
victims. He thought of the Brothers whom he wanted to hang. The time
for vengeance had arrived.
The Republican central government despatched to Torrelaguna militiamen
to replace the Civil Guard. This signed the death sentence of the Brothers.
On the morning of 20 July, the three brothers were arrested by the militia,
led by a certain Severino. They shut them up in the village dungeon, where
there was already a group of Catholic laity, including some former pupils.
Of what were they accused? Of wearing the religious habit, of having
consecrated their lives to God, of having sowed the seeds of faith in the
hearts of children and youth, …of love.
The Brothers were accused of being religious educators.
On the night of 21 and 22 July, a group of militia of the Asturias arrived
in Torrelaguna. In the early morning they assaulted the prison with the
intention of eliminating the prisoners. They struck them and interrogated
them shouting. One militia woman struck the president of Catholic Action
so hard with the butt of her gun that he lost an eye. Then they made a se-
lection of victims : all those without calloused hands. The peasants were
freed. The nine others – the three Brothers, two priests, the male and
female presidents of Catholic Action and two other laymen – were bound
and forced onto a lorry.
On the morning of the 22nd, the milkman of the little village of Redueña
on his daily round discovered nine bodies. It was six in the morning. 

Witness 1
=========

A peasant witnessed the execution:

”There were no scenes of despair or any-

thing like that. Perhaps a last appeal to

pity on the  part of two prisoners who of-

fered money to save their lives, saying

they had small children, but nothing more.

They made the sign of the cross when they

received the deadly volley.”

Torrelaguna:
cemetery
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was sent to Torrelaguna in 1928. He carried out his
apostolic work by various means : Catholic Action,
talks, study circles for deepening the faith, marriage
preparation courses, singing, novenas. Such was his
influence that he ob-
tained from the Mi-
nistry of Justice per-
mission to continue
teaching religion, un-
der the Second Repu-
blic, and to wear the
religious habit.
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LIFE OF BROTHER VICTORICO MARÍA
Eugenio Artola Sorolla

Brother Victorico María
(Eugenio Artola Sorolla)
was the school director.
He was born in Cinctorres,
province of Castellón, on
12 April 1894, to Joaquín
and Sebastiana.
At the age of 14, encoura-

MADRID

Witness 2
=========

In the words of a witness, the community of Torre-

laguna reproduced, if on a more modest scale, the union

of the “three in one” spoken about in the Marist book

“Opinions, Conferences, Sayings and Instructions.” Report of 
the mayor of Cinctorres

DOCUMENTS

ged by friends and by what he had heard about the
Marist Brothers, he decided to travel to Vic, where
there was a little juniorate. He pronounced his first
vows at Les Avellanes. After several appoinments, he
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LIFE OF BROTHER JERÓNIMO
Trifón Tobar Calzada

Br Jerónimo was born in Susinos,
Burgos, on 3 July 1876. His parents
were named Vicente and Eulalia.
When martyrdom arrived, he was a
man of 60. He had worked in Spain,
Colombia (for 21 years), France and
once more in Spain. He had never
enjoyed good health, which was why
he had returned from the missions.
Discipline in his classes left a little
to be desired, since he was timid by
nature. Certificate of baptism 

of Br Jerónimo 



Witness 3
==========

A former student leaves us the following testimony:

“I lack the words to admire the work of these Marist re-

ligious. They taught me to love, to forgive, and I owe

to them the glory of counting among the martyrs of Christ

my own parents, my father and my mother; that they are

in the glory of God ! I have known how to forgive and to

take this terrible blow with Christian love.” 

Article on
the community

of Torrelaguna in 
"Madrid Marista", 

in 1996
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But he knew how to adapt and was
ready to accept the demands of oth-
ers, as a valuable means of trans-
mitting the message, what we today
call «inculturation».

LIFE OF BROTHER MARINO
Pedro Alonso Ortega

Br Marino was born in Amaya on Ja-
nuary 14, 1901, province and diocese
of Burgos, district of Villadiego. His
parents, Eugenio and Julia, had ten
children.
Br Marino was the youngest of the
three Brothers of the Torrelaguna
community. His health did not allow
him to study. So his Marist life was

Amaya (Burgos): 
birthplace of Br Marino

Brs Victorico María, Jerónimo, Marino
THE MARTYRS OF TORRELAGUNA

above all the service of the kitchen in the small communities, while
giving a hand with the junior classes and in the Catholic Action mo-
vement. In August 1929 he was sent to Torrelaguna. He was a young
Brother good and joyful, willing and helpful, affable, delicate, who
tried to live a quiet life.
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Our college in Cuenca presents the peculiarity of having been founded
during the  period of the Republic, in 1934, when serious threats

were already heralding persecution. This college of «Fray Luis de León»,
with its purely civil status, lets us see how much the Brothers of Spain
were prepared to do in the face of the new political situation and 
to remain very close to the world of youth. In a short time, this college
won the sympathy and esteem of the population, but it also aroused
jealousy and resentment on the part of the anticlerical public teachers. 
This jealousy would become fatal when the Revolution broke out 
on 18 July 1936.
Seven Brothers worked in the college, but only one, Br Julián José,
knew martyrdom. With him died a lay teacher, a convinced Christian, 
Mr Ramón Emiliano Hortelano Gómez, who, however, was not part 
of the college teaching staff.

Chapel of the hamlet of Villalba de la Sierra, Cuenca, Spain



On 18 July 1936, the Brothers were warned of an
imminent raid on the school by a group of Socialist
Youth. They dispersed and found lodging with trusted
families. Br Julián José stayed for a year and a half
with the school caretaker, Mr Zoilo Escamilla. But
on the first of March 1938, he was called up for au-
xiliary services in the barracks of Villalba de la Sierra.

It was the same day that Mr Ramón Emiliano Hortelano Gómez
arrived there.
The two formed a great friendship during their few months of military
service : the friendship of a faith lived and shared in depth. Their
union was such that both were taken for religious, and it was for this
reason that they were shot together, at the base of an electricity
pole, sprinkled with petrol and set on fire. It was 28 July 1938.
Ramón Emiliano had just had his first child five days before. For the
Brother it was just a week before his 30th birthday, and for his com-
panion, 12 days. Both had been born in August 1908. Their mortal
remains rest in the same mortuary urn.

Witness 1
=========

Madame Rufina Ángeles Saiz Abad, wife of Mr Ramón Emiliano Hortelano Gómez, gives

the following testimony, after the visit she received from her husband – he had gone

to see her just after the birth of the child: “From a shepherd, a friend of my husband,

who provided us with milk, we heard that my husband and Br Nemesio (Julián José) had

been arrested by the militia, who killed them, tied them to an electricity pole  then

sprinkled petrol over them and burned them – a condemnation reserved for traitors When

my father-in-law went to collect the remains, he found only some bones.

The martyrdom

LIFE OF BROTHER JULIÁN JOSÉ
Nemesio Cabria Andrés

Br Julián José was born in Susilla, Cantabria, on 5 August 1908. His
parents were Isidro and Valentina. Two of his brothers had gone
before him to the juniorate at Arceniega (Álava) and one of them
was a missionary in Chile.
Brother Julián José made his first vows on 8 September 1924, at the
age of 16, and his perpetual vows on 15 August 1929. He was one of
the founding members of the Cuenca college. 
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Br Julián José and Mr. Ramón Emiliano Hortelano Gómez
THE MARTYRS OF VILLALBA DE LA SIERRA
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CUENCA

Witness 2
=========

His wife has left us this precious testimony: “My husband and I had known one

another since childhood. He used to come to our place to stay with my brother. He

always seemed to me a more distinguished child than the others: more virtuous, more

of an example. He fell in love with me very quickly, but he had such a respect for

these  emotions, that he did not dare tell me. We passed the aptitude test for te-

aching together and we were assigned to the same village  He wanted us to be married

immediately so that we would not be separated by the war.” 

Letter of Br Julián José 
to his brother, 12/07/1936

DOCUMENTS

LIFE OF MR RAMÓN EMILIANO HORTELANO GÓMEZ

Mr Ramón Emiliano was born in Cuenca, in the same year as Br
Julián José, but three days later, on 8 August 1908. Son of  Tomás
and Dominga, he was baptized in the church of  Saint James
Apostle, on 16 August. His father was a police inspector and his
mother a woman of solid Christian principles.
He received the sacrament of confirmation on 10 July 1922, and
married Miss Rufina Ángeles Saiz Abad, on 22 August 1936.
He devoted himself to teaching. He was an innovative teacher
who, sometimes, in his work  knew how to find opportunities for
the sexual education of his students. He asked his wife to do the
same apostolate for the girls.

He was of a friendly, sympathetic character, talented
for Mathematics and the sciences. In his teaching, he
displayed a great evenness of temper, never getting
angry, even with the slower students. He preferred to
use words of encouragement. He willingly took on
humble services, sweeping the classrooms where there
were no cleaners, and the pupils helped him voluntarily.
At the college of Cuenca, the caretaker was an old
man without education. Br Julian taught him to read
and write and how to present himself in society. He
gave him a taste for the truths of religion so well that
the man, who had given up all practice, began going
back to church. It was this caretaker who offered him
the safest hospitality when persecution dispersed the
community. But in March 1938, Br Julián José was
called up for military service in the Republican army.
He could not conceal his status as a religious for
long, and this was enough to have him shot.
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In the two localities of Cabezón de la Sal and Carrejo, 
the Brothers directed two small schools, 

similar to the ones at the beginnings of the Institute. 
At Cabezón de la Sal, a community of four Brothers 
provided Primary and Commerce classes for 182 pupils. 
The three Brothers in Carrejo taught 44 pupils 
in three primary classes. The two neighbouring villages 
were in Cantabria. Each community had two victims:
Brothers Pedro, aged 53, and Narciso, 59, in Cabezón 
de la Sal, and Brothers Colombanus Paul, aged 59, 
a Frenchman, and Nestor Eugenio, 24, in Carrejo. All four
were killed together in Santander on 1st January 1937.

Market of Cabezón de la Sal
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CANTABRIA

The martyrdom
Following the nationalist uprising, the Popular
Front took control in Cantabria. Up to the end of
October, the Brothers of the two communities were
not molested. At the end of October, the Commission
of Culture confiscated the school in Cabezón de la
Sal, and the Brothers withdrew to the one in Carrejo.
In the first days of November, the militiamen ins-
pected the Carrejo school and found a nationalist
flag they had taken down in 1931. They imposed
on the Brothers a fine of 100 pesetas to be paid
before five o’clock. The village clubbed together
and paid the fine. Despite this, Br Erasmo José,
superior of the community, was taken to prison.
There he found, in a pitiful state, the parish priest,
a seminarian and many other persons judged to be
right wingers. Br Pedro, who knew the authorities,
obtained his superior’s freedom. Before leaving,
however, he had to sign the charge: «hiding a flag
he adores.»
A second inspection deprived the brothers of all
their foodstuffs. They could only survive by taking
individual classes.
The first detention took place on 27 December
1936. In reprisal for the nationalist bombing of
Santander, the militia decided to put the Brothers
in  prison, then they released them. On 30 December,
around 4 pm, the Brothers were imprisoned again.
Brothers María Ruperto and Luis María, who had
left for Santander, were absent. On their return,
the housekeeper informed them of the situation.

Br Colombanus Paul

Br Néstor Eugenio

Br Narciso

Witness 1
=========

Brother Ruperto provides us with information on the night of 1st January 1937:

“They had already searched all the rooms. About 9.15 at night, however, they opened

our room again. We were sleeping on the floor, we had no pillow or blankets. For-

tunately, we had put on our overcoats. We stood up. Two officers presented them-

selves with our files and began to call out Brothers Pedro, Narciso, Colombanus

and Nestor Eugenio. They all went out together.” Subsequently, it was learned that

they had been killed.

Br Pedro

They went to the prison to pay their confrères a
visit, a visit which turned into detention.
About one in the morning of 31 December, the seven
Brothers had to climb into three cars and were driven
to Santander. Arriving around two, they were thrown
into the provincial prison. Two officers presented
themselves with the detainees’ files, and called out
the names of Brothers Pedro, Narciso, Columbanus
and Néstor Eugenio. They left all together. The
rumour in the prison was that they had been «freed».
But it was not a question of their freedom but of
their martyrdom. It was the 2 January 1937.



Witness 3
=========

A prisoner gives a balanced view of the state of mind of the

Brothers: “We were resigned and put ourselves into the hands of the

Lord. But this place of tragic horror weighed on our spirits and I

can say that we felt sadness and despondency, but at the same time

resignation and the certainty of being in the Lord’s hands!”

Brs Pedro, Narciso, Colombanus-Paul, Néstor Eugenio
THE MARTYRS OF CABEZON DE LA SAL AND CARREJO

Br Pedro was born in Millà, province of Lérida, on 15
July 1883. The names of his parents were Juan and
Antonia. At 15 years of age, he directed his life and his
steps towards the novitiate that the Marist Brothers had at Vic ;
this was in 1898. He made his perpetual profession on 27 August 1905.
This brother was very much appreciated in Cabezón de la Sal for having
taught there for 18 years, 12 as director of the school. His influence
allowed him at first to help his  confrères to get out of prison, but he
ended up being imprisoned himself.
His whole life was devoted to the education of the lowest social classes :
the children of peasants and workers. As director, he encouraged the
teachers to follow and help each of their students personally.

Witness 2
=========

“When a pupil, like me – writes the former student Victoriano

Fernández – merited punishment, we were taken apart and the admoni-

tion given us was enveloped in prudence and Christian affection. Even

today, when we go to confession, the priests of Cabezón say that the

delicacy of conscience and the way of making confession of former

students of the Brothers are remarkable.” 

LIFE OF BROTHER NARCISO
Baldomero Arribas Arnaiz

Br Pedro, seated at left. 
Br Narciso, standing at centre

Br Narciso was born in Santibáñez de Esgueva, Burgos. His parents,
Martín and María, were peasants. The  couple had three children, Bal-
domero being the youngest.
At 17, he took his first vows, after which he launched himself enthu-
siastically into the adventure of the education of children. He was
trained by the first French Brothers to come to Spain. The Marist work
in the country was still in its beginnings, but the foundations multiplied.
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LIFE OF BROTHER PEDRO
Jaime Cortasa Monclús
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CANTABRIA

Certificate 
of belonging 
of Br Narciso 
to the
community 
of Saragossa
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LIFE OF BROTHER COLOMBANUS PAUL
Henri Oza Motinot
This French Brother was one
of those who had to leave
France in 1903 because of
the anti-religious laws of
the Combes Ministry. He
would not ever have imagi-

ned that 33 years later, he would be martyred in Spain.
Br Colombanus was born in Lyon, on 1st
August 1877. Shortly after his birth, his
parents moved to Saint-Donat where there
was a school run by the Brothers. Intending
their child to have a Christian education,
they immediately enrolled him. This fact
without doubt influenced his vocation.
Maintaining discipline in class, however,
was not his strong point, either in France
or in Spain, so the Superiors had to transfer
him frequently. He was timid and too kind
hearted. From 1926 he was cook in the

community of Carrejo. But from the point of view
of intellect, he was gifted and easily obtained the
diplomas required for teaching. Apart from French,
he spoke Spanish and had a command of English.
He was also talented for music and willingly offered
himself as organist in the parishes, thus assuring
beautiful liturgical ceremonies.

Witness 4
=========

Mr Ambrosio Calzada Hernández gives a slightly

different version of the martyrdom: “They were slain

either at the Lighthouse or at ‘Jesús del Monte’,

sinister places then, isolated spots suitable for

executions. Then they threw them into the sea or

down a precipice full of scrub.” No one in the town

of Santander doubts that the Brothers were killed.

LIFE OF BROTHER NÉSTOR EUGENIO
Tesifonte Ortega Villamudrio

Br Néstor Eugenio was born on 10 April 1912, in Arlanzón, Burgos. His parents,
Bernardino and Valentina, had two boys.
He entered the juniorate of Arceniega in 1924 to begin his Marist formation, but
his health was so fragile that the Superiors advised him to return to his family.
He returned to the postulancy of Les Avellanes in 1929 and made his first vows
on 8 September 1935. He was then appointed to Carrejo. He was the youngest of
this group of martyrs.

Knowing the talents of Br Narciso, the Superiors
asked him many times to open and direct schools or
to take charge of boarding schools.
He arrived in Cabezón de la Sal after 38 years of ex-
perience in the world of education, happy to be able
to invest his talents in favour of children of poor
condition. The people called him «the friend of the
poor».
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Barruelo 
de Santullán

This locality is known as the place of martyrdom of Bl. Br Bernardo1,
on 6 October 1934. It will start all over again after the Nationalist

uprising on 18 July 1936. On site, many miners imbued with
antireligious ideas, and the ones in charge of the House of the People
wanted to see the end of the Catholic schools.
The Brothers had been working in this mining region, in Vallejo 
de Orbó, since 1914. In 1920, they also opened the school 
of Barruelo de Santullán. During the school year of 1935-1936, 
the community numbered 6 Brothers, including Egberto and 
Teofilo Martín, the two martyred. Aged 29 and 22 respectively, 
they had been in Barruelo since 1935.

The mine, in the valley of Santullán
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1 Martyred on 6 October 1934. Beatified with 46 Martyred Marist Brothers on 28 October 2007 in Rome.
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The martyrdom

them on the spot. They were then taken to Reinosa
and confined in the college of the Brothers of Christian
Instruction, which had been transformed into a

prison. They remained there for three
months, steps taken to obtain their release
having no result. On 23 October, at ten in
the morning, Brothers Egberto and Teófilo
Martín were taken from the prison and
killed with thirty other persons, near the
road from Cabezón de la Sal, 22 kilometres
from Reinosa. They were buried on the
spot, in a wooded area near the river Saja.

On 22 October 1936, three Brothers of the Barruelo
community - Heraclio José, Egberto and Teófilo Martín
– left for Aguilar with the intention of reaching
Burgos. The director advised them to follow the road
since it was safer, but they preferred to take the
train – which was still operating – because it was
faster. Thinking that the railwaymen would not re-
cognize them, they got out at Quintanilla.
They had already left the station without hindrance
when some individuals from Barruelo recognized
them and notified the station master, who arrested

Arcellares del Tozo (Burgos): home village of Br Egberto

Br Egberto
Br Teófilo Martín

LIFE OF BROTHER EGBERTO
Leonardo Arce Ruiz

Br Egberto was
born on 6 Novem-
ber 1907 in Arce-
llares del Tozo,
Burgos.
His father, Berna-
bé, died soon after,
and his mother,
Gabina, remarried

Cristóbal Arroyo. Leonardo and Paulina were children
of the first marriage and their mother raised them
carefully. 
Leonardo was not intellectually gifted, and the
superiors left him as cook for four years. After
that he taught only in the primary, in the little
schools. 
For two years he did his military service in Marocco
in our school at Alcazarquivir. 

On his return from military service in 1935, Br
Egberto was sent to Barruelo, where the 1935-36
school year passed quietly.

Witness 1
=========

“ The bodies showed signs of mutilation

and as if they had their hands bound by

wire or cords. ”

PALENCIA
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LIFE OF BROTHER TEÓFILO MARTÍN
Martín Erro Ripa

Witness 2
=========

“On Friday 23 October, at 10 o’clock in the morning, the

door of the underground rooms opened: Martín Erro Ripa and

Leonardo Arce Ruiz were called out. We were separated, never

to see them again... Through the keyhole, we were able to

see that they were handcuffed and then made to get into a

car, and they disappeared  We were led to believe they were

taken to Santander... But, two months later, when I myself

was taken to Santander, great was my disappointment. There

was no indication that they had passed through there.”

Brs Egberto, Teófilo Martín
THE MARTYRS OF BARRUELO DE SANTULLÁN

Br Teófilo Martín was born on 3 March 1914
in Viscarret, Navarre. His parents were named
Francisco and Teresa. Religious vocations
were awakened in Teófilo’s family and in
those of his cousins and other relatives.
At the age of 11 he set out on the road of
religious life. He was noted for his generosity
in following his new vocation. 
His educational apostolate was a brief one,
completed in 1935-1936 in Barruelo de San-
tullán, Palencia.

Declaration, as temporary professed
member of the Marist Brothers,
of Br Teófilo Martín

Viscarret (Navarra): birthplace of Br Teófilo Martín
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Brother 
Benedicto Andrés

Albocácer (Castellón)

Br Benedicto Andrés was part of the com-
munity of Lauria 38, but he worked with Br
Romandus in the little school of Saint Peter
Apostle in Barcelona. 
He asked  the Br Provincial, Laurentino, for
permission to go to his home village, Vil-
lafranca del Cid, Castellón, with his cousin,
also a Marist, Br Jerónimo Emiliano. The
Provincial gave them the authorisation but
warned them about the violence which
reigned in the region.

THE MARTYRDOM

Once back in the village, Br Benedicto
Andrés and his cousin were able to
pass unnoticed among the members
of their families, remaining hidden
until the Revolutionary Committee
called up the men of the 1919-1937
contingent, in order to verify their
degree of military training and for
leaving as volunteers for the front.
Thus they would be freed from any
commitment.
When the appeal came for volunteers
for military service, with the gua-
rantee that religious would be safe,
Br Benedicto enlisted thinking that
this would avoid risks for his family.
But he quickly realized his mistake.
On 7 December a member of the Com-
mittee arrived at the house. He had
been a childhood friend of the Bro-
ther and done military service with

Witness 1
=========

We know the details of the martyrdom

of Br Benedicto Andrés from Sister Bal-

bina Fortanet. This nun writes:

“Being forced to attend to a group of

militia, one night I engaged in conversa-

tion with one of them who had been a wit-

ness and may even have shot the Marist

Brother Enrique Benedicto. This militia-

man told me: ‘What a courageous monk we

killed! At the first volley he said: ‘Long

live Christ the King!’ He was fired at a

second time and with great courage he

replied: ‘Long live the Immaculate!’ On

the third shot, his voice faint but full

of dignity, he said: ‘Holy Family, accept

me into yours arms!’ – What a brave monk!,

the militiaman said to me. 
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LIFE OF BROTHER
BENEDICTO ANDRÉS
Enrique Andrés Monfort

Br Benedicto Andrés was born on 25 April 1899
in Villafranca del Cid, province of Castellón, dio-
cese of Tortosa. His parents were Benedicto and
Rosa. Someone close to the family told how Br

Isidro Guix, recruiter, having got lost among the
complicated tracks of the Maestrazgo, happened to

meet the papa of the future Br Benedicto. Thus was
born the vocation of the two boys, Brothers Jerónimo

Emiliano and Benedicto Andrés.
They also said that the Brother recruiter had assured the child’s
father that the Marist Brothers nourished a great devotion to the
Virgin Mary, which was a pledge of salvation. Little Enrique understood
that « a Marist Brother could never be lost », and on 22 January

1911, after a long trip on foot in the snow and
the cold, he arrived at the juniorate of Vic.
He was sent to many posts. During his military
service, he was faithful to all his religious duties,
even though he took part in the war against Mo-
rocco. For his spirit of service he was accepted by
his military companions; in view of his spirit of
sacrifice and his good administration, he was
promoted to corporal, then to non-commissioned
officer of the army, a situation he put to profit in
order to win the affection of his comrades.

DOCUMENTS

Br Benedicto Andrés in centre,
with his army comrades

Letter of 
Br Benedicto Andrés to his sister

him. When his sister informed him of the visit, Benedicto ex-
claimed: «My time has come!». He embraced his family and
said to them: «See you again in heaven!» Then he followed his
comrade. Without any trial, he was immediately placed in
prison. There he found his old teacher, the teacher’s son and
other people.

Villafranca del Cid (Castellón): 
home village of Br Benedicto Andrés
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Brothers 
Valente José 

and Eloy José
Valencia

Brothers Valente José and Eloy José were working in the
«Liceo Mayans» college in Valence. When the Nationalist
uprising began, Br Valente José was at the «Liceo Mayans».
After the nationalist uprising, the city of Valence experienced days of
pillage. Br Valente José and other confrères were arrested and taken
to prison while people shouted: «Kill them immediately, they are fas-
cists!» To their great surprise, they were released and obliged to get
away without delay.

MARTYRDOM

On the afternoon of 25 July 1936, two groups of militia took over the
college and told the Brothers: «You can go; this school is now the pro-
perty of the people.» From that  moment the Brothers were forced to
ask for shelter from friendly families and to change residence frequently.
At their last one, they were twice visited by the militia and both times
stripped of everything, insulted, taken to the Committee for Public
Safety and forced to seriously consider the «paseito» (the death walk).
People did not neglect to remind each one: «Do not forget that you
are a priest! » The Brothers heard the militiamen talking among them-
selves: «These ones, guard them well. Tomorrow, early in the morning,
we will give them what they deserve.»
In the meantime, a Brother arrived from Barcelona to ask
them, in the name of the Br Provincial, to follow him, for
a ship was expected to take them to France. Five Brothers
took the night train from Valence to Barcelona, thinking
that the surveillance of the militia would be less strict.
In fact, they were discovered half way, at Castellón. Br
Crispín Lope Sancho, who was part of the group, recalls:
«… We were discovered at  Castellón de la Plana and
while we were made to get out at Castellón me, the
superior and another Brother, Br Valente, after having
told the police that he was part of the same group as us
too, continued the voyage… Br Eloy José followed the
same course and they continued the voyage in this famous
train…»

College of Chalet Alameda 
de Valence, in 1936

Br Valente José

Br Eloy José
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And here all traces were lost. The Brothers never arrived in Barcelona.
Some witnesses state that Br Valente José was killed in the north
station of Barcelona on the morning of 6 October, and Br Eloy José, on
the night of 5 October. As for Br Crispín Lope Sancho, he thinks that Br
Valente José was killed at Horta, near Barcelona, and Br Eloy José in
the city of Barcelona itself. It has been impossible to locate the place
of their burial.
There is nothing surprising about that, since the militia of the F.A.I.
were accustomed to killing their victims far from prying eyes and
burying them in anonymous common ditches, without identity or date.

Letter of Br Valente José to 
his mother and family
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THE MARTYRS VALENTE JOSÉ AND ELOY JOSÉ

LIFE OF BROTHER VALENTE JOSÉ
Jesús Delgado de la Fuente

Br Valente José was born on 17 April 1894, in Mazuelo de Muñó,
Burgos. His parents were named Nicanor and Gertrudis. This Christian
household was blessed with thirteen children, some of whom died
young.
At 13, he went to Vic to follow the stages of Marist formation,
and he made perpetual profession on 11 August 1915. As a teacher,
he prepared himself conscientiously to carry out his task, and,
thanks to the experience acquired, became a competent teacher
of secondary subjects. He was eager to do things well in the acti-
vities of every day.
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LIFE OF BROTHER ELOY JOSÉ
Eloy Rodríguez Gutiérrez

Like Br Valente José, he was born in the pro-
vince of Burgos, at Torrepadre, on 9 September
1899. His parents, Victoriano and Benita,
had eight children. At 12 he entered the ju-
niorate of Arceniega for his formation in
Marist life. His definitive  consecration to
God took place on 28 September 1921.
For long years he worked in the schools of
Valence, either at the « Academia Nebrija »
or the « Mayans » College. He presented to
his students and his confrères a gentle, sim-
ple, joyful character which won him the
sympathy of all. The pupils recognized that
he was forming them to be capable of bearing
witness to their faith.

Witness 1
=========

His former pupils remember him thus: “He

was a mathematics teacher and as such extraor-

dinary. He was a very efficacious teacher...

His secret consisted in the fact that he gave

his mathematic courses in such a way as to

lead his pupils to glorify God and to sow in

us the seeds of hope... His interior life was

extraordinary without being  spectacular.”

Witness 2
=========

A former student, Mariano Andreu Llobat, said: “I heard Br Valente

told that the persecution well and truly existed and that it was a

matter of suffering for Christ. He accepted this state of things and

he thought that his death would be seed for a new Church and a new

Spain. He gave proof of a simple and strong spirit and he never thought

of fleeing... I never saw him hesitate or become concerned about the

terrible dangers of those days. The last time he saw me, he said to

me: ‘Andreu, if we don’t see each other again here, we will see each

other up there’. He was referring to heaven which he had a presentiment

about with his martyrdom.”  

Letter of Br Eloy José to his brother
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Torrepadre
(Burgos): 
home 
village 
of 
Br Eloy José

CASTELLÓN
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Brother Millán
of thecommunity

in Denia Alicante

On April 10, 1936, at one o’clock
in the afternoon, an emphatic
message arrived at the school, in-
forming the brothers that, in an-
ticipation of possible unrest, they
were ordered to leave the center
and the town that same afternoon.

A number of former students asked protection for the brothers and coura-
geously helped them relocate their essential belongings.
Brother superior stayed with Joaquín Caselles, the carpenter, and the
other brothers went to Can Pinel. The issue came to the Governor’s ears,
who was caught in a tug of war with the City Council, while the general
population supported the brothers, especially after Brother Provincial had
to withdraw the young brothers from the community.

MARTYRDOM
Brother Millán had to wander from
town to town around Denia, but fi-
nally decided to go see Br Laurenti-
no, the Provincial. He took the train
in the last days of July. A railway
employee, whose son had studied
for free at the brothers’ school in
Denia, recognized him. He was de-
nounced, arrested and sent to the
prison of Tavernes de Valldigna, whe-
re he was kept for twelve daysbefore
he was killed. Don Rodrigo Gil, who
was the most promising young stu-
dent in the school, was martyred
together with him.

Brother Millán was the
superior of the Marist

community in Denia (Ali-
cante), whose other mem-
bers were brothers Félix
José, Honorio, Marcelo
and Pablo Herminio.

Denia (Alicante): 
College of St John Baptist
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Brother Millán was born in Les Planes
d’Hostoles, diocese and province of Gi-
rona, on July 27, 1885. His parents
were Jaume and Margarida. They had
eleven children. Only three of them
survived, and the others died when
they were little.
His childhood was that of a boy born
in a humble peasant family, who took
part in the farm chores and worked in
the fields. He had to do his part in
helping to maintain a large family.
At age 14, he received the Lord’s call
to religious life, and in April 4, 1899,
he went to San Andrés de Palomar
(Barcelona), where the Marist forma-
tion house was located. He took his
final vows in 1906 and the vow of sta-
bility in 1922. He immediately showed
skills as a formator, so the superiors
assigned him to the formation houses,
and then appointed him as superior
in a number of apostolic communities.
He knew how to combine his profes-
sional competence and zeal with the
gift of sympathy, which attracted the

Witness 1
=========

What we know about this good brother’s martyrdom

comes from a declaration by the driver who witnessed

his death. He stated: “On August 10 (1936), around

one in the morning, I was summoned by Salvador Grau

Corella, who was nicknamed ‘El Carabinero’ (the Ca-

rabineer), to transport Mr. Rodrigo Gil and Mr. Es-

teban Millán, under the custody of Vicente Chapa,

‘El Calderero’ (the Boilermaker), and José Esparza,

‘El Carrero’ (the Chariot Maker). On reaching the

place called Portichol Slope (Plains of Alcira),

Mr. Salvador Grau Corella gave orders to stop and

told everyone to get off the truck. The three mi-

litiamen walked two hundred yards away with the two

prisoners. Then they fired against Mr. Rodrigo Gil

and Mr. Esteban Millán, killing them and leaving

the corpses behind on the road.”

LIFE OF BROTHER MILLÁN
Esteban Llover Torrent

Death memorial of Br Millán
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Denia (Alicante):
sepulchre of Br Millán

ALICANTE

students and helped them to
be open to the Christian mes-
sage. He displayed a paternal
and generous attitude, and his
piety suggested a constant in-
timacy with God.
In September 1928, the supe-
riors entrusted him with the
mission of founding and run-
ning the school of Denia. The
school quickly became success-
ful and earned the respect of
the population. The difficulties
started with the arrival of the
Republic in April 1931. When
the left-wing party won the
elections in February 1936, the
actual persecution began.
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Brother
Luis Fermín 

of Arceniega
Álava

The former was the superior,
and he left that same day for
Burgos on vacation. The other
two brothers stayed in town,
looking after the school.
From the outset of the civil

war, the town of Arceniega was dominated by the Popular Front. The
brothers suffered burdensome intrusions and house searches.

MARTYRDOM
The circumstances leading Brother Luis Fermín first to prison and then
to martyrdom are puzzling.
Brothers León Pablo and Luis Fermín received an inspection from the
militias and – feeling unsafe, and trying to avoid isolation – decided to
move to the juniorate community. Brother Luis Fermín packed his
suitcase intending to hand it to the baker, so that the servant who
carried the bread every morning could take it to the juniorate the
following day. He was still talking to the baker when the militias arrived.
They asked the brother to open his suitcase. In between the clothes,
they found a number of religious objects. This was enough reason to
send him to jail.
He was kept eight days in jail in Arceniega, and then was moved to
‘Cabo Quilates’, a prison-ship in Bilbao. Prisoners in the ship were
subject to all kinds of abuse. On September 25, 1936, the Nationalist
air force bombarded Bilbao. In retaliation, the militias assaulted the
prison-ships ‘Altuna Mendi’ and ‘Cabo Quilates’. They selected the victims,
handcuffed them, took them two by two to the aft deck, and shot them
with a machine gun. Two priests, Matías Lumbreras and Mariano Luis
Larrea, and Brother Fermín were murdered this way.

B y July 18, 1936, there
were three Marist bro-

thers at the school for ex-
ternal students in the town
of Arceniega: Luis Venancio,
Luis Fermín and León Pablo. 
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Brother Luis Fermín was born on 21 June 1905 in Torrecilla del Monte,
Province of Burgos. His parents, Balbino and Lucía, plus three brothers,
were the welcoming family where he grew up and was educated.
His Marist formation began in Vic. He gave himself to God fully through
the perpetual vows he took on August 15, 1927.
Luis Fermín suffered from acute myopia, which became an impediment to
teaching, so he served mostly as a cook in the communities where he was

Witness 1
=========

Mr. Carlos Langa Zuvillaga, fel-

low prisoner of Brother Luis Fermín,

described the tragic situation pre-

vailing in the ship: “I met the Ser-

vant of God when I was sent to the

same prison-ship in Bilbao. I was

with him for about twenty days... We

were piled up like animals. There

were four cells. The Servant of God

was in the first cell, and I was in

the third one... Executions aboard

the ‘Cabo Quilates’ took place on

the aft deck. It was not only the

fact of knowing they were shot, but

we also heard the shooting: some-

times they used machine guns; at

times a shot in the neck, and they

also finished them off by beating

them with the rifle butt. And the ex-

ecutions were also preceded by ha-

rassment, insults, teasing, slapping,

etc.”

LIFE OF BROTHER LUIS FERMÍN
Luis Huerta Lara

destined.
From 1932 to 1935 he taught primary school
in Carrejo while working in the kitchen. The
next year he did the same in the small school
of Arceniega, close to the juniorate.

Br Mariano Santamaría,
vice-postulator, 
with the remains 
of Br Luis Fermín

ÁLAVA
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The Three Joes” they used to call them, for they all received the
name of ‘José’ during the vestition ceremony: Timoteo José,

Andrés José, and Emiliano José. These three brothers carried out
manual labor and housework in the large house of Les Avellanes:
Emiliano José, as linen-room assistant; Timoteo José, as gardener;
and Emiliano José, as mason and handyman.
The three of them had performed many hours of surveillance
together around Les Avellanes once the situation of danger and
alarm began. They had spoken a lot about how to escape untenable
situations. Eventually they went to Vilanova de la Sal, next to Les

Avellanes, together with the
postulants and novices, and
took refuge there,
participating in the harvest to
help the families who had
sheltered them.
They had to part ways with
the young men in formation
before the end of July, to
avoid suspicions and the
excessive surveillance from the
militias. Accustomed to hard
work and fatigue, and
trusting their “knowledge” of
the land, they thought they
could easily escape across
country and perhaps go to
Navarre or France.

Memorial stone of the martyrs of Saganta

“

the community of Les  
The three of
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guarantee a more peaceful trip. But actually they
were arrested, jailed and put directly on the death
row. The Committee of Estupinyan dared not un-
dertake the execution, and called a Committee from
a nearby town.
The execution in fact took place about five miles
away from Estupinyan, on the roadside, in a place
they considered isolated enough, but not far away
from the village of Saganta (Huesca). They were simply
murdered without much ado. The executioners put a
beret on their heads to disguise the coup de grace.

MARTYRDOM

We know what happened in Les Avellanes, after
the Nationalist rising on July 18, 1936: the house
was confiscated; the brothers and the young men
in formation had to leave and hide in the surroun-
ding villages.
Our three brothers decided to go to Navarre passing
through Aragon. When they arrived in the town of
Estupinyan, they were informed that the People’s
Revolutionary Committee was moderate. The three
brothers, tired after the long journey, went to the
Committee to request a safe-conduct which could

Br Emiliano José
Br Timoteo José

Br Andrés José

LIFE OF BROTHER TIMOTEO JOSÉ
Julian Lisbona Royo

Brother Timoteo José was born on October 23,
1891, in Torre de las Arcas, Province of Teruel,
Diocese of Zaragoza.
His family was rather poor: his mother, a street
vendor of saffron, use to take little Julián with
her to cry her wares in the streets of the towns.
Later on he would acknowledge he was very shy
when it came to this task, but he had no choice if
he wanted to eat. As for the father, he gave himself
to drinking and quickly forgot his family duties.
Before entering religious life, he had worked as a
farm boy for a lady who liked him so much that
she was willing to bequeath her property to him
if he continued working for her.
After military service, he felt the call to religious
life. The novitiate in Les Avellanes happened to
be quite difficult for him, since he carried the ha-

bits of a tough and
laborious life. He
had to work hard on
himself and strive
for a gentler, less
irascible character.
At age 28 he took
his first vows, and
made his final pro-
fession on February
2nd, 1924.
The superiors asked him to stay in Les Avellanes
to handle the toughest jobs on the farm, and later
on to take care of the vegetable garden. Throughout
the day he kept busy with different ordinary tasks,
and developed a deep inner life and a great family
spirit.

 Avellanes:
Saganta
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LIFE OF BROTHER EMILIANO JOSÉ
Marcos Leyún Goñi

Brother Emiliano José was born in Sansoain (Navarre), on October 7,
1897. His parents were Juan and Petra. Marcos was the third in a family
of six children.
When his father died, Petra, his mother, became more involved in his
education. She turned out to be a great vocational support for Emiliano
José. When he was 13 years old, she accompanied him to the juniorate
of Arceniega. There he began his formation within the Marist family,
which culminated with his final profession in 1919.
Brother Emiliano José was characterized by his passion for serving
others. He was skilled in things electrical, tailoring and a number of
household tasks, which made him a real handyperson. He often made

Witness 1
=========

Mrs. Joaquina Vidal Cama,

who attended the scene, des-

cribed the details: “...I know

they were killed on August 11,

1936. I was at the window in

my cottage, and saw the truck

arrive. I was preparing a

snack. It was in the after-

noon. The curiosity and horror

we experienced in those terri-

ble days made me take interest

in that truck that stopped in

the distance. Then I saw they

got a man out of the truck.

There was a shot. Then they

got two more men out of the

truck. There were other shots,

perhaps one for each man...

Those who murdered them came

to our house and told my hus-

band literally: ‘Go and bury

those three animals’. It was

only later on that we learned

they were three religious.”

Letter of thanks to the parish priest 
of Tamarit for the inauguration of the crypt 

Sansoáin (Navarra): 
home village of Br Emiliano José

DOCUMENTS

Brs Timoteo José, Emiliano Josè, Andrés Josè
THE THREE MARTYRS OF SAGANTA
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himself available to the brother Provincial, sacrificing
his own holidays, by performing electrical work in
houses of formation, communities, and schools.
Aware of his generosity, Brother Provincial asked

him to go to Les Avellanes in the summer of 1936
and take charge of the linen-room, since a long
formation session for a large number of brothers
was scheduled.

LIFE OF BROTHER ANDRÉS JOSÉ
Francisco Donazar Goñi

Brother Andrés José was born on October 10, 1893,
in the village of Irotz (Navarre). The nearest District
Court was in Agoitz.
His mother was widowed early, probably when Fran-
cisco was performing military service. Wanting to
help his family, he became the breadwinner and
stayed at his mother’s side.
His father was a mason and Francisco carried on
with this craft. But an accident at work complicated
his life: a cauldron of caustic soda spilled over his
eyes, and it became very difficult for him to endure
sunlight or even to look at a white wall. However,
he did not quit his job, for he wanted to help his
widowed mother.
Later on he had a disappointing dating experience
with a girl he loved, who hid from him the fact of
being a single mother. He then wrote to a Brother

asking if he could
stay in the commu-
nity of Valencia as a
“servant brother.”
The superiors autho-
rized the experience,
which led to his en-
trance into the no-
vitiate on February
1st, 1921. He was 28
years old. The novice distinguished himself for
his kindness and unassuming attitude. His journey
in Marist life went on unhindered, and he made
his perpetual profession on August 15, 1927.
Brother Andrés was skillful and practical, and
enjoyed a well-finished work. He remained in
Les Avellanes in charge of all the home mainte-
nance and building works. He looked happy to
be at the service of others, fixing and improving
the rooms.

Iroz (Navarra): 
paternal home of Br Andrés José

Iroz (Navarra): 
home village of Br Andrés José

LES AVELLANES
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Brother
Pablo Daniel 

of Barcelona

He encouraged the faith of his
fellow prisoners, who called him
“The Consoling Angel”. He tried
to convert his own guardians; he
was completely devoted to the
wounded and dying soldiers, and

was killed on January 29, 1939, because he openly appeared as a religious.
He was probably the last who joined the group of Marist martyrs in those
years. Imprisoned at 24 years of age, he was a martyr of Christ at 28.

MARTYRDOM

Once in prison, Brother Pablo Daniel shamelessly showed his constant faith
and his identity as religious. A determined man with an extraordinary in-
tellectual capacity, he clearly exposed the truth, without fearing even
death. He often held religious discussions with the Marxists of the prison.
His tactics and arguments were surprising. Witnesses who saw it with
their own eyes stated that he used to begin the discussion as a family

conversation, gradually raising the tone
and interest. The other prisoners would
come to listen: priests, religious, laymen
and even criminals. Without worrying
about their background, he would go on
with the discussion in a philosophical-
theological tone. Eventually, having con-
fused the Marxists, who presented only
poor and plain arguments, the truth he
defended prevailed. On July 3, 1938, the
Court of Barcelona delivered its verdict,
and he was released.
All the men of his age had to enlist in the

This brother is a unique
case: young, dynamic, in-

telligent, bold, giving public
witness to his faith in court,
in jail, in the work field, and
in midst of the Republican
Army.  

Witness 1
=========

Brother Eduardo Escolà Ganet,

fellow prisoner, remembered him as

follows: “The life in prison of this

brother has been that of a hero.

First, he exhorted everybody to mar-

tyrdom, and he even preached in the

prison yard.”
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Witness 2
=========

Some witnesses emphasized his availability to the will of God:

“His words revealed his full conformity to the will of God. He showed

no sign of impatience, and had no resentment towards the guards. He

fully accepted God’s will, and was able to recognize God’s care and

tenderness for us in the midst of persecution.”

military service, so he thought it would be good to
fulfill his duty. He wanted to take care of the woun-
ded and therefore joined the medical division. He
was sent to the front in Catalonia.
In January 1939, the defeated Republican Army
retreated to France. The Brother’s company had
arrived near Figueras, close to the border. The Bro-

THE LIFE OF BROTHER PABLO DANIEL
Daniel Altabella Gracia

ther publicly expressed his gratitude to God for
being alive and free from the enemies. Some sol-
diers found this kind of discourse strange and war-
ned the commanding officer, a certain Lister. He
immediately sent a squad of soldiers, who shot the
brother and all those who were with him. It was
January 29, 1939

Brother Pablo Daniel was born on October 19, 1911, in Aguaviva, Province
of Teruel and Diocese of Zaragoza. His parents, José and Dolores, had four
children. Two of them joined the Marists, and one was a diocesan priest.
The younger brother, José María, entered the Marist juniorate in Vic (Bar-
celona), but died from pneumonia in April 1929.
Pablo entered the juniorate in Vic when he was eleven years old. He did his
postulancy and novitiate in Les Avellanes, and also made his first vows
there on September 8, 1928. His experience of ministry with children and

youngsters was brief: first in Alicante, then in Mataró, where he was
trapped inside the net of persecution in 1936.
This young religious – enthusiastic, dynamic, spiritual, and sincere –
who died at age 28, won the lasting admiration of his pupils due to
his intellectual background, his hard work, pastoral activity, and es-
pecially because of his virtues. His students saw him as a true forger
of men and authentic Christians.
Brother Pablo Daniel could not help his apostolic zeal and, despite
the threats from the judges, he was caught while carrying out his mi-
nistry after being freed from the Model Prison of Barcelona, so he was
arrested again. In the new prison-ship, in Montjuic Castle, in the con-
centration camp of Ogerns (La Bassella, between Solsona and Ponts),
Brother Pablo Daniel always found a way to be an apostle.

BARCELONA
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Rumours and   
uncertainties in 

the General House
THE FATE OF THE BROTHERS OF SPAIN
AS EXPERIENCED BY
THE GENERAL ADMINISTRATION IN GRUGLIASCO

1 Read complete text in
Circulars, Vol XVII (1933-1937),

pp 527 and 528.
The passage in bold print is 

the work of the editor.

We quote some paragraphs from the circular of Br Diogène1 on 25 December
1936, written at the General House in Grugliasco, Italy. One can appreciate
the feelings of the General Administration of the time faced with the
events taking place in Spain, in which our Brother martyrs were playing
an involuntary leading role.

We have been carefully gathering in the Secretariat,
as it arrives in dribs and drabs, all the information
concerning our Brothers and our works in Spain…

«You have all heard about the cruel situation in which
Spain has found itself since the month of July. Your letters
addressed to the Mother house, whether to the Rev. Br Su-
perior General or to the Brother Assistants, show us with
what fraternal feelings you are concerned about our perse-
cuted Brothers and what charitable prayers you address to
the good God to come to their aid.
«It is, in fact, my very dear Brothers, the most painful
event that has struck the Institute since its foundation. No
other persecution has ever caused so many victims among
us and ruined so many works.
«The Catholic country of Spain has been for us, as you
know, an excellent field of action. In a relatively short
time, the most diverse, vibrant, and apostolic works were
born, grew, and in their turn even spread to different
countries, such as the Argentine Republic, Chile, Peru
and other Spanish speaking regions. [...]
«In truth, we have had serious concerns for several years.
We have seen the harmful activity of free-masonry continuing
to grow. It has insinuated itself into the laws and  institu-
tions. [...] Already the education laws have seriously ham-
pered our works. But in the end, with remarkable good

Br Diogène
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will, our Brothers had adapted to the situation and the schools
were full of pupils. At the end of last July, the country divided
into two hostile camps… [...]
«Everywhere, our Brothers were expelled from their homes,
often with brutality. A great number of them have been seized,
imprisoned and kept as hostages. Many, alas ! are still there,
and though it is impossible to fix an exact figure, it is certain
that it has passed two hundred by this date (3 December).
[...]
«Since all the foreign Brothers have left Spain, we have heard
almost nothing more about any of the communities situated
in the Red zone, except that our Brothers are continually in
danger of death.
«No one knows where they are, none of them can write or
give an address which might compromise them. In addition,
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Manuscript of Br Diogène
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it is impossible to go to them.
The approaches from Italy,
France, England we have tried
by various ways have been so-
metimes dangerous for those
in whose favour they have be-
en made and in any case al-
ways unsuccessful. The only
help is in prayer for the deli-
verance of our poor confrères,
since men are powerless. [...]
«Such is the regrettable report
of these four months of reli-
gious war, for it is certainly

religion they are after. It is for their faith, it is because they
are religious that our Brothers are suffering, that they are
expelled, robbed, dragged to prison and shot. [...]
«It is for us a very bitter, but at the same time comforting con-
solation, to know that those of our Brothers who have been
massacred have given their lives for God. They were expending
it drop by drop in their daily devotedness among the children.
God has asked them for it all at once and they have offered it
to him, like the martyrs of all periods, with submission and
prayer on their lips. [...]
«Here at the mother house and, I know, in most of our provincial
houses, a solemn service has been celebrated for these numerous
deceased deprived of the prayers of their community.
«In waiting to decide what can be done at the end of these sad
events, and although for many the death has all the characte-
ristics of martyrdom, I commend them to your fraternal prayers.
[...]
«Br Michaélis, Assistant General, has been able to get as far as
Burgos, thanks to the goodwill of the military authorities. He
is taking charge of the Brothers deprived of their Brother Pro-
vincial, imprisoned in Barcelona. [...] 
«I will finish there, my very dear Brothers, these items of news
which circumstances prevent us from giving in more
detail. But they are enough to show you the magnitude
of the ordeal which has befallen our Brothers of Spain.

Grugliasco, 
General House, 

1903-1939

Br Diogène
RUMOURS AND UNCERTAINTIES IN THE GENERAL HOUSE



Testimony of 
a Pilgrim

Les Avellanes 
October 11, 2013

It has been two thousand
years, but remembering –
reenacting! – the dramatic
and redemptive journey expe-
rienced by the carpenter from

Nazareth as he continued giving his life for us, can only deepen the pil-
grims’ faith and admiration for the Lord of Life – praise to Him!
In the Marist house of Santa Maria de Bellpuig de Les Avellanes, I myself
– and I think all those who took part in the celebration that clear and
crispy afternoon of the Catalan autumn on October the 11th – felt chal-
lenged by the testimony of our martyred brothers, an experience I will
now try to share with the readers of FMS Message.

“THE COURAGE OF FAITH”
The program that day began at four in the afternoon with the presen-
tation of the book The Courage of Faith by Brother Lluís Serra. In a ce-
remony presided over by Brother Emili, Superior General, the words of
Brother Ernesto Sánchez – coordinator of the committee which prepared

They say that praying the
Via Crucis along the same

streets and alleys of Jerusalem
through which Jesus carried
his cross to the rock of Gol-
gotha is very impressive. 

Br Valerià 
Simon Mella

Presentation of the book 
of Br Lluís Serra, 
« Le courage de la foi »
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the Marist celebration of the beatifications in Spain – marked
the outset of this rich experience. He acknowledged the
presence of all the participants, and contextualized the ce-
lebration. A video showing the faces of the two lay men,
and the 66 brothers – prepared by Brother Ramón Serra –
made us experience their gaze, the youth of most of them,
and the intensity of so many lives shattered by violence
but blessed by peace and reconciliation in their last mo-
ments.
Brother Lluís then took the floor and really touched the au-
dience. Going beyond an invitation to read his book, he
shared his personal discoveries as he wrote this martyrology,
speaking about the certainties and doubts that assailed
him during the long hours he spent piecing the book toge-
ther, and finally inspired us with his faith and hope by
giving different examples of how these fully-genuine Marists
gave themselves to others and shed their lives.
Time went on imbued with silence and deep listening. The
ceremony was only beginning. Brother Emili then thanked
the author for his work. Brother Maurice Berquet, Provincial
of the Hermitage, was also with us.

LEFT FOR THE MOUNTAINS
After this initial and intense moment, we left for the mountains, and
this is not a metaphorical figure. On hired buses and by car, we went
to Mas del Pastor, close to this farmhouse in the town of Tartareu,
where Brother Crisanto was shot dead.
There, in a simple and sober ceremony, we listened to the testimony
of Angelina Amorós – daughter of the couple that hosted Brother du-

ring the summer of 1936, and who was able to say goodbye
to him just before his immolation: straightforward and clear
words, conveying her direct contact with Brother Crisanto.
The bouquet that was placed at the commemorative cross
stayed behind as a witness to our prayer when we went
away. Our hearts were moved by the landscape, by the group
of people gathered there, and especially by the meaning of
the celebration.

EUCHARIST LEADS TO LIFE, 
AND VICE VERSA
When we got back to the house we celebrated the Eucharist,
which was also a threefold ceremony. It was presided over
by Father Ramon Prat – Vicar General of the Diocese of
Lleida, and former Marist student – accompanied by several
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Mme Angelina Amorós

Cross marking the place 
of martyrdom of Br Crisanto 

at « Mas del Pastor »

Br Valerià Simon Mella
TESTIMONY OF A PILGRIM
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other priests. Brother Josep Maria Soteras, General
Councilor, motivated the celebration and empha-
sized how the Eucharist leads to life, and vice
versa: the relics of the martyrs embedded in every
altar remind us how the memory of the Lord’s body
and blood makes us live a Eucharistic life, even
more so in this particular celebration which was
definitely contextualized by the life of the martyrs. 
The Liturgy of the Word – first moment of the ce-
lebration – took place at the fronton court of the
house. The story of how Brothers Aquilino, Fabián,
Félix Lorenzo, and Ligorio Pedro were shot dead
was the first reading. And we were right there,
precisely at the site of their death! Evening was
falling, and these places, almost holy, spoke to
our hearts when we listened to the reading: “As a
man, I forgive you, and as a Catholic, I thank you,
because you are placing the palm of martyrdom in
my hand, which any Catholic should crave”. This
was Brother Aquilino’s response to the militias be-
fore dying. Father Ramón Prat challenged us to
live the celebration with a meditative attitude:
“What have I done with my faith? What is our
answer after witnessing the martyrs’ selflessness?”

ANOTHER KIND OF LIGHT

Following the processional cross, we moved to the
cemetery of the house – the second moment of the
Eucharist. Night had fallen, but there was plenty of
light, another kind of light: the small heart-shaped
candles which illuminated the statue of Mary presi-
ding over the cemetery as a welcoming and warm
presence. Brother Inocencio Martínez spoke to the
congregation as a witness to the exhumation of the

martyrs, as someone who actually saw their remains
being transferred to the church of the monastery,
but also as a firsthand witness to their generosity
and full-hearted Christian experience, which is ge-
nerating so much life: “It was them, yes, those who
had given their lives and forgiveness!” Then we
went to the church of the house in a procession full
of emotions as we sang: “Nothing can trouble, no-
thing can frighten. God alone fills us!”
The third moment of the Eucharist began with the
offertory procession, and a relay-race baton was
the first offering. Is it not true that the blood of
martyrs is the seed of Christians?

The fronton court: place where Brothers Aquilino,
Fabián, Félix Lorenzo and Ligorio Pedro were shot

The cemetery : the little candles 
in the form of a heart 

lightening up the face of Mary

LES AVELLANES
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THE WORDS OF
BROTHER EMILI TURÚ

After communion, Brother Emili expressed his gratitude because “the
martyrs’ blood has borne fruit”, a fruit of life for so many lay people, bro-
thers, communities, and Marist works, all of which are heirs of our history,
especially that of our blessed brothers and laity. This gift deserves a word
of gladness and joy, and a praise to the Lord for the life of the families
and the religious congregation who were able to form such people. They

were able to fulfill their self-donation to the end, and
convey a message of reconciliation inviting to peace.
The brothers, relatives, neighbors from nearby villa-
ges, and friends could not leave the celebration wi-
thout some kind of material symbol to take home.
The Brothers from the General Council offered us a
ceramic cross made in the Marist educational center
of Alcantarilla (Murcia). It was not a symbol out of
the blue: a wooden cross had accompanied us throug-
hout the celebration; we had prayed beside brother
Crisanto’s cross in Mas del Pastor; the book The Cou-
rage of Faith had spoken to us about the circums-
tances and the mystery of our brothers’ death; and

the gospel during the Eucharist had been the crucifixion of Jesus.
And he who is writing these lines recalls how – as it happens in the
streets of Jerusalem with Jesus – we felt that the 68 blessed Marist
martyrs were at our side, walking along with us. They are present in the
historical memory of the places where they died, or rather, where they
gave their lives, but also in each of us, for we can continue – in spirit
and truth – praising the Lord for their lives, as we keep asking ourselves:
“What have I done with my faith?”

Br Valerià Simon Mella
TESTIMONY OF A PILGRIM

“The martyrs’ blood 
has borne fruit”, a fruit 

of life for so many lay
people, brothers,

communities, and Marist
works, all of which are

heirs of our history,
especially that of our

blessed brothers and laity. 
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The experience and organization of
the 68 Marist martyrs’ beatification
(66 brothers and 2 lay men) was de-
signed as a triptych formed by three
sections.
The scenario for the first section
was the Monastery of Santa Maria

de Bellpuig de les Avellanes, a former formation house and forge of new
brothers. The present Superior General and Vicar General made their novi-
tiate there. Tribute was paid to the martyred brothers in the afternoon of
Friday, October 11. Brothers from many provinces, and the entire General
Council attended the site where Brother Crisanto was killed, and then the
fronton court where a group of brothers shed their life. It was an evening
of prayer and remembrance in the scene of the events. The remains of se-
veral Blessed Brothers rest in the church of Les Avellanes.
Before arriving at the central section of the triptych – the solemn beati-
fication ceremony of the 522 martyrs in Tarragona, on Sunday, October 13
– the second section took place at La Inmaculada Marist School in Barce-
lona, the afternoon of Saturday, October 12.

BARCELONA, CRUCIBLE
OF MARIST MARTYRS
Barcelona, at sea level, lies between two mountains, Tibidabo and Mont-
juïc, and between two rivers Llobregat and Besós. Montjuïc, bathed by the
Mediterranean Sea, is a fortress and an observatory. The castle at the top
served as a prison during the Civil War. Several brothers were prisoners
there while awaiting trial. From the castle you could see the sadly noto-
rious Cabo San Agustín ship. A total of 107 brothers were ready to sail for

In painting, sculpture
or jewelry, a triptych

is a composition divi-
ded into three panels,
the outer two of which
fold in towards the lar-
ger central one.  

THE MARIST
BEATIFICATIONS TRIPTYCH

Br Lluís 
Serra Llansana

Living memory 
of the martyrs
La Inmaculada Marist School,

Barcelona, October 12, 2013



France, but betrayal was merciless against them. They got them off the
ship, put them in two buses, and drove them to the prison of San Elías,
located in the convent of Saint Mary of Jerusalem, which belonged to
the Poor Clares. A very moving place, it is presently open to visitors.
The brothers were divided into three groups. One of them, integrated
by 46 brothers, was executed on the night of October 8, 1936, in the
cemetery of Montcada. Benedict XVI beatified them in 2007. The 61 re-
maining brothers went through many vicissitudes: trial, prison, and fre-
edom. Barcelona, a scenario of sharp contrasts, was severely punished
with the bombing of the civilian population. 

MARIST PRESENCE
IN BARCELONA
Today post-Olympic Barcelona has become a benchmark with interna-
tional projection. Its touristic attraction is highly valued. The metropo-
litan area exceeds five million inhabitants. The Marist brothers are
present in two schools, Maristes La Immaculada and Maristes Sants-Les
Corts. There is also a social work called Centro Compartir, and four com-
munities: Diagonal, Sants, Evarist Arnús, and Escudillers.
Before the war, there was another school besides Maristes Sants-Les Corts,
located on Lauria Street, which after the conflict, in 1943, moved to the
Convent of the Visitandines, battered by the vicissitudes of the fighting,
and located between Paseo San Juan and Valencia Street. The convent
structure shows Moorish influence. The church, of a Neo-Gothic style, is
a building of great architectural beauty. The cloister garden was trans-
formed into a playground. Several remodeling projects have turned the
old convent into a superb educational center. It currently offers all edu-
cational levels, from kindergarten through high school.

HEIRS OF
MARCELLIN CHAMPAGNAT’S SPIRIT
Maristes La Immaculada is a school located just a few minutes’ walk to
the right of the Holy Family Basilica, designed by architect Gaudí. The
solemn ceremony honoring the Marist martyrs and their families – and
inviting each person to take up the challenge of living like them – took
place in its facilities. The celebration was held in the cloister and the
multipurpose room on October 12, an event that was open to all, as a
memorial and a proposal regarding the future.
That day, as you entered the cloister, which has a ground floor and two
stories, you could see a low platform in the middle of the courtyard
with different symbols on it: a table with the paschal candle, books, a
loaf of bread, and a bouquet with 17 palm leafs, as many as the Marist
communities where a brother was martyred. There were 68 randomly
placed wooden crosses around the platform. In the arches, there were
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Br Lluís Serra Llansana
LIVING MEMORY OF THE MARTYRS
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portraits of each martyr and a biographical note. A
huge poster in the background read: “Witnesses of
the Faith”.
Then a voice on the microphone greeted the au-
dience: “Good afternoon, everyone. We meet today
to celebrate life, to celebrate the Faith, to remember
our brothers and lay Marists who gave their lives for
Christ, and to give thanks for their testimony. We are
in communion, we are a family, and we thank the
Good Lord because our Marist martyrs are true Wit-
nesses of the Faith, who invite us to be generous in
our commitment and service to others, and to con-
tinue living the Marist charism as a gift for the
Church and the world”. Meanwhile, the relatives took
seat next to the portrait of each martyr to join the
ceremony. About 600 people participated with joy
and attention.
Two female dancers came in, portraying the Marist
charism with their choreography. A brother wearing
the habit came to the center of the cloister and ex-
plained Marcellin’s charism in direct and simple
words. Then a school bell rang, and a group of chil-
dren and young people ran next to the brother su-
rrounding him, while long pieces of colored cloth
were unrolled from the top floor symbolizing the joy

and diversity in education.
The brother then spoke about the martyrs who were
to be declared Blessed: “It is not easy to find the
reasons why our martyrs were killed, given the com-
plexity of the historical moment in which they lived.
But it is extremely easy, however, to guess the rea-
sons why they gave their life so generously. As dis-
ciples of Jesus – No one takes my life, but I give it
freely (Jn 10:18) – they had laid down their life long
before it was snatched away. Their death was no-
thing else but the continuation of a generous day-
to-day offering. Our martyrs paid a heavy price for
being faithful to their commitment. They encourage
us to give our lives and to be witnesses of the expe-
rience of God and of the marvelous gift of commu-
nity. Humbly, discretely, we will contribute to
molding this Church with the Marian face of which
we dream”.
The name of the 17 communities was proclaimed out
loud, and then the name of each martyr. Each family
brought the picture of their Brother to the center,
together with the palm of martyrdom. It was a very
emotional moment. Then all the assembly went in a
procession to the multipurpose room, located on the
lower floor.

A MEMORIAL SERVICE DEDICATED
TO THE FAMILIES OF THE MARTYRS
As people sat down, the Marist group Kairoi sang
“They gave up everything”. Then the second part of
the ceremony dedicated to the brothers’ families
began. The presenters summarized the sense of this

moment as follows: “We have walked together with
our martyred brothers. They are always with us, but
now we can see their faces in these images accom-
panying us this afternoon. We are gathered around



them, seeking their protection, while protecting their legacy: the dedi-
cation and sacrifice in defense of the most precious thing God has given
us, that is, the gift of life. Their families, those who once suffered the
loss of their loved ones, just walked along with the Marist Brothers, the
teachers, students and friends. We want to thank them for the generosity
and sacrifice of our brothers, their brothers. We are in communion, and
together we present our grateful prayer to God for their lives. Please re-
ceive from the hands of these children the pictures of your beloved ones,

as a sign of gratitude for the sacrifice that you and
your families have made. May their passion be an
example for all of us. May it accompany us and give
us strength. Thank you very much, brothers of our
brothers”.
Then a video entitled Sowers of Hope was projected,
referring to each of the brothers that were to be be-
atified. The paraliturgy created a prayerful atmos-
phere starting with the Salve Regina, and then the
Gospel according to Matthew recalled the Beatitudes.
Brother Emili, Superior General, addresses a few words
to help us better understand the meaning of our bles-
sed brothers’ life. He summarized the challenge in two
attitudes, fidelity and forgiveness. He also thanked
the families for their presence, and for the fact that
one of their members has enriched the Marist charism
with the generous gift of his life. Some prayers in
Spanish, Catalan, English, French and Portuguese

show the internationality of the Institute. A prayer to the martyrs, and
the final song to Mary, our Good Mother, close the event, which deeply
touched all the participants.
Back in the cloister we found a number of splendid tables ready for a
casual dinner outdoors. The greetings, conversation, and conviviality
were a festive expression of the feelings that were woven throughout
the afternoon, and of the deep spiritual convictions that would give me-
aning to the great event scheduled for the next day. And this is how we
arrived at the Triptych’s Central section: Tarragona, where the Marist vio-

lets would merge into the
garden of a martyred Church.

LIVING MEMORY OF THE MARTYRS
Br Lluís Serra Llansana



more than eight hundred of us
enrolled by the Marist organi-
sation went to the Educational
Complex of Tarragona to join
the 25,000 faithful, brothers,
family members, companions,
admirers and friends of the
martyrs to be beatified that
day.
We arrived on time, and that

allowed us to meet acquaintances who were going to attend the bea-
tification of the other martyrs and share in the festal climate created.
Everything favoured it : the  possibility of being seated, the conversa-
tion with people encountered, the atmosphere created by the sound,

A splendid morning. Re-
sponding to the call of

Pope John-Paul II : « It is
necessary for the local
Churches to have every
possibility for not losing
the memory of those who
have suffered martyr-dom »
(TMA 37),

Br Ernesto
Tendero Pérez

Celebration 
of the Eucharist 

of the beatification
Tarragona 

October 13, 2013
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photographs and videos appearing on the giant screens which pre-
sented us with those who were about to be beatified.
Tarragona was chosen for the place of this celebration because it has a
great history of faith and martyrdom. The first martyrs of Spain, in the
3rd century, were the bishop of Tarragona, Fructuoso and his two dea-
cons Augurio and Eulogio. Morever, in the number of beatified martyrs,
147 are from Tarragona, including the auxiliary bishop, Manuel Borrás.
Our history and that of our martyrs form part of a history of faith
and martyrdom which springs from the very experience of the Lord
Jesus. The giant screen behind the stage shows the images of the
first martyrs of the Roman Empire in Tarragona and the same logo
for the previous beatification of numerous Spanish martyrs of the 
XX century. This logo would be completed during the celebration with
the faces of the 522 new blessed.

VIDEO-MESSAGE
SENT BY POPE FRANCIS
At 12 o’clock exactly, before the beginning of the celebration, the Pope
told us, in a brief message via video : « Who are the martyrs ? They are
Christians won for Christ, disciples who have learned well the way of
love to the extreme which led Jesus to the Cross. There is no cheap
love, love by halves. When one loves, one loves to the extreme. » And
he added : « It is always necessary to die a little to come out of our-
selves, our egoism, our wellbeing, our sloth, our sadnesses and open
ourselves to God and to others, especially those most in need. »
« Let us ask, through the intercession of the martyrs, to be concrete
Christians, Christians in actions and not in word; we must not be me-
diocre Christians, Christians with a coating of Christianity but without
substance ». The martyrs « were not Christians with a veneer : they
were Christians to the end. Let us ask them to help us keep our faith
strong despite the difficulties and let us too be a leaven of hope and
builders of fraternity and hope. »
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Br Ernesto Tendero Pérez
CELEBRATION OF THE EUCHARIST OF THE BEATIFICATION
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There was loud applause for this message of Fran-
cis, always concrete and incisive.

CELEBRATION
Monsignor Pujol Balcells, archbishop of Tarragona
and brother of our Br Manel, opened the celebration
by asking Pope Francis to inscribe among the blessed
these venerable servants of God who remained firm
in the faith, in love of Jesus Christ and in pardon for
their persecutors  amidst the outrages which accom-
panied them right up to martyrdom.
Then, Cardinal Angelo Amato, Prefect of the Congre-
gation for the Causes of Saints, read out the Apostolic
Letter in which His Holiness inscribed them among
the Blessed naming each of the  causes and permit-
ting their feast to be celebrated each year on 6 No-
vember.
A resounding thank you sprang from the heart on
hearing the names of these disciples of Our Lord who
made the ultimate sacrifice. One by one, personally,
by the gift of the only life they possessed and which
they had already committed by their consecration. It
was an echo of the words pronounced by Br Emili
yesterday…
Later, the cardinal emphasized in his homily what
the Church wanted to celebrate by this ceremony.
Here are a few of his ideas :
The Church is « the house of pardon and does not
look for the guilty. » « She wishes to glorify these
heros of the gospel because they merit our admiration

and our imitation. » « They hated no one, they loved
everyone, they did good to all. »
Today’s beatification seeks « to cry out to the world,
loudly and once again, that humanity needs peace,
fraternity, concord. Nothing can justify war, fratricidal
hate, the death of the neighbour. »
« Mercy is the true force which can save man and the
world. Only love fills the void. » « May today’s cele-
bration be a feast of reconciliation, of pardon given
and received, of triumph of the lord of peace. »
We departed filled with this evangelical ambiance
and we felt, as Riccardi said some days earlier, that
yes, we cannot conceal the originality of their res-
ponse, of their history in the face of hatred. They
were weak persons, but believers, with an interior
strength stronger than that of weapons. They showed
us that there was another way possible. We will not
give up believing. God manifested himself in them
and we cannot forget it. This makes us responsible
for our own present response.
The silence, which allows us to gather in the whole
experience, accompanied us to the end of the  cele-
bration when we dispersed to share the meal and re-
join our transport to take us home.
The echo of that experience continues to resonate
and makes us proud of belonging to a family of men
and women having witnessed to this human and
Christian dimension and who, at the same time, invite
us to be responsible for the many gifts received: the
love for God and the brothers he has given us, as
well as the strength for realising it.
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Testimony
of Mrs. Angelina Amorós

Good afternoon, Br. Superior General, and all the Brothers and others
who may read this: Br. Antonio Alegre invited me to give a testimony

about Br. Crisanto.
At the time of the outbreak of the Civil War, they had a difficult situation
in the “Convent” and they had to evacuate the Brothers and students to the
surrounding villages, where the people put them up in their homes.
Brothers Crisanto and Moisés were in Tartareu, in charge of 22 juniors (as-
pirants), and they were sent to different families in the town. In addition,
there were also the Brothers who were hiding in the mountains, and who
were brought food by the families in town.
For the approximately three months they were with the families that wel-
comed them, some of the juniors worked in the fields and others helped
with household chores. On Sunday afternoons they joined Br. Crisanto, in
carefully chosen locations, reviewed how their week had been, shared a
crackers and wine snack and prayed the rosary.
I remember Br. Crisanto as a good person, who together with my cousin told
us many things and made us pray. He spent a lot of time in his room, went
out for a walk every day and visited the boys in their places of work.
He chatted with my parents and grandparents about things that were hap-
pening, like just one more member of the family. The familiar relationship
was very good, the friendship was intense. My family worked as masons in
the “Convent”. 
What do I remember about the last moments before his martyrdom? A few
days before, the militiamen had come to the town and ordered him to appear
before the Committee every day at 12 noon. One day the sheriff came to
look for him at our house. He had gone for a walk, so my father went to
look for him to tell him not to return but to stay in hiding.
My father told him that in the house there were two uncles in hiding and
that it was the same to bring food to two as to four. He also insisted that he
not appear, that things were worse than at other times. He responded that
he couldn't stay away from his boys and that nothing would happen to him. 
As he was leaving the house, my mother suggested he cover himself, mean-
ing to put on a hat. He responded that he would be right back. When he
was before the Committee, he asked the militiamen if he could go home to
look for his hat but they said no, because he would just be a short time in
the sun. He also told the militiamen: “You can kill me but respect my com-
panion and the students”.
We children in the town were curious and wondering what was happening. 
When Brother left the Committee in the custody of the militiamen, he
headed for the car, and as he passed in front of my cousin and me, he
touched our faces and said: “Goodbye, children; I will not see you any more”,
he turned and we were very sad... He got into the car, and as he said, we
did not see him again.
The image I keep is of him: it's that he was a saint.
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Fidelity and
Forgiveness

Message of October 12, 2013 
at the Colegio La Inmaculada,

Barcelona

We are full of joy, indeed, as
we realize that the Marist Ins-
titute is built on the basis of
thousands of brothers who
have given their lives quietly
at the service of children and
youth, in the footsteps of Mar-
cellin Champagnat and our
first brothers. The 68 martyrs
we remember with affection
and sympathy today are
among them.

The celebration this weekend thus takes place as part of this journey
towards 2017, which is aimed at launching us into the future of Marist life.
Counting with the presence of some of our brothers’ relatives today is a
special reason to rejoice. It is easy to imagine how the murder of these 68
men – whose ages ranged from 19 to 63, and two-thirds of which were
under 40 – struck their families and the Marist Institute. Today, many years
after these tragic events, we gather around their life-witness, summoned
by our faith in the God of Life.
What can we take with us after these celebrations? In the light of faith,
what is the sacrifice of our martyrs telling us today?
Two words come to my mind, which I submit for your consideration.

FIDELITY
I well remember the question I was asked more than 10 years ago by a
brother from Sri Lanka, who was surprised by the large number of bro-
thers murdered in Spain. He said: “How could that happen? Why were
they killed?” I replied in a vague way, because honestly I had no real
answer at that time. But his question stayed with me, and gave me
much to consider. 

Within four years, in Ja-
nuary 2017, we will

celebrate the 200th anniver-
sary of the foundation of the
Marist Institute. Over the
next few years, in prepara-
tion for that event, we want
to gratefully acknowledge
those who preceded us,
whose legacy we try to make
fruitful. 

Br Emili Turú
Superior General



It is not easy to find the reasons why our
martyrs were killed, given the complexity
of the historical moment in which they li-
ved. But it is extremely easy, however, to
guess the reasons why they gave their life
so generously. As disciples of Jesus – No
one takes my life, but I give it freely (Jn
10:18) – they had laid down their life long
before it was snatched away. Their death
was nothing else but the continuation of a
generous day-to-day offering.
They had decided to live according to the
message of Jesus, which the Gospel we just
proclaimed brings to our mind: poverty in
spirit, meekness, thirst for righteousness,
mercy, purity of heart, peace, and forgive-
ness. They tried to be faithful to those va-

lues throughout their life and, consistently, they were true to
them in extreme situations, when they were forced to openly take
sides.
Yes, they were faithful to the end. And through faithfulness, the
victims prevailed over the executioners, who took away their lives,
but could not prevent them from being consistent with the life
style they had freely decided to embrace. They could have said, as
Martin Luther King did a few years later: “To our most bitter op-
ponents we say: ‘We shall match your capacity to inflict suffering
by our capacity to endure suffering. We shall meet your physical
force with soul force. Do to us what you will, and we shall continue
to love you. We cannot cooperate with evil, but be ye assured
that we will wear you down by our capacity to suffer. One day we
shall win freedom but not only for ourselves: we shall win you in
the process and our victory will be a double victory.”
Contrary to appearances, we realize that being faithful until death
is a path of freedom, not of submission; it is a victory, never a
defeat.

FIDELITY

When you read the accounts of our bro-
thers’ martyrdom, you are taken aback
by such violence against defenseless and
peaceful people, whose life was dedica-
ted to serving others. The history of hu-
manity gives an example from time to
time of how cruel people can be.
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Br Emili Turú
FIDELITY AND FORGIVENESS
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And yet, at that very moment, the response of
those who suffer violence highlights the best a
human heart can give. It is touching to recall the
words of forgiveness pronounced by our martyrs,
just like Jesus, who prayed to the Father upon
the cross: Forgive them for they know not what
they do.
If you answer violence with violence, you enter a
vicious circle that inevitably leads to destruction.
Forgiveness, however, contains within itself the
power to break this destructive cycle, opening spa-
ces for reconciliation.
As Christians, embraced by the tenderness of a
God who is Love, we deeply believe in unconditio-
nal love as the only way for humanity; such is the
Good News we should bear, especially through the
witness of our lives.

As Paul VI said: 

FIDELITY AND FORGIVENESS
Fidelity and forgiveness, two life attitudes through
which all people of good will can become seed
and leaven for a better world: will we be able to
embrace them as part of our own lives?
While witnessing the testimony of our Martyr Bro-
thers, perhaps you are asking yourself what would
have been your attitude had you been in their place:
would you have really opted for fidelity and forgi-
veness as they did? In this regard, Monsignor Tonino
Bello wryly said of himself: If being a Christian were
a crime, and I were taken to court under those char-
ges, I would be acquitted for lack of evidence. 
Let us pray for one another asking for the protec-
tion of our Blessed brothers, so that each of us

can say with To-
nino Bello: Pray for
me so that, if in-
deed it were a
crime to be a Chris-
tian, I may be
caught with so
much evidence
against me that no
lawyer would be wi-
lling to defend me.
And then, finally, I
would appear be-
fore the judges ha-

ving pleaded guilty to the crime of
following Christ, with the added ag-
gravating circumstances of inten-
ding to repeat the offence in every
way. Thus I will finally obtain the
long-awaited sentence. Death. Or
rather, life!
Mary, pilgrim of faith, we feel you
close on our journey, a journey of
progress and setbacks, of elation
and doubt. Blow over the embers
of our faith, for we wish, like you,
like our martyrs, to live a full and
happy life, given without condi-
tions for the cause of Jesus, our
brother. Amen.

“Above all, the Gospel must be proclai-
med by witness. Take a Christian or a
handful of Christians who, in the midst
of their own community, show their ca-
pacity for understanding and accep-
tance, their sharing of life and destiny
with other people, their solidarity with
the efforts of all for whatever is noble
and good. Let us suppose that, in ad-
dition, they radiate in an altogether simple
and unaffected way their faith in values that
go beyond current values, and their hope in
something that is not seen and that one would
not dare to imagine. Through this wordless
witness these Christians stir up irresistible
questions in the hearts of those who see how
they live: Why are they like this? Why do they
live in this way? What or who is it that inspi-
res them? Why are they in our midst? Such a
witness is already a silent proclamation of
the Good News and a very powerful and effec-
tive one”.

BARCELONA



Message of Pope Francis

Dear brothers and sisters, good morning!
I heartily join all those participating in the celebration 
taking place in Tarragona, in which a great number of priests,
religious and lay faithful are proclaimed blessed martyrs.
Who are martyrs? They are Christians won by Christ, disciples 
who have learned well the meaning of "to love to the end" 
which led Jesus to the Cross. There is no such thing as 
"love on delivery", or "love in installments". 
It is total love: and when one loves, one loves to the end. 
On the Cross, Jesus felt the weight of death, the weight of sin, 
but he confided himself entirely to the Father, and has forgiven. 
He hardly said any words, but he gave his life. 
Christ "tutored" us about love; the martyrs imitated 
his love to the end.
The Fathers of the Church say: "Let us imitate the martyrs!". 
It is always necessary to die a little bit in order to go 
beyond ourselves, beyond our pride, our own comfort, our laziness,
our sorrows, and open ourselves to God and to others, 
especially to those most in need.
Let us ask the intercession of the martyrs that we may be 
genuine Christians, Christian in deed, not only in word; 
that we may not be mediocre Christians, or Christians with 
the veneer of Christianity but without substance; they were 
not varnished, they were Christians to the end; let us ask their help
to remain firm in the faith, despite difficulties, and so be a source
of hope and builders of brotherhood and solidarity.
Please pray for me. 

May Jesus bless you and the Holy Virgin take care of you.
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Today we remember their sacrifice
with gratitude, a concrete mani-
festation of the civilization of love
preached by Jesus: “Now”, as it
says in the Book of Revelation by
Saint John, “have salvation and
power come, and the Kingdom of
our God and the authority of his
Anointed” (Rev. 12:10). The mar-
tyrs have not been ashamed of
the Gospel, but have remained

faithful to Christ, who says: “If any want to become my followers, let them
deny themselves, take up their cross daily and follow me. For those who want
to save their life will lose it, and those who lose their life for my sake will save
it” (Luke 9:23-24). They were buried with Christ in death, with Him they live
through the faith in the power of God (cf. Col. 2:12) […].
We remember beforehand that the martyrs […], these brothers and sisters,
were not combatants, did not have arms, were not encountered on the front,
did not support either side, and were not provocateurs. They were peaceful
men and women. They were killed out of hatred for the faith, only because
they were Catholics, because they were priests, because they were seminari-
ans, because they were religious brothers, because they were religious sisters,
because they believed in God, because they had Jesus as their only treasure,
and loved him more than their own life. They did not hate anyone, but loved
everyone, doing good to all. Their apostolate was catechesis in the parishes,
teaching in the schools, caring for the sick, charity for the poor, the assistance
of the elderly and marginalized. To the atrocity of the persecutors, they did
not respond with rebellion or with arms, but with the gentleness of the strong
[…].
Today’s celebration wants to scream again loudly to the world, that humanity
needs peace, fraternity, harmony. No one can justify war, fratricidal hatred,
the death of the neighbor. With their charity, the martyrs opposed the rage
of evil, as a powerful wall opposes the monstrous violence of a tsunami. By
their gentleness, the martyrs deactivated the homicidal weapons of tyrants

The Spanish Church cele-
brates today the beatifica-

tion of 522 martyr sons and
daughters, disarmed prophets
of the charity of Christ. It is
an extraordinary event of
grace that removes all sad-
ness and fills the Christian
community with joy.  

Homily (fragments) 
of Cardinal
Angelo Amato, SDB
Prefect of the Congregation 
for the Causes of Saints

A feast of reconciliation, 
of forgiveness given 

and received, the triumph 
of the Lord of Peace

Sunday October 13, 2013
Beatification of 522 martyrs, Tarragona
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and executioners, conquering evil with good. They are
always actual prophets of peace in the world […].
What message do the ancient and modern martyrs
bring us? They leave us a double message. Before
all, they invite us to forgive. Pope Francis recently
has reminded us that “the joy of God is forgiving!
Here! The whole Gospel, all of Christianity, is here!
But make sure that it is not just sentiment, it is not
being a ‘do-gooder’! On the contrary, mercy is the
true force that can save human beings and the world
from the ‘cancer’ that is sin, moral evil, spiritual evil.
Only love fills the void, the negative chasms that
evil opens in the hearts and in history. Only love can
do this, and this is God’s joy!”
We are called then to the joy of forgiveness, to elim-
inate from the mind and the heart the sorry of rancor
and of hatred. Jesus said “Be merciful, just as your
Father is merciful” (Lk. 6:36). We should make a con-
crete examination, now, about our will to forgive.
Pope Francis suggests: “Think of a person with whom
you are annoyed, with whom you are angry, someone
you do not like. Let us think of that person and in
silence, at this moment, let us pray for this person,
and let us become merciful with this person”.
Today’s celebration may be, then, the feast of rec-
onciliation, of forgiveness given and received, the
triumph of the Lord of Peace […].
This raises the second message: the conversion

of the heart to goodness and mercy. We are all in-
vited to convert ourselves to the good, not only
those who are declared as Christians, but also those
who are not. The Church also invites the persecutors
to not fear conversion, to not be afraid of the good,
to reject evil. The Lord is a good father who forgives
and welcomes with open arms, his prodigal sons
from the ways of evil and sin.
Every one of us – good and bad – needs conversion.
We all are called to convert ourselves to peace, to fra-
ternity, to respecting the liberty of others, to serenity
in human relations. So have our martyrs acted, so
have the saints done, those who follow – as Pope
Francis said –“the way of conversion, the way of hu-
mility, of love, of the heart, the way of beauty”.
It is a message that above all concerns the youth,
calling them to live Christian life with fidelity and
joy. But that is going against the current: “To go
against the current is good for the heart, but we
need courage to swim against the tide. Jesus gives
us this courage! There are no difficulties, trials or
misunderstandings to fear, provided we remain
united to God as branches to the vine, provided we
do not lose our friendship with him, provided we
make ever more room for him in our lives. This is es-

pecially so whenever we feel poor, weak and sinful,
because God grants strength to our weak-

ness, riches to our poverty, conversion
and forgiveness to our sinfulness”.
So the martyrs have behaved, young
and old. Yes, also the young, such as

the seminarians from the Dioceses of
Tarragona and Jaén, for example, and the

twenty-one-year-old layman of the Diocese of
Tarragona. They have not been afraid of death,
because their gaze was projected toward Heaven,
toward the joy of eternity without end in the
charity of God. If they lacked the mercy of men,
God’s mercy was present and overflowing.
Forgiveness and conversion are the gifts that all
martyrs offer to us. Forgiveness brings peace to the
hearts, conversion creates fellowship with others.
Our Martyrs, messengers of life and not death, are
our intercessors for a life of peace and fraternity.
May this be the precious fruit of this celebration in
the Year of Faith.
May Mary, Regina Martyrum, remain the powerful
Help of Christians. Amen

Cardinal Angelo Amato, SDB
A FEAST OF RECONCILIATION, OF FORGIVENESS GIVEN AND RECEIVED, THE TRIUMPH OF THE LORD OF PEACE
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The workers 
for the cause

The celebration was perfect for
preparation, solemnity, and power
of message, under a hot sun and
in the presence of almost 30,000
faithful. 
Now we are back on the plain of
everyday life, hearts lit with the
example of our martyrs ; in the
fog of those days, they walked

with their eyes fixed on the sun of Christ.
Of all the initiatives of the festive triduum from Friday 11 to Sunday
13 October 2013, one went to my heart. This was the night of Saturday
12 October, towards the end of the artistic display given by the students
of the La Inmaculada College of Barcelona. 
The Superior General, Brother Emili Turu, was speaking to express gra-
titude to all those who had made the celebration possible and beautiful.
Among them were the postulators, and this allowed a glimpse of the
complexity of the work achieved to bring about the beatification.
Our 66 Brothers and the two laymen originally formed a collection of
little scattered causes for which many vice-postulators worked during
1946 and the following years. The ones in more recent years occupied
with these causes were Brothers Augustin Carazo, who collected a large
number of documents and testimonies, Mariano Santamaria, involved
as vice-postulator for a long period, working with Gabriele Andreucci,
and Giovanni Maria Bigotto, accumulating many documents and esta-
blishing a library of books published about the tormented years from
1933 to 1939. The latter also knew how to give our martyrs a dignified
burial and thus preserve their relics.
Br Gabriele Andreucci, who was postulator from 1989 to 2000, was the
kingpin of the Spanish causes. He was the one who wrote up the posi-
tios of Brother Bernardo, Brother Laurentino and his 45 companions,
and then regrouped in a single positio the diverse causes of the martyrs
whose beatification was proclaimed on 13 October 2013. He provided

Here we are two
days after the great

feast of the beatification
in Tarragona of 522
martyrs, including 66
Marist Brothers and
two laymen, precursors
of today’s Marist Laity. 

Br Giovanni Maria
Bigotto
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a colossal work which, in the Congregation for the causes of saints,
was appreciated for its precision and pertinence in the demonstration
of martyrdom. He was also the one who wrote up the positio for the
canonisation of our Founder, Marcellin Champagnat. For health rea-
sons, he was unable to take part in the celebration. But he merits the
gratitude of our Marist Family more than any other.
Br Giovanni Maria Bigotto, postulator from 2001 to 2010 was inspired
by Br Gabriele’s work to write some short, easily accessible biographies
on the martyrs. This work was integrated into a book embracing all
our Marist models from the Founder to the martyrs of Algeria under
the title : Our Models of Marist Sanctity. After the beatifications of 28
October 2007, many celebrations of the martyrs were sent to all the
Provinces so that the memory of the martyrs would enter our hearts
and prayers.
Finally, Br Jorge Flores Aceves, the present postulator, followed the
cause in its final stages, maintaining constant contact with the Con-
gregation for the Causes of Saints and with the persons in charge in
Madrid. Br Jorge now has the task of following up the positio of the
group of Br Eusebio and 58 other Brothers. When this cause is accep-
ted, then the cause of Br Lycarion, killed on 28 July 1909 in Barce-
lona, during the Tragic Week, will also be added. This positio is already
finished. This may give an idea of the complexity of the work.
And we can admire the heart of our Superior General, who forgot none
of these workers, recalled them to the Marist Family, and thanked them
with a very beautiful ceramic inspired by the poster of the beatifica-
tion and enclosed in a red velvet box. Brother Emile, your thank you
was that of all the Brothers and Lay Marists. Let us in our turn say
thank you. 
And let us also say thank you to our Brother Martyrs by following in
their steps and making a place for them in our prayers and our hearts.
“All of you, our Brother martyrs, walk with us!”

Br Giovanni Maria Bigotto
THE WORKERS FOR THE CAUSE
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History and avatars
of the cause 

of Brothers 
Crisanto, Aquilino, Cipriano José 
their 63 companions, and 2 laymen

This cause commenced in 1946
and finished in 1989. It ex-
tended over forty-three years.
Why ?
According to me, there are
many reasons. I restrict myself
to certain ones :
• The slowdown produ-

ced, in the pontificate
of Pope Paul VI in the

processes of beatification of the servants of God killed during the
religious persecution of 1934-1939.

• In the Marist Institute, there was the replacement of the Postulator
General, Br Alessandro di Pietro, the man who, given his responsi-
bility, encouraged the superiors of Spain to undertake the approaches
for beatification.

• Not all the Brothers of the Marist Provinces of Spain were favourable
to the introduction of the cause of beatification of these Brother
martyrs.

In my opinion, these circumstances cooled the enthusiasm for conti-
nuing the processes, almost forgetting them. To the point where Br Ba-
silio Rueda, Superior General, at a meeting with the Provincials of
Spain, had to urge them to take up the subject of the martyrs once
more.
In this context, the Postulators and Vice-postulators charged with brin-
ging the processes to completion had to overcome objections and sur-
mount numerous difficulties.
The cause of Brothers Crisanto, Aquilino, Cipriano José and their 63
companions and 2 laymen involved four diocesan processes:

T he group of 66 Marist
Brothers and 2 laymen,

beatified in Tarragona on 13
October 2013, form one cause
involving four diocesan pro-
cesses or instructions, and ta-
king place in four distinct
dioceses: Lleida (1946), Urgell
(1947), Saragossa (1957),
and Madrid (1969).

Br Mariano 
Santamaría



• Br Crisanto’s took place in the diocese of Lleida.
• That of Br Aquilino and his three companions («

those of the fronton court »), was carried out in
the diocese of Urgell.

• That of Br Cipriano José and his 29 companions
of the community of Toledo (11), Valence (4),
Vic (4), Ribadesella (1), Badajoz (1), took place
in Saragossa on 10 January 1957.

• The process of Br Guzmán and his 39 Marist com-
panions and 2 laymen : of the communities of
Fuencarral (6), Los Madazo (3), Cisne (3), Chin-
chón (3 and 1 layman), Málaga(6), Torrelaguna
(3), Cabezón de la sal and Carrejo (4), Valence
(2), Cuenca (1 brother and 1 layman), Barruelo

de Santullán (2), Denia (1), the three killed at Saganta (Huesca);
Bilbao (1), 1 at the French frontier and 1 at Albocácer. This mul-
tiple process, given the different places where the Brothers died,
took place in the diocese of Madrid.

On 31 July 1989, when Br Agustín Carrazo was Postulator General,
and following the norm of the Congregation of Saints, all these
causes were unified into a single one under the name of Brothers
Crisanto, Aquilino, Cipriano José and 63 companions and 2 laymen.

BEGINNINGS OF WORKS
ON THE POSITIO
Seven years later, in 1996, Br Gabriele Andreucci, Postulator General, be-
gan drawing up the complex Positio of these martyrs. His work, long and
complex, can be found in the 2001 pages of the three volumes making
up the Positio. With the approval of the Rapporteur, Rev. José Luis Gu-
tiérrez, on 7 December 2001, he was able to present himself to the Se-
cretariat of the Congregation of Saints, as well as in the diocese of Lleida
and the other dioceses. Following an exhaustive examination, the com-
mittee of theologians met on 17 April 2012 and gave its vote favorable
for each of the Blessed and the cause in general.
On 7 May 2013, in ordinary session presided over by the Cardinal Prefect
Ángelo Amato, the cardinals and bishops recognized that the Servants of
God had suffered martyrdom for witnes-sing to Christ and the Church
and that they were victims because of their Faith.
Cardinal Amato informed Pope Francis, in writing, of all these steps; the
Holy Father accepted and signed the Requests of the Congregation of
Saints, thus testifying to the martyrdom of the Servants of God, Brs Cri-
santo, Aquilino, Cipriano José and their 63 companions Marist Brothers
of the Schools and 2 laymen.
The decree of Beatification of 3 June 2013 bears the signature of the
Prefect of the Congregation.
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COLLABORATIONS
To achieve the drawing up of the Positio demanded
precision and exactness, requirements for which the
author had to call on persons to clarify the facts re-
lative to dates, names… Br Gabriele relied on me as
Vice-postulator for the precise and longer questions,
such as bringing together the direct proofs on the
recognition of martyrdom and the veneration accorded
the Blessed among the Marist Brothers, former stu-
dents, relatives and acquaintances. Another aspect
entrusted to me was the locating of the mortal re-
mains of the Blessed for their exhumation, identifi-
cation and translation to the church of the parish to
which they belonged when they were killed.

EXPERIENCES
I begin by affirming that the Postulator General, Br
Gabriele Andreucci, knew very well the obligations he
had assumed in taking on the responsibilities of his
office. Moreover, as a specialist, he preferred to work
with exactness and precision on figures, dates, places
and events in relation to the Blessed. For me, it was a
favour to be one of his closest collaborators.
One of the meticulous dossiers he entrusted to me was
to consult the archives containing the  documentation
on the religious persecution, for example, the general
cause of the civil war in the National Archives, Calle Se-
rrano in Madrid (now in Salamanca). The same in Málaga,
Barcelona… where the documentation relating to the
civil war is preserved. How to access this documentation?
With the authorisation given by the Minister.
I met the persons who had testified in order to clarify
the names and events which remained obscure in the
testimonies.
Another precise and delicate work was to assemble
the reputation as martyrs enjoyed by the Blessed. It
must not be forgotten that one of the conditions re-
quired by the Church is that these Blessed were re-
cognised as martyrs so that they could become models
for imitation for the Christian people. This recognition
of the Christian people required proof.
To accomplish this mission with precision, I had to
tour towns and villages, visit relatives, inter-view for-
mer students, Marist Brothers… in the search for writ-
ten testimonies. It was necessary to prove that they
were remembered as persons who had given their lives

for the faith, because they were religious, that they
had not belonged to a political party, nor fought for
political ideas… and that they were venerated, and
even prayed to.
In the conversations we had, the reason for their
killing always surfaced. The reply was : because
they were « monks » or religious. At this time,
one felt the hatred against the Church; it was the
cause of everything : it was for this reason that it
had to be destroyed.
Certain relatives recalled declarations of the time : «
We said to the Brother : Come home. But he loved his
vocation; and the support he received from his supe-
riors and companions was much stronger than our re-
asons. » « At home, we pray to him, we are convinced
of having a saint in the family and that one day he
will be recognised by the Church as a Blessed or a
Saint. » « His visits were, for the family, an opportunity
for meeting and strengthening in the faith; we recited
together the prayers that our parents, the school or
the church had taught us. »
Another mission confided to me by the Brother Postu-
lator was to locate the mortal remains of these Brothers
in order to identify them and, later, to translate them
to the church of the parish they belonged to at the
moment of giving their life for the faith. Approaches
were made on the civil and ecclesiastical planes and
were carried out in the city of Toledo for the Blessed
killed at Torrelaguna, Barruelo de Santullán (Palencia),
Ribadesella (Oviedo) and Bilbao-Lardero, starting di-
rectly from the office of the Vice-Postulator and with
the financial support of the Provinces of Spain.
It was a difficult but at the same time gratifying expe-
rience: to touch the relics of Brothers whom we had
been given as examples in the houses of formation. I
have difficulty in forgetting them. I had the opportunity
of counting on extraordinary pathologists, such as Dr
José-Andrés de Andrade Fernández and his team for
the identification of the remains of the brothers of Tre-
lagu-na and Toledo. To see specialists in ballistics re-
construct the trajectory of the deadly bullets and listen
to the explanations was, for me, an enrichment, and
that constituted an argument of the first order in favour
of martyrdom. At Bilbao, I could count on the famous
pathologist, Dr Francisco Etxeberria, of the Departement
of Anthropology, of the Society of Sciences Arazadi
and the University of Pays Vasco, and Drs Rafael Alcaraz
Manzano and Juan Baptista Arrieta Pérez, eminent law-
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yers of the Service of Forensic Pathology of the Vasco Institute of Legal Me-
decine. How they helped me thanks to their knowledge and kindness!
I experienced many emotions during the translation, in view of the reburial of
the mortal remains of the Blessed. These services, vested with great solemnity,
and in the presence of the religious and civil authorities, touched the hearts
of relatives, Marist brothers, former students and the faithful present, and left
in me deep traces of love and devotion towards these Marist Blesseds. 
I had very interesting conversations with D. Antonio Clavero, former student
of Málaga, for the preliminary research in the town archives: these archives
recall the political troubles experienced by the inhabitants of Málaga and
the sufferings of the six Brother martyrs of Málaga. 
Br Puebla Centeno gave me the same satisfaction with his work on the
Blessed of Madrid and their milieu, as did Br Luis A. Martínez Chasco with
the publication of the life of Blessed Luis Fermín and the little work on
Blessed Br Aureliano by Br Rafael Arteaga.
The publication of « Committed Lives », « Marist Martyrology » and « Wit-
nesses, Marist martyrs in two epoques » which recall the biographies and
the circumstances these 68 Blessed passed through: these are the realities
by which the Provinces of Spain have paid homage to their Blessed Martyrs.

MY WORK IN THE PROCESSES
AS VICE-POSTULATOR
In having been able to delve into the history of these Blessed, the glory
and commitment of the Marist Institute, I observe that they assimilated
and incarnated the charism of Saint Marcellin Champagnat and the spirit he
transmitted to his first brothers. This spirit is none other than that of sim-
plicity and humility, in taking as model Mary, Ordinary Resource, and Jesus.
They lived in  simplicity and humility their lives committed to the education
of children and youth.They loved their vocation as consecrated men, and
thanks to it, they gave their lives. They are persons who, during their lives,

harboured no resentment; quite
the contrary, their leit-motiv was
the love of God, children and
youth. They knew, in difficult cir-
cumstances, how to defend the
Church and the values in which
they believed. Difficulties and per-
secution, lived in community, in
following their superiors, stimu-
lated their commitment and their
fidelity to the Lord, as happened
in the communities of Toledo, Má-
laga, Chinchón…  The admirable
example of the Blessed Br Jean-
Marie, and the life in the milieux
where they lived hidden.

Br Mariano Santamaria
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Extraordinary
love

We derive little consolation
from the realization that atro-
cities are perpetrated often by
those on both sides. In the
midst of the loss and death
that mark such a conflict, ho-
wever, there are also  examples
of great courage, unexpected
self-sacrifice, a willingness to

surrender one’s life so that others may live. Such was the witness of Crisanto
and his 67 companions who were martyred in Spain during the 1930s. 
Born on March 4th, 1897, Crisanto was given the name Casimiro at the
time of his baptism. He entered the Marist community in 1914, was
invested in the habit the following year, and from 1916 onwards worked in
many of the schools of his Province. Crisanto’s personal qualities were
such, however, that in 1935 he was entrusted with the formation of the
aspirants at Les Avellanes.  Within a year and the onset of violence, these
young men were relocated with families in the region and Crisanto was or-
dered to report twice each day to the town hall. Well aware that a death
sentence awaited him, he refused to flee the area or to abandon his
charges. On August 27th, 1936 he was shot to death. 
Martyrs do not go out in search of death. Sir Thomas More, imprisoned in
London’s infamous Tower for refusing to accept King Henry VIII as Supreme
Head of the Church of England, is a case in point.  This philosopher, author
and statesman and former Lord Chancellor of England used all of his
lawyerly skills to avoid execution. When he had exhausted every possibility,
however, he accepted death rather than betray his conscience. More, like
all martyrs, believed that integrity was more precious than life itself. But
make no mistake about it: a great deal more than honor and truthfulness
was at stake here. For More was a man in love with God. And it was that
relationship, and that relationship alone, that allowed him and permits all
martyrs to freely surrender their lives. 

The outbreak of violence
anywhere in our world is

a reminder about the tra-
gedy of war and the parti-
cular poignancy of a civil
war. It divides families, sets
neighbor against neighbor,
causes wounds that time can
never really heal.  

Br Seán Sammon



War is rarely selective about its victims. The brothers living at Les
Avellanes in 1936 quickly discovered that fact. Ordered to leave
their house to make way for a hospital, they were able to negotiate
an agreement wherein those who were sick and infirmed could re-
main. This arrangement was short lived. Five days later a directive
came from the President of the Revolutionary Committee ordering
the entire house to be cleared and all goods belonging to it be re-
turned. On July 25th a mass was celebrated; for some participating
it was the last time in which they would be involved in such a ce-
lebration. 
If Crisanto died alone, others were executed together, among them
Brothers Aqilino, Fabian, Felix, and Ligorio Pedro who died at Les
Avellanes. Fabian was the oldest; Ligorio Pedro the youngest.  Born
in Barcelona on January 14th, 1876, Fabian received the names
Juan, Jaime, and Ramón at the time of his Baptism. He completed
his postulancy and novitiate in France at Saint Paul Trois Châteaux
and began his apostolic work in 1891. Final profession followed six
years later in 1897. Shortly thereafter he was recalled to Spain
where brothers were needed. 
Fabian is remembered as a man who was particularly loved by his
students. A simple and kind person he behaved like a father to
them and often went begging for funds to help those who had the
least. In August of 1935, he found himself in the infirmary at Les
Avellanes due to a serious illness. The next year, at age sixty, he
was among those who were lined up and shot. 
If Fabian was well along in years, Brother Ligorio Pedro was just
setting out in life. Born at Cisneros de Campo on May 13th, 1912,
he was given the name Hilario at baptism. An uncle who was a
priest helped him with his studies and hoped that the boy would
follow him into the priesthood. But an attraction to Marist life
proved to be more powerful. On September 24th, 1927 Hilario en-
tered the Juniorate of Carrion de los Condes, a center that specialized
in preparing candidates for the missions. 
He continued his studies at Espira de l’Agly, France and improved
his knowledge of French in the process.  Subsequently, he moved to
Pontos (Gérone) to do his postulancy.  On the 2 of August 1932, he
professed first vows and took the name Ligorio Pedro.
About this time he was called to do his two-year military service. It
was during this period that he contracted a form of tuberculosis
that causes arthritic like symptoms in the spine.   Following his mi-
litary service he was given a year to complete his studies at Carrion
de los Contes prior to going to work in Mexico. However, his sickness
worsened and on the advice of doctors, he was moved to the infir-
mary at Les Avellanes in May of 1936. Four months later he was
taken from his bed and executed. 
A third to die at Les Avellanes was Felix Lorenzo. Born in August of
1906 in the village of Las Hormazas he received the name Lorenzo,

Br Seán Sammon
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Macario, Julian at the time of his baptism. He en-
tered the juniorate at Arceniega at age 13, made
his first vows in September 1923; his perpetual
profession came five years later.  
Felix’s first teaching assignment was at Murcie
but his health was poor and consequently in 1930
he was sent to Zaragoza in with the hope that a
change in climate might help him. Diagnosed
eventually with heart disease he was near death
on several occasions and in 1931 at the infirmary
at Les Avellanes doctors gave him but five months
to live. He survived beyond that point and suffered
through his illness with humor and humility, ma-
king himself useful by taking up those tasks that
his health allowed. 
On July 25th, 1936 Felix suffered a severe heart
attack at Les Avellanes and was taken to the mu-
nicipal clinic in Balaguer. A few weeks later he
was taken from the hospital and executed.    
Aquilino was the fourth to make up this group.
Born on September 29th, 1903 at Tiurana (Lérida),
he was given the name Baldomero, Miguel, Gero-
nimo at the time of his baptism. Aquilino entered
the Vich juniorate in 1916; he professed his first
vows on September 8, 1920, and at twenty was
already on the staff of the juniorate. His first at-
tempt at teaching, however, was not a success.
As a consequence, his superiors sent him to Arce-
niega where his work as a teacher was more suc-
cessful. As early as the time of his perpetual pro-
fession on 19 July 1925, Aquilino’s confreres noted
his growing interest in the spiritual life and his
ability to integrate his life of prayer with his com-
munal and apostolic lives. 
His devotion to the formation of the juniors at
Vich led to his appointment as associate to the
novice master at Les Avellanes. His humility and
simplicity were noted by many and contributed
greatly to his work as a formator. As mentioned
earlier, in July 1936 the house in Les Avellanes
was confiscated and Brother Aquilino and the no-
vices were relocated to the nearby village of Vila-
nova de la Sal; eventually he moved in with his
family at Tiurana. But a death sentence against
him was already out; he was not yet 33 years old
when he was executed along with Fabian, Felix,
and Ligorio Pedro on September 3rd, 1936. 

Two friends, one a married layman (Ramon Emi-
liano Hortelano Gomez), the other a brother  (Ju-
lián José) also were martyred together. They were
close in life and remained close in death. Having
gotten to know each other while both were doing
their military service, these two men became fast
friends. 
Seized by the militia they were shot and then
sprinkled with gasoline and set afire. When mem-
bers of their families went to identify their remains
only a few bones were left. These were kept in a
single urn that still today lies in the Cuenca ce-
metery. 
These brothers and lay partners of ours were not
extraordinary men. To the contrary, they were
quite human, not much different than you or I.
But then again, saints usually are. They had their
hopes and dreams, suffered disappointment and
doubt, faced day-to-day challenges.  
Undoubtedly each had formidable gifts but all of
them suffered also from those limitations that
beset any member of the human family. Rather
than think of them as somehow different that we
are, it would be more helpful and realistic to see
them as ordinary men who did ordinary things
exceptionally well and loved with an extraordinary
love. Men who challenge us to live with the same
passion for life that was so evident in each of
them. In calling them blessed it is not their deaths
that we commemorate but rather the quality of
their lives.
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And so we can say with confidence:

Blessed Brother Abdón, pray for us, 
Blessed Brother Adrián, pray for us, 
Blessed Brother Alipio José, pray for us, 
Blessed Brother Anacleto Luis, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Andrés José pray for us, 
Blessed Brother Ángel Hipólito, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Aquilino, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Aureliano, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Benedicto Andrés, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Benedicto José, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Benigno José, pray for us, 
Blessed Brother Berardo José, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Bruno José, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Camerino, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Cipriano José, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Colombanus Paul, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Crisanto, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Domingo Ciriaco, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Eduardo María, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Egberto, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Eloy José, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Emiliano José, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Euquerio, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Evencio, pray for us, 
Blessed Brother Fabián, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Feliciano, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Felipe Neri, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Félix Amancio, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Félix Lorenzo, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Fernando María, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Gaspar Pablo, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Guzmán, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Herminio Pascual, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Javier Benito, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Jean-Marie, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Jerónimo, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Jorge Camilo, pray for us, 
Blessed Brother Jorge Luis, pray for us,
Blessed Brother José Ceferino, pray for us, 
Blessed Brother José de Arimatea, pray for us, 
Blessed Brother José Teófilo, pray for us,
Blessed Julián Aguilar Martín, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Julián José, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Julián Marcelino, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Julio Fermín, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Justo Pastor, pray for us,

Blessed Brother León Argimiro, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Ligorio Pedro, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Luciano, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Luis Alfonso, pray for us, 
Blessed Brother Luis Damián, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Luis Daniel, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Luis Fermín, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Marino, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Millán, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Narciso, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Néstor Eugenio, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Pablo Daniel, pray for us, 
Blessed Brother Pedro, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Pedro Jerónimo, pray for us,
Blessed Ramón Emiliano Hortelano Gómez, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Roque, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Severino, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Teófilo Martín, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Teógenes, pray for us, 
Blessed Brother Timoteo José, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Valente José, pray for us,
Blessed Brother Victorico María, pray for us. 

Br Seán Sammon
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